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When wires are packed together in a bundle, as in a cable or on a
shelf of a main distribution frame, the packing fraction f is the
fraction of cross-sectional area of the bundle occupied by wire. With
wires all the same radius, packing fractions as high as 0.90690 can
be achieved. However, when the wires are pairs that have been
twisted to avoid crosstalk, the packing fraction is much smaller. The
largest obtainable packing fraction depends on other properties of
the packing. For example, with pairs twisted by machine, all pairs
twist at the same rate, and that influences the packing fraction.
Several packing problems are considered, but most attention is given
to a particularly regular kind of packing in which pairs twist about
straight parallel axes located in a lattice arrangement. The densest
lattice packing has packing fraction 0.56767. The densest lattice is a
complicated one in which each wire touches 10 wires belonging to 6
other pairs. The numbers 10 and 6 cannot be increased even with
nonlattice packings of pairs with straight parallel axes. These other
packings are also conjectured to have packing fractions less than
0.56767, although only f < 0.62240 is proved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pairs of telephone wires are often packed closely together in large
numbers. These wires may belong to a cable or lie together on a shelf
as jumper wires of a main distribution frame. To avoid inductive
coupling, which produces crosstalk, the wire pairs are always twisted.

A twisted pair packing problem arose with a proposal for monitoring
the accumulation of inoperative jumper pairs on a main distribution
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frame. Robert Graham of Western Electric has developed a technique
for measuring the cross-sectional area of a bundle of jumper wires.
Telephone company records determine the number of working jumper
pairs in the bundle. The total number of pairs, working or inoperative,
could be estimated from the measured area if the density of pairs in
the bundle were known.

If each wire has radius r, a twisted pair has cross-sectional area
AP = 27r2. The number N of pairs in a bundle of area AB is then

N = fAB/Ap, (1)

where f is the packing fraction (or density) of the bundle, the fraction
of cross-sectional area filled by wire. Graham's measurements on
spools of twisted pair wire suggest a value off near 0.5. That is a much
smaller packing fraction than could be achieved with single wires or
untwisted pairs. To show that twisting the pairs reduces the packing
fraction, this paper looks for packings that are as dense as possible.
The problem takes several forms, depending on what regularities the
packing may be assumed to have. For instance, do the pairs all twist
around parallel, straight-line axes? If so, do they all twist at the same
rate (in turns per foot)? The most regular packings are the "lattice"
packings described in Section IV. The densest lattice packing will be
found to have f = 0.56767.

The same mathematical problems arise in a different setting as
follows. Suppose each dancer on a ballroom floor occupies a circular
region. Dancing partners form pairs of circles in contact, and each pair
rotates as the dance progresses. How densely can the floor be packed
without causing couples to collide with one another?

II. PACKINGS

The pairs on the main frame are randomly packed, but there are
several reasons for studying deterministic packings that maximize the
fraction f. One reason is that the simplest mathematical models of
random packing' produce low packing fractions. A more complicated
random model will necessarily use some other special random process.
But the random process that truly describes the main frame packing
is not well understood; no special random model can be trusted
completely. A packing that maximizes 1, although special, has the
virtue of giving a firm bound on the packing fraction actually achieved.

Another argument for maximizing f recognizes the tendency of
gravity forces to pack the wires tightly. Indeed, the gravitational
potential energy of a bundle of wires is minimized when the wires are
packed as densely as possible. Of course, the bundle will usually have
a different gravitationally stable configuration, but each time the
bundle is disturbed, it tends to assume a new configuration of lower
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potential energy. This phenomenon may be illustrated by filling a jar
with beans by pouring them in gently; then, shaking the jar will settle
the beans and make room for more. Routine main frame maintenance
includes "feathering" the wires, which probably helps to make the
packing more dense.

Wires are assumed to be so nearly parallel to one another that they
all appear as circles in any plane transverse section through the bundle.
The two wires of one pair will always be represented as circles that
touch. Figure 1 shows the well-known densest packing of circles in the
plane.2' The circles in this packing occupy a fraction f = v/121/2 =
0.90690 of the plane. The circles within each horizontal row in Fig. 1
can be grouped into pairs of circles that touch. Thus, Fig. 1 can
represent one cross section through a bundle of pairs of wires if the
pairs are not twisted.

Arrangements like Fig. 1 often appear when circular disks are
squeezed together on a flat tray. For twisted pairs, Fig. 1 would be
very unlikely. The pairs must somehow twist so that they do not
penetrate one another in moving from Fig. 1 to other cross sections
farther along the wires.

Strictly speaking, it is possible to achieve f = 0.90690 in all cross
sections, even with twisted pairs. Let Fig. 1 rotate bodily about some
fixed center 0 to represent other cross sections. One full rotation of
Fig. 1 then gives each pair one full twist. Of course, each twisted pair
then forms a helix spiraling around an axis through 0, and so the pairs
intertwine each other. Indeed, this intertwining cancels the crosstalk
reduction that twisting the pairs tried to achieve.

Fig. 1-The densest packing of nonoverlapping circles in the plane, f = 0.90690.
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Very little intertwining occurs between different jumper pairs on the
main frame. One way to prevent intertwining is to assume that the
pairs twist about parallel straight-line axes. In a cross section, each
axis appears as the point where the two circles of the pair touch.
Requiring twisted pairs to have straight axes is a severe restriction.
For example, it rules out Fig. 1 as a possible cross section; any rotations
of pairs about the axes of Fig. 1 will cause some wires to intersect.

After assuming straight axes, one must make further assumptions
about how pairs twist. One possibility is that all pairs twist at the same
rate, in turns per foot. That assumption is reasonable if the pairs are
cut from a reel of wire that has been twisted automatically by machine.
Packings of wires that twist at the same rate will be considered in later
sections. An opposite extreme is to assume that different pairs twist at
rates that are not only unequal but incommensurable. Under that
assumption, no two pairs can have axes lying within distance 4r of
each other because two pairs with closer axes would overlap in some
cross section. When axes are separated by at least 4r, circles of radius
2r and centered at the axes do not intersect. The densest packing of
such circles is again Fig. 1, now with circles of radius 2r. In Fig. 2,
these are the larger circles. Each contains two circles of radius r which

Fig. 2-The densest packing of twisted pairs with straight parallel axes and incom-
mensurable twisting rates, f = 0.45345.
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represent individual wires. The pair of circles of radius r fills exactly
half the area of a circle of radius 2r. Then Fig. 2 is exactly half as
dense as Fig. 1; f = 71(48)1/2 = 0.45345 is the greatest packing fraction
obtainable with incommensurable twist rates and straight parallel
axes.

In this paper, pairs are always assumed to twist in the same sense,
say, as a right-handed screw. Packings with pairs twisting in both
senses can achieve other packing fractions. One can achieve f = 7/4
= 0.78540 with half the pairs twisting in a right-handed sense and half
twisting at the same rate in a left-handed sense.

III. EQUAL TWIST RATES

In a given cross section, each pair can be assigned a phase angle 0
measured from the horizontal to a line between centers of the two
wires. Figure 2 shows pairs of different phases. If all pairs twist at the
same rate, the difference in phase between two pairs remains constant
as one moves along the wires. It is no longer necessary to separate pair
axes by distance 4r. Theorem 1 below shows that the minimum allowed
distance depends on the phase difference q between the two pairs.

Figure 3 shows two pairs with axes at distance a apart. The constant
phase difference for the two pairs is 0, one pair has a phase 0 and the
other has phase B +
Theorem 1: Suppose two pairs, with phase difference as shown in
Fig. 3, twist about their straight parallel axes at the same rate. The
smallest distance achieved between centers of wires in different pairs
is a - 2rM(4)), where

M(0) = Max(' sin Ft.I, I cos -10 IL

r is the radius of the wires, and a is the distance between the axes of
the pairs.
Proof: The theorem is proved simply if Fig. 3 is regarded as the
complex plane. Take the origin to be one pair axis. The other pair axis
is at a exp(it), where 4, is an angle from the horizontal to the line
between axes. The two wires of the first pair have centers P+ and P_
with

= ±r exp(i0).

The centers Q+ and Q_ of wires of the second pair are

Q± = a exp(AP) ± r exp{i(0 + 4))).

One of the four distances to consider is I Q+ - = I a exp(i4)) + r
expi0(expi4) - 1)1. Write

= exp(i(0 - + 14) + Frr))
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so that

and likewise

Fig. 3-Two twisted pairs with phase difference 4).

Q+ P+ I = Ia+2r sin 1-01, (2)

P+I = Ia-2r cos
IQ+ -P -I = la + 27t cos+4>I,

IQ- - P-1 = I a - 2d sin -14

(3)

(4)

(5)

As 0 varies, moves on the unit circle I E I = 1. The four distances
(2), , (5) have their maxima and minima at E = ±1. The smallest
value attained by any of the four distances is either a - 2r I sin 10 I or
a - 2r I cos 10 I, as the theorem states.

Theorem 1 shows that the distance a between axes of two pairs with
given phase difference 0 can be only as small as

a = a(4>) = 2r{1 + M(0)). (6)

This separation can be less than the 4r used in Fig. 2. The smallest
allowed separation is obtained with 0 = ±90°;

a(±90°) = (2 ± 2>'2)r = 3.4142r.

For a given wire, say the one with center P+, the closest approach to
another wire center Q+ or Q_ occurs when = ±1, i.e., when

0 - 4> + 24> = 90° or 270°.

Ordinarily I Q+ - P+ I and I Q_ - P+ I have different minima and then
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the minimum distance a - 2rM(4)) is attained at only one of the two
angles 0. If a = a(4)), each wire at 0 touches only one wire of the other
pair. If = ±90°, I sin 14 I = I cos 1/20 I and I Q+ - I has the same
minimum value as I Q_ - 13.4. I. If a = a(4)) = a(90° ), each wire at 0
touches both wires of the other pair.
Corollary: If pairs have straight parallel axes and twist at the same
rate, the packing fraction cannot exceed

2v/(271/2 + 241/2) = 0.62240.

Proof: Let 2R denote (2 + 21/2)r. In any packing of twisted pairs, the
distance between two pair axes is at least 2R. Then circles of radius R,
centered at the pair axes of a packing, do not overlap. The number p
of circles per unit area, in any packing of nonoverlapping circles of
radius R, satisfies

p po = 1/(121/2R2).

The maximum po would be attained with Fig. 1 again, now with circles
of radius R. Each circle of radius R represents one twisted pair of area
2/Tr.2 Then the packing fraction is f = 2irr2p 2irr2po. The bound
simplifies to the number stated by the corollary.

One might try to achieve density 0.62240 by arranging pair axes in
the same pattern as the centers in Fig. 1. Each pair would then be
required to differ in phase by ±90° from each neighbor at distance 2R.
But that arrangement contains triples of pairs, each pair a neighbor of
the other two. There is no way to assign phases to the pairs of such a
triple. Packing fractions near 0.62240 are probably not obtainable. The
more special packings in the next section have maximum packing
fraction 0.56767.

IV. LATTICES

A point lattice is a discrete set of points forming a group under
vector addition. Thus a point lattice must contain the origin 0 and the
sum P ± Q of each pair of lattice points P, Q. Two-dimensional point
lattices, the ones of interest here, can all be generated from pairs u, v
of linearly independent vectors. Lattice points are then linear combi-
nations

Psi = iu ± jv (7)

of the generator vectors u, v, the coefficients i, j ranging over all
integers. For example, circle centers in Fig. 1 form a point lattice with
generators u, v both of length 2r and 60° apart.

A point lattice in a plane 7T can be used to construct a lattice of
twisted pairs. Arrange pairs, all twisting at the same rate and having
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parallel straight axes normal to 77, with a pair axis passing through
each point of the point lattice. Let 0(P) denote the phase of the pair
with axis at point P of 77. The phases will be required to satisfy

0(P + Q) = 0(P) + 0(Q).

Then 0(0) = 0 and all phases can be expressed in terms of two
parameters a = 0(u), T = 0(v). At P, in (7), the phase = 0(Pij) is

0, = 0(iu) + 0(jv) = is + jT. (8)

In a point lattice, each point P is like every other point Q. Adding
P -Q to every point merely translates the point lattice rigidly onto
itself and carries Q to P. The lattice of twisted pairs has symmetries
which are only slightly more complicated. The translation that carries
Q to P need not leave the lattice of twisted pairs fixed because the
phases 0(P) and 0(Q) may differ. However, (8) shows that the lattice
of twisted pairs regains its original appearance if this translation is
followed by turning every pair through a constant angle 0(P) - 0(Q).
With pairs that all twist at the same rate, rotating pairs through a
fixed angle is equivalent to taking a different cross section through the
wires. Thus the twisted pairs do have translation symmetries, although
the translations have axial components.

A point lattice determines a tessellation of the plane into congruent
parallelogram cells (for a detailed explanation, see Ref. 4). Each lattice
point P determines a parallelogram cell with vertices P, P + u, P + v,
P + u + v. A cell has area

A=lul I v I sin a I, (9)

where a is the angle between u and v. The lattice points have density
p = 1/A points per unit area. Then a lattice of twisted pairs has
packing fraction

f = 27r2/A. (10)

To find a lattice of twisted pairs that maximizes f, one must find
parameters I u I, I v I, a, a, T that minimize A. These parameters are
allowed only values that keep wires from intersecting. For each pair
P, P' of lattice points, with phases 0, 0', the separation I P - P' I must
be at least a(0 - 0') as given by (6). That optimization problem has
the following solution.
Theorem 2: The maximum packing fraction of lattices of twisted
pairs is

f = -i-771(2 + 321/2)1/2 = 0.56766836 .

It is obtained with a = 0°, r = 90°, Iul = 4r, Iv' = Iv - u l =
(2 + 2'12)r, and cos a = 1/(1 + 2-1/2), i.e., a = 54.14143°.
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The proof is long and will be deferred to the appendix. Figure 4
shows one cross section through the maximizing lattice of twisted pairs
given by Theorem 2. Figure 4 also shows the parallelogram cells,
determined by the generator vectors u and v. The vertices of par-
allelograms form the point lattice, representing the axes of the twisted
pairs. The generators used in Fig. 4 are u = (4r, 0), v = (2, (2 +
321/2)1/2)r (2r, 2.7671r). The cell area is A = 4(2 + 321/2)1/2r2

11.06841r2.
In Fig. 4, certain wires touch. These contacts occur at midpoints of

half the horizontal sides of cells. At two other places in the interior of
each cell, wires almost touch. The very short gap between these wires
is not apparent in a small drawing.

One of the parallelograms is shaded. Figure 5 shows what happens
in this shaded cell as pairs rotate. The rotation angles, 9.141°, 80.859°,
90°, etc., were chosen to show contacts that occur between wires.

Fig. 4-One cross section through the densest lattice of twisted pairs, 0 = 0°.
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Again there are some near misses (at 90°) and so Fig. 5 marks each
point of true contact by a dot. A 180° rotation interchanges the wires
in each pair and so Fig. 5 does not go beyond 180° rotation. Because
of the lattice symmetry, each cell of the lattice goes through the same
cycle as any other cell, but perhaps with different phase. In this special
lattice, half the cells are in phase with the shaded cell and the rest are
90° out of phase.

Another view of the packing follows a single wire as it makes one
full turn about its pair axis. Figure 6 shows the successive positions a,
b, c, , j of the center of one wire as it comes into contact with other
wires. Thus, a, b, c, lie on a circle of radius r at the angles 9.141°,
80.859°, 99.141°, etc. The wire itself is not drawn but the wires it
touches appear in their positions at contact. Each point a, b, c, is

connected by a line to the center of the contacted circle. The second
wire of the chosen pair makes another contact whenever the first wire
does but from a point 180° away. Thus the second wire goes through
the cycle 1, g, h, i, j, a,  , e.

The contacts shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 occur because each pair has
neighboring pairs at exactly the minimum allowed distance (6). In
particular,' u I = a(0° ), Iv' = a(90° ), lv-ul= a(90°) and so the pair
at P makes contact with the six pairs at P ± u, P ± v, and P ± (v - u).
The pairs at P ± v and P ± (v - u) differ in phase from the one at P
by 90°. Thus, as mentioned following eq. (6), a wire at P will touch

Fig. 6-The wires touched by a given wire of the densest lattice packing during one
complete turn. Circular dots mark the pair axes.
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both wires of pairs at P ± v and P ± (v - u). That accounts for the 8
contacts at positions a, c; b, d; f, h; g, i. At P ± u, with phase difference
0°, only one wire is touched (at j and e). Thus the wire in Fig. 6 touches
10 wires belonging to 6 pairs.

The fact that each wire touches 10 wires belonging to 6 other pairs
is an indication that the packing is very tight. The appendix proves
the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Suppose all pairs have straight parallel axes and twist
at the same rate. Then no wire can touch more than 6 other pairs nor
more than 10 wires belonging to other pairs.
Note that the hypotheses of the theorem apply to packings more
general than lattice packings.

Three twisted pairs will be said to form a triplet if each pair touches
the other two. Pairs with axes P1, P2, P3, and phases 61, 62, 03 form a
triplet if PI - P,I = a(0, - 0,) for the 3 choices of distinct subscripts

j. One might expect many triplets in a dense packing, lattice or
otherwise. Theorem 3 shows that no pair can belong to more than 6
triplets; the lattice packing of Theorem 2 achieves that number. In
fact, each parallelogram cell in Fig. 4 is formed from two triangles,
having vertices at axes of a triplet. Thus triplet triangles cover the
entire plane of Fig. 4. Moreover, these triplet triangles have the least
area possible.
Theorem 4: Suppose three twisted pairs with parallel straight axes
and the same twisting rate form a triplet. The triangle with vertices
at the axes of the three pairs has area at least

(2 + 321/2)1/2r2 = 5.53420r2.

This minimum area is achieved if the three phase differences are 0°,
±90°, and ±90°.
This theorem is proved in the appendix.

V. CONCLUSION

Theorem 2 gives the packing fraction f = 0.56767 of the densest
packing of twisted pairs having

(i) Pairs with parallel straight axes.
(ii) The same twisting rate for all pairs.
(iii) A lattice arrangement of pair axes and phases.

It may be that assumption (iii) can be dropped. Without assuming
(iii), Theorems 3 and 4 show that pairs in the packing of Theorem 2
are as "close together" as possible in two senses that are not directly
connected with f. But at present, without assuming (iii) one can only
guarantee f < 0.62240 (Corollary to Theorem 1). To extend Theorem
2 without assuming (iii) may be difficult. Even for circles, the density
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maximizing property of Fig. 1 has only recently been proved without
a lattice assumption.3 For spheres in three dimensions, the astronomer
J. Kepler conjectured that the face -centered cubic lattice packing is
densest possible. Two centuries later, Gauss proved the conjecture for
lattice packings, but there has been no proof without a lattice assump-
tion.

Assumption (i) is too strong for most applications. It would be
desirable to drop (i) and assume only that different pairs fail to
intertwine. Relaxing (i) probably permits some increase in packing
fraction. Figures 4 and 5 show that no pair ever touches more than
two wires at a time in any cross section. Then, in any cross section,
every pair is free to move slightly. If a bundle of pairs, packed as in
Figs. 4 and 5, were surrounded by a cord and tied tightly, the axes
would bend and the pairs would assume a denser packing in the plane
of the cord. It should be possible to bend axes in Figs. 4 and 5 to obtain
a packing fraction f > 0.56767 in all cross sections simultaneously.

In regard to assumption (ii), Section III mentioned a denser packing
with pairs twisting in opposite senses, although still with the same
absolute twist rates.

APPENDIX

Proofs of Theorems 2, 3, and 4

Al. Theorem 2, Part 1

Theorem 2 will be proved in two parts. The first part subjects a
given lattice of twisted pairs to deformations that increase f and leave
the lattice with generators u, v such that twisted pairs at 0, u, and v
form a triplet. The second part of the proof is then also a proof of
Theorem 4.

Many choices of u, v, a, T produce the same lattice of twisted pairs.
For example, given one set of generators, another is obtained by
changing v to u + v and T to a + T. The pairs remain packed exactly as
before although the point now called P;; in (7) is the one formerly
called This freedom to choose among different generators is used
in the first part to obtain generators u, v with simplifying properties.

The deformations in the first part must be performed without
causing wires to intersect. Because the pairs are symmetric to one
another as explained in Section IV, it suffices to ensure that the pair
at 0 never intersects a pair at any other point P. From (6) one obtains
the requirement

P1 2r{1 + M(O(P))}.

Or, if R (P) is defined to be the ratio

R (P) = I PI/{241 + M (0 (P))]),
the requirement is R (P) 1 for all P 0 0.
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If a given lattice of twisted pairs has Min R (P) = Ro > 1, then the
lattice of P axes can be shrunk, moving each point P to P/Ro. Shrinking
the lattice would increase f by a factor R02. Hence a lattice of twisted
pairs with maximum density must have points P such that R (P) = 1.
One of these points will be taken for the generator vector u; R (u) = 1.
This choice also determines a = 0(u).

Figure 7 shows the point lattice of twisted pair axes. The points may
be grouped in rows parallel to a central row of points , -u, 0, u, 2u,

. These are horizontal rows in Fig. 4. Since R (u) = 1, I u I 2r (1
+ M(0)) = 4r. From (11), any point P, except the origin 0, satisfies
P a- 2r{1 + M(90°)) = (2 + 21/2)r. Thus

P1 > 0.85 iu i

Similarly, any point P except ku satisfies I P - ku I > 0.85 I u I. Then it
follows that the distance between the horizontal rows of points is at
least 0.68 1 u I . Now start to compress Fig. 7 linearly in a vertical
direction. The compression only increases the packing factor. The
compression must stop before the vertical separation between rows

o 0 0

COMPRESSION

0
x

grA ArAtij

0.85 lul

xu+v
0

u \0 u 3u
x

x x x x

Fig. 7-Deformations of a lattice to increase packing fraction. Above: compression to
produce a point v with R(v) = 1. Below: rotation of v to make R(v - u) = 1.
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reaches 0.68 I u I because, for some P, the ratio R (P) will become equal
to 1. A point P linearly independent of u and with R (P) = 1 can only
lie in a row directly above or below the central row. For in a more
remote row,

IPI > 2 x 0.68 I u I 1.36(2 + 21/2)r > 4r;

then R (P) > 1. A point P with R (P) = 1 and linearly independent of
u will now be taken as the second generating vector v of the lattice.
Because R (-P) = R (P) there will be a choice between two vectors for
v. Pick the vector that lies within 90° of u, as shown in Fig. 7; then

a I 90° in (9). That determines r = 0(v).
Since R (u) = R (v) = 1, I u I and I v I are as small as (11) allows, for

the given phases a and T. Another deformation of the lattice, changing
a in (9) while holding I u I, I v I, a, and T fixed, may increase f. Because
a I :s 90° the change must be in the direction of decreasing I a I. The

requirement R (v - u) 1 sets a lower limit on the size of I a I. Since
u I and I v I lie between (2 + 21/2)r and 4r, Iv - ul would become

smaller than (2 - 21/2)r and have R (v - u) 15 (2 - 21/2)/(2 + 21/2) < 1
at a = 0. Thus, with R (u) = R (v) = 1 and fixed a and T, A in (10) is
always at least as large as the value given by (9) with I a I determined
from the condition R (v - u) = 1. When R (v - u) = R (u) = R (v) = 1,
twisted pairs at 0, u, v form a triplet and pairs at u, v,

u + v form another (recall the definition of triplet, given following
Theorem 3). The two congruent triplet triangles (0, u, v) and (u, v,
u + v) together constitute the parallelogram cell (0, u, v, u + v). Given
a and T, (10) shows that f is no greater than irr2 divided by the area of
a triplet triangle 0, u, v with R (u) = R (v) = R (v - u) = 1; i.e.,

iul = 2r(1 +M(a)} (12)

I v I = 2r (1 + M(T)) (13)

v -u I = 2r (1 + M(T - a)). (14)

The first part of the proof of Theorem 2 is now finished. It remains
to adjust a and T to minimize the area of the triplet triangle 0, u, v.
That will lead to a = 0°, T = 90°, and prove Theorem 4. Another detail
to verify is that the lattice determined by (12), (13), and (14) with a
= 0°, T = 90° actually has R (P) 1 for all P 0 0. Since R (P) 1 only
if I P I s 4r, there are only a few lattice points to examine. A short
calculation shows R (P) 1, with equality holding only for P = ±u,
±.v, and ±(v - u). These six vectors locate the axes of the six twisted
pairs mentioned in Theorem 3.

A2. Theorem 2, Part 2 and Theorem 4

The proof of Theorem 4 will use a formula, of Heron of Alexandria,
for the area of a triangle with sides of given lengths a, b, c.5.' Here
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Table I -Packing fraction f of lattices of twisted pairs
= 0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60°

0° 0.4534
10° 0.4546
20° 0.4581 0.4569
30° 0.4640 0.4616
40° 0.4725 0.4689 0.4676
50° 0.4839 0.4788 0.4763
60° 0.4985 0.4918 0.4878 0.4865
70° 0.5168 0.5082 0.5025 0.4997
80° 0.5396 0.5286 0.5210 0.5165 0.5150
90° 0.5677 0.5540 0.5439 0.5373 0.5341

100° 0.5418 0.5332 0.5281 0.5265
110° 0.5262 0.5227
120° 0.5209

a=lv-u I, b = I u I, c = I v I, which depend on a, T as in (12), (13), (14).
Heron's formula converts the cell area A in (9) (twice the area of a
triplet triangle) to

A = {s(s - a)(s - b)(s - c))1/2, (15)

where s = (a + b + c) /2. Table I shows how the packing fraction 1,
obtained from (15) and (10), depends on a and T.

Table I shows only values of a and T in the range

0 2a T 90° + la. (16)

Values off for other angles can be obtained by exploiting symmetries
in formulas (12), (13), (14), (15). Write (a', T') (a, T) if substituting
a', T' for a, T leaves the three lengths a, b, c unchanged, except perhaps
for a permutation. For example, (a + 180°, T) z (a, T) ::-- (a, T 180°)
because M(0) is a function with period 180°. Then a and T can be
assumed nonnegative. Second, (T - a, T) :r. (a, T), and so one can
assume a 5 T a, i.e., 2a T. Finally M(0) has a symmetry M(180°
- 0) = M(0), and so (a, 180° - T a) z (a, T) and (180° - T, 180° - T
+ a) (a, T). It suffices to require T S180° - T a or T 5 90° + la.

Table I indicates a maximum of f at a = 0°, T = 90°. However, for
the sake of mathematical exactness, an analytical proof follows.

First, note that A is an increasing function of a, b, and c. To prove
this, differentiate A2 with respect to these variables. For example,

(8A/a) as-= 2bc - a2 a 2(2 + 2v2)2 - 42 > 0. (17)aa

It now follows that A cannot have a maximum in the part of the set
(16) where T < 90°. For, in that part M(T) ~ cos T/2 and, because T -
a < 90°, too, M(T - a) = cos{(T - a)/2}. For fixed a, I v I and I v - ul
are decreasing functions of T while I u I remains constant. Then (17)
shows that A is decreasing and hence f can have no local maximum
with 0 T < 90°.
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The remaining portion of the range (16), with 90° -.5 T, can be cut
into three parts. These are

0 < a 45°, T = 90°2 (18)

0 < a 5 45°, 90° < T 90° + ia,

and

45° -. a, 2a T 90° + la

(19)

(20)

[note that the second inequality of (20) actually implies 45° a

60°]. In all three parts,

M(a) = cos a/2

M(T) = sin T/2

M(T - a) = cos{(T - a)/2). (21)

Consider the range (20) first. Since 45° .-s a 60°, one has 90° .._ T
5_ 120° and 45° *.icrl5_7*-a 90° - -ia -. 67.5°. Then

I u I (2 + 2112)r = 3.41421r

Iv I (2 + 3'"2)r 3.73205r

Iv - /LI _. (2 + 2 cos 33.75°)r = 3.66294r.

When these minimum lengths are substituted for a, b, c in Heron's
formula, one obtains a lower bound A > 11.19573r2 and hence f <
0.56121 throughout (20). Thus these parameters a, T can never mini-
mize A nor give a packing fraction as high as f = 0.567668, which is
obtained with a = 0°, T = 90°.

Next consider (19). Those inequalities imply 0 < a 45° and 90° <
T :S 112.5° so that

M(T) M(112.5°) = M(67.5°) < M(45°) 5_ M(a)

and

vI<Iul. (22)

To show that there is no local maximum of f with a, T satisfying (19),
consider a small change from a, T to a + x, T + x. Changing a and T by
the same amount keeps Iv - ul constant but changes I v I and I u I in
opposite directions. The effect on A is determined by differentiating.
Equation (15) provides

dA8A-dx=lul(2Ivilv -ul-Iur)diudxl

+IvI(21ullv-ul -
ddl vx1

(23)
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The derivatives of I u 1 and 1 v I are obtainable from (12), (13), and (21):

dludx l dIdx vl- r sin a/2 < 0, - r cos T/2> 0.

Then the inequality (22) can be used to simplify (23) to a bound

dA
(8A1r) -dx>1u1(21vIlv - ul - 1v I2)(-sin a/2)

+ 1 v I (2 lullv - ul - lull v1) cos T/2

(21 v- ul - Iv I)(cos T/2 - sin a/2).

The inequalities (19) imply sin a/2 < sin 22.5° and cos T/2 > cos 56.25°
= sin 33.75° > sin a/2. Also, 21v - ul-Ivl 2(2 + 2'12)r - 4r > 0.
Then dA/dx > 0 in the range (19) and there can be no local maximum
there.

The proof so far has shown that f is too small in range (20) to
achieve a maximum there and that, elsewhere with T 90°, fincreases
if (a, T) moves toward the line T = 90°. One must consider (18) and
show that dAlda > 0 with T fixed at 90°. Then 0 < a 45°<T-aS
90° = T, which implies 1 vl < Iv - ul <lul because

lu I = 2(1 + cos a/2)r

I v I = (2 + 2112)r

Iv -ul= 2(1 + cos((90° - a)/2))r.

Now a formula like (23) may be written for dA/da. The proof that
dAldu> 0 is similar to the one given for the range (19), here using the
inequality Iv - ul < lu I. That completes the proof of Theorems 2
and 4.

A3. Theorem 3

To prove Theorem 3, consider a wire twisting about an axis at the
origin 0. Let P1, P2, , PK denote axes of neighboring pairs that this
wire touches. The names P,, P2, , Pic may be assigned in order of
increasing polar angle about 0. Magnitudes I Phl must satisfy (6) with
0 the phase difference 0k = b(Pk) - 0(0). Thus all I Ph I lie between
(2 + 2112)r and 4r. Also I Ph - P/I a- (2 + 2"2)r. Let tk denote the
number of times the wire at 0 touches wires of the pair at Pk. Then tk
= 2 if I Ph I = (2 + 21/2)r (i.e., if 0k = ±90°), but otherwise tk = 1. The
total number of contacts is

T = + t2 +  + tic

and the theorem states K 6 and T 10.
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Let ak denote the angle PkOPk+1. The K angles al, , al( fall into
three types.
Type 1: If tk = tk+1 = 2, then I Pk I = I Pk+11 = (2 + 21/2)r and 4)k =
±CI:th+1 = ±90°. Then I Pk+1 - Pk' a' a (0°) = 4r and ak a: 71.7° follows
from the cosine law.
Type 2: If tk = 2 but tk+, = 1, then I Pk I = (2 + 21/2)r, P 4r and
Pk+1 - Pk I (2 + 21")r. Then ak a- 54.1°. The same bound holds if tk

= 1 and = 2.
Type 3: If tk = tk+1 = 1 then I Pk I and I Pk+1 I may be as large as 4r and
I Pk+1 Pk' a' (2 + 21/2)r. Then ak a- 50.5°.

Let NI, N2, N3 be the numbers of angles ak of types 1, 2, 3. Then

71.7° N1 + 54.1° N2 + 50.5° N3 360°. (24)

Moreover,

T = it(ti + t2) + (t2 + t3) +  + (tic + ti))
and each term (tk + tk+1) has value 4, 3, or 2 according to the type 1, 2,
or 3 of ak. Thus

T = {4N1 + 3N2 + 2N3}. (25)

Subject to the constraint (24), nonnegative integers N1, N2, N3 give T
a maximum value T = 10. That proves half of the theorem.

The other half is more delicate because the constraint (23) allows
N3 = 7, NI = N2 = 0, K = N1 + N2 + N3 = 7. An improved bound on
ak for type 3 is needed to prove K < 6. The angle ak = 50.5° is not
actually achievable because it would require both 4:4 and ybk.4.3 to be 0°
or 180° while Ok+i - 4)k = ±90°. For given 415k and 4k4-1, the smallest ak
is obtained with I Pk I = a (44), I Pk+1I = ci(Ok+i) and I Pk+ - Pk I =
a (Ok+i - Ok). Then the cosine law determines ak as a function of jk
and 4k+1. The minimum ak is found to occur at 44+1 = 135°, 4k = 45°.
The details will be omitted. In this way, one finds 52.67° ak, K
[360°/52.67°] = 6, and the theorem is proved.

In (25) there are actually two ways to make T = 10. The solution
N1 = 2, N2 = 4, N3 = 0 corresponds to Figs. 4 and 5. Another solution
NI = 5, N2 = N3 = 0 can represent an isolated arrangement of five
twisted pairs with phase 90°, surrounding a central pair with phase 0°.
That configuration cannot occur as part of a lattice. A lattice would
also contain a pair at P2 - Pi with phase 0°, but that pair would
conflict with the one at P3.
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The Gaussian point transmission model for calculating optical
fiber splice loss is extended to the general case of splice loss between
fibers which differ in one or more intrinsic parameters-core radius,
index of refraction profile shape, and maximum index of refraction
difference between core and cladding. The model is first verified for
splices with index -of -refraction profile mismatch. The average differ-
ence between calculated and measured splice loss due to profile
parameter mismatch is 0.04 dB. Comparisons are also made between
calculated and measured splice loss for ten different splices with
mismatch in all three intrinsic parameters. The average difference
between the calculated loss and the average of several measured
losses for these ten cases was 0.06 dB. The additional losses intro-
duced by transverse offset measured for one set of mismatched fiber
splices agree with the calculated values within 0.1 dB. Loss due to
misalignment of elliptical core fibers is calculated and measured
with agreement within 0.06 dB for the maximum loss case. Both the
model and the experimental data show that, for a given percentage
mismatch, index of refraction profile parameter mismatch and core
ellipticity contribute significantly less to splice loss than mismatch of
core radius or numerical aperture. A family of curves for splice
loss vs transverse offset is presented for various numerical aperture
mismatches and core radius mismatches, since these parameters are
typically the largest components of splice loss in practical fiber optic
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

One factor which must be considered in the development of fiber
optical communication systems is the effect of fiber core parameter
manufacturing variations on splice loss. These intrinsic fiber core
parameters' are the maximum index -of -refraction difference between
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core and cladding, A, the index of refraction profile parameter, a, the
radius, R, and core ellipticity, E.

The development of a phenomenological Gaussian point loss model'
allows an approximate analytic treatment of the loss induced by a
butt -joint splice between fibers which differ in one or more intrinsic
parameters. Previous models based on the uniform power distribution
assumption' have exhibited only limited agreement between calculated
and measured splice loss," whereas the Gaussian model gives good
agreement with experimental data.

Previous work2 developed the Gaussian point loss model and gave
theoretical and experimental results for A mismatch, R mismatch and
transverse offset. This model has been used to estimate system losses
due to random splicing between fibers whose intrinsic parameter
variation distributions are known.5 An extension of this model to the
case of index -of -refraction profile (a) mismatch or ellipticity (e), and
to combinations of intrinsic factors plus transverse offset, is presented
in this paper. Although the extension of the model is straightforward,
the resulting calculations require the use of approximate numerical
quadrature techniques applied over irregular areas of integration. This
paper presents a unified analysis of the various effects of intrinsic
factors and transverse offset on splice loss utilizing the Gaussian model.
Representative experimental data are also presented.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

An approximate analytical treatment of the loss in a butt -joint splice
between two fibers with differing intrinsic parameters can be carried
out using a Gaussian model.2 This model assumes that a steady-state
power distribution (after a long length of fiber) can be modeled as a
Gaussian distribution of the power within the solid angle defined by
the local numerical aperture, NA, at any point on the fiber core
(Fig. 1). With this assumed power distribution at the input to a splice,
the ratio of the power received, /32, at any radial position, r, to the
power transmitted, pi, at that point is related to the ratio of the squares
of the NA'S at that point by the following equation:2

t(r) = P2 =
P1 1

(NA2)
122 Po - e(NA2)2/(NA1)2in(NAI

for NA2

for NA2

< NA,
(1)

> NA,,

where po is the point defining the width of the Gaussian distribution
corresponding to 0.1 of its maximum. The expression t(r) is called the
point transmission function.

Using the usual class of circularly symmetric profiles,'
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Fig. 1-Gaussian power distribution.

NA(r) = no ./-2-s, 1 - (i
R

where A = (no - nc)/no is small
no = maximum core refractive index
ne = refractive index of cladding
a = index profile parameter [a(r) = a]
R = fiber core radius.

Substituting eq. (2) into eq. (1) and defining

(NA2)2 A2(1 - ra2)
Q =

_
(NA1)2 A1(1 - k"'r(")

(2)

(3)

gives the transmission coefficient at a radial distance r from the core
axis,

1 + Qpo - pY for Q <1
t(r) =

1

1. for Q 1,
(4)

where k = R2/RI with R2 normalized to 1. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to
the transmitting and receiving fibers respectively.

To find the total transmission through the splice, the point trans-
mission function is multiplied by the input power of the transmitting
fiber at each point and integrated over the area of core overlap. A
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transmission ratio is obtained by dividing by the total input power:

2,r

P2 fo o

P
T - - 27r 1/k

I

t(r)(1 - len'r"')2rdrclO

0 0

(1 - lera')2rdra

where x = the lesser of 1 or 1/k.
For circularly symmetric profiles with no transverse offset:

I
t(r)(1 - ka'ra1)2rdr

(5)

0T- P2
(6)

P1 ai/2k2(al + 1)(al + 2) .

This formula represents the total intrinsic loss immediately after the
splice. Substitution of eq. (4) for t(r) into (6) results in an integral
which must be solved numerically for t(r) 0 1 except for the special
case of al = a2 and RI = R2.

The inclusion of transverse offset in the problem requires the eval-
uation of the double integral in the numerator of eq. (5) over the area
of overlap of the two fiber cores as shown in Fig. 2:

P2_
P1 2Trai/2k2(ai + 1) (a1 + 2)

ff t(r)(1 - k"'r"92rdrcle

(7)

Equation (7), when integrated over the area of core overlap, repre-
sents a general solution for any combination of intrinsic mismatch and
transverse offset for short receiving fibers. Long receiving fibers require
the use of the long length t(r) as given in Ref. 2. The splice loss can be
calculated by evaluating Q at each point and integrating eq. (7)
numerically using the appropriate expression for t(r). This numerical
integration can sometimes be simplified by careful consideration of the
particular splice parameters. The absence of transverse offset, for
example, reduces the numerator to a single integral in r for circularly
symmetric fibers. These results assume flat, clean, perpendicular fiber
ends with index -of -refraction matching fluid and no angular or longi-
tudinal offset. In addition, a steady-state distribution is assumed at
the input to the splice, requiring either a long input fiber or a launched
power distribution approximating the steady state.

III. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL VALUES

Experimental verification of the Gaussian model has followed a step-
by-step procedure. Splice losses were measured between selected sets
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Fig. 2-Overlap regions for offset fiber cores.

of fibers which differed primarily in one intrinsic parameter. The
results for A and radius mismatch were previously reported in Ref. 2,
along with transverse offset results for both short and long receiving
fibers. Results for a mismatch and combinations of intrinsic mismatch
and transverse offset are given here.

All measurements were made using a pulsed, 0.82-µm, laser source
with a pigtail which was loose-tube-spliced6 to the transmitting fiber.
The minimum length of the transmitting fiber was 550 m, except for
one step index fiber (-250 m), to provide an approximate steady-state
power distribution at the splice. The transmitting fiber was wound
under tension to reproduce typical microbending losses found in some
cables to simulate transmitting power distributions of interest. The
receiving fiber was approximately 1 meter in length, though two tests
were repeated using 10-m lengths to determine if any cladding modes
were present. The results were essentially the same in either case.

IV. a MISMATCH

Splice loss due to a mismatch was measured for a few representative
fiber pairs. The results are shown in Fig. 3 along with the general
a mismatch curves generated by this model. The agreement between
theory and measurement is good. For a2 = 1.5 and al = 2.0, a 25 -
percent mismatch in a, the splice loss is less than 0.2 dB. Sensitivity of
splice loss to a mismatch is therefore substantially less than that for
A or core radius mismatch.2

Fibers with combinations of a and A or a and radius mismatch were
also spliced to observe the effects of combinations of factors. The
results are given in Table I, where the first three columns indicate the
percentage difference of each intrinsic parameter of the transmitting
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Table I --Calculated and measured splice losses between
selected fiber pairs for a mismatch verification

Percentage Measured Loss (dB)Difference* Predicted Number
Loss of

a A R (dB) Low Avg. High Readings

+26.1 0 +6.3 0.374 0.258 0.357 0.458 6
+20.9 -3.5 0 0.105 0.053 0.110 0.156 7

-32.5 +37.6 0 0.558 0.564 0.614 0.667 5
+13.1 0 -1.1 0.074 0.101 0.189 0.276 7
+03 -3.5 -14.8 0.864 0.442 0.585 0.674 8

* +26.1 indicates that the a of the transmitting fiber is 26.1 percent higher than the
a of the receiving fiber.

fiber from those of the receiving fiber with the sign indicating the
direction of the change (+ indicates a larger transmitting fiber param-
eter). The average measured loss is given, as well as the range and
number of measurements. Each measurement involves disassembly of
the splice, fracture of new ends on both fibers, and reassembly of the
splice.

The range of loss measurements for some combinations of parameter
mismatch is relatively large. Several factors contributed to this varia-
tion. (i) The detector used for early measurements degraded in its
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repeatability properties and was replaced by a different detector for
later measurements. These repeatability problems were primarily due
to lack of precision in positioning the fiber relative to the detector.
(ii) Failure of the lock -in amplifier to track frequency drift in the
source was found to cause measurement variations of as much as
±0.1 dB. (iii) End quality and contamination, along with small varia-
tions in the positions of the fibers in the splices, also contribute to
measurement variations. (iv) Fiber profile asymmetries may also con-
tribute slightly to measurement variations.

An attempt was made to test the limits of applicability of the model
by applying it to a splice between step -index (a = co) and approximately
parabolic -index fibers. The results, as shown in Table I, indicate that
the model gives a fair estimate of the loss even in this extreme case
when the A and radius mismatches are included in the calculation. The
shortness of the step -index transmitting fiber in this case (250 m) may
have caused an incomplete filling of the transmitting mode structure.

The results for general intrinsic parameter mismatch measurements
are given in Table II. It can be seen that some measurements agree
very well with the calculated values, while others vary on both the
high and low sides. The average relative difference between theoretical
and experimental values, (1/n) E (calculated loss - measured loss),
was 0.03 dB for all graded -index fiber data in Tables I and II.
The average absolute difference, (1/n) E I calculated loss -
measured loss I, was 0.11 dB. It should be noted that inaccuracies in
measuring a, A, and core radius as well as variations of a over the core
probably account for some of the difference between theoretical and
experimental values given here. The experimental data were accumu-
lated over a three-month period using several different detectors. All
the data are reported here. No systematic errors are apparent.

V. CORE ELLIPTICITY

Measurements of splice loss due to core ellipticity were made as a
function of the angle between the major axes of the transmitting and
receiving fibers (Fig. 4). This produced an approximately sinusoidal
curve with zero loss at the 0° and 180° points and maximum loss at
the 90° and 270° points. This maximum can be compared to the value
calculated from the model.

The measurements were limited by a lack of suitable fibers with
significant core ellipticity as well as by the low magnitude of the losses
involved. Several fibers were selected which had core ellipticities of 4,
10, and 16.5 percent. The fibers with 4- and 10 -percent ellipticity were
too short to permit measurements with long fiber lengths after the
splice. The maximum loss measured was less than 0.05 dB for the
4 -percent fiber and less than 0.1 dB for the 10 -percent fiber. The
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Table II -Calculated and measured splice loss for
general parameter mismatch verification

Percentage
Difference Predicted Measured Loss (dB) Number

a a R
Loss
(dB) Low Avg. High

of
Readings

-5.1 -0.22 +0.4 0.001 0.059 0.090 0.156 6
+5.1 +0..22 -0.4 0.032 0.102 0.168 0.216 5

+33.3 -1.2 +7.8 0.495 0.468 0.497 0.537 5
+4.5 +7.6 +2.7 0.195 0.075 0.155 0.321 8

+24.6 +19.9 +0.8 0.579 0.275 0.296 0.310 5
-10.5 +50.0 +0.8 1.27 0.817 1.03 1.42 24
+21.0 +13.3 -1.9 0.340 0.171 0.216 0.260 5
+31.3 +13.3 -3.0 0.437 0.237 0.264 0.321 5
-14.6 +45.9 -1.9 0.996 0.703 0.876 1.06 12
-30.4 +36.8 +0.8 0.536 0.610 0.684 0.774 7

RECEIVING FIBER-

(a)

(b)

--TRANSMITTING FIBER.--

Fig. 4 -Elliptical core fibers. (a) 90 -degree core misalignment. (b) 16.5 percent
ellipticity fiber core.
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repeatability of the measurements is a few hundredths of a decibel.
This prevented an accurate determination of the effect of the elliptic-
ity. These losses were approximately the same as those predicted by
the Gaussian model (0.025 dB for 4 percent and 0.08 dB for 10 percent)
(Fig. 5) and significantly less than those predicted by the uniform
power model (0.12 dB for 4 percent and 0.325 dB for 10 percent).
Figure 4b shows the core cross section of the 16.5 -percent fiber.
Although not a perfect ellipse, this was the only fiber available with
sufficient ellipticity to give a splice loss large enough to be accurately
measured.

The 16.5 -percent ellipticity fiber was an extremely high loss fiber,
-50 dB/km for long sections of fiber. The near -field patterns for a
100-m length and an 800-m length were essentially the same, and it
appeared that the high -loss characteristics of the fiber produced full
mode coupling in the 100-m length. For this reason, it was felt that the
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a

Fig. 5-Maximum splice loss due to core ellipticity.
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100-m length was sufficient to satisfy the assumption (in both Gaussian
and uniform power models) of a steady-state power distribution enter-
ing the splice.

Figure 6 shows the splice loss for this fiber with a 1-m length after
the splice as a function of the angle between the semi -major axes of
the ellipses. The general shape of a curve through the data points and
the average maximum loss of 0.13 dB are in good agreement with the
expected shape and the value calculated from the model of 0.19 dB.
The discrepancies may be partly attributable to the deviation from
pure ellipticity of the core cross section as shown in Fig. 4b and to the
shortness of the transmitting fiber. The difference between the average
maximum measured loss and the loss calculated with the Gaussian
model was only 0.06 dB. This was approximately the same as the noise
and repeatability properties of the measurement system.

Figure 7 shows the results when a 100-m length of receiving fiber is
used. Again the general shape of the curve agrees with that expected,
although more noise is apparent in the data. The average maximum
splice loss was 0.18 dB which is in fair agreement with the calculated
value of 0.31 dB. Measurements with longer lengths of receiving fiber
were attempted, but the results were inconclusive because of the high
attenuation and reduced signal-to-noise ratio.

VI. INTRINSIC MISMATCH PLUS TRANSVERSE OFFSET

Experimental and theoretical values for splice loss vs transverse
offset with intrinsic parameter mismatch are shown in Fig. 8. The
fibers used in this part correspond to line 9 in Table II. The experi-
mental points represent the average of four readings, two left of center
and two right of center, as the receiving fiber was traversed across the
transmitting fiber. The agreement is very good.
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The model can also be used to generate parametric families of curves
such as Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, showing the importance of the different
intrinsic parameters when combined with an extrinsic parameter. A
mismatch and transverse offset are shown in Fig. 9 and radius mis-
match and transverse offset in Fig. 10, since they are the chief intrinsic
and extrinsic factors contributing to splice loss at this time. In partic-
ular, Fig. 9 emphasizes that, if the receiving fiber NA is greater than
the transmitting fiber NA, the sensitivity to transverse offset is signifi-
cantly reduced, especially for small offsets. Sensitivity to transverse
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Fig. 9-Splice loss due to A mismatch and transverse offset.
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Fig. 10-Splice loss due to radius mismatch and transverse offset.
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offset is slightly reduced for a receiving fiber NA less than the trans-
mitting fiber NA, in fact, the maximum sensitivity to transverse offset
occurs for identical fibers.

VII. CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated that the Gaussian point transmission
model gives good estimates of splice loss due to intrinsic parameter
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mismatch and transverse offset. The effects of combinations of these
factors on splice loss has been characterized and shown to be signifi-
cant. Effects due to a and E mismatch are smaller for a given percentage
mismatch than for A or core radius mismatches.
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APPENDIX

This section provides more detail on the application of this theory
to various general classes of fiber splices. The integrals in eq. (7)
cannot be performed exactly, except in a few special cases. Numerical
evaluation is usually required, but considerable simplification can
sometimes result from careful consideration of the particular splice
parameters. The case of intrinsic parameter mismatch with no elliptic-
ity and no transverse offset is examined first.

Al. Splices without transverse offset

Zero offset splices can be broken down into three classes for the
particular family of radially symmetric profiles assumed here.

Class I contains splices with all transmitting parameters greater
than or less than all corresponding receiving parameters. Class Ia is
illustrated in Fig. 11a.

For Ia

Class
Ia:

a1 a. a2
Ai ?A2
RI R2

Class
a1

.5- a2
O1 02Ib:
RI R2

fP2 = t(r)(1 - le ir°92rdr. (8)

For Ib the transmission equals unity.
Class II splices have one intersection or the core profile. Class IIa is

shown in Fig. 11b.

Class 1O1 > A2 Class { AI < A2
IIa: i R1 < R2 IIb: RI > R2
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In both these cases, the transmission is unity where NA2 exceeds NA1
and a function of r over the remainder of the profile. The crossover
point, r', is determined by equating the NAS and solving the resulting
nonlinear equation numerically:

Then

P2 =

tii(1 - era') = A2(1 - ra2). (9)

r' 1

t(r)(1 - lealra1)2rdr + f (1 - lea'ra9 2rdr
r '

r' 1/k

1 (1 - ka'ra9 2rdr + t(r)(1 -lealra9 2rdr
r'

(10)

Class III contains all remaining possibilities. Class Ma is shown in
Fig. 11c.

Class Al A2 Class 'Al 212

al < a2 Mb: > a2 
Ri a- R2 R, < R2

Class III mismatches may or may not have the crossovers shown in
Fig. 11c. Those that do not cross over correspond to Fig. 11a; however,
it is necessary to solve eq. (9) to determine whether a crossover occurs.
If no r' exists, the loss can be calculated using the appropriate formula
for Class I. If an r' exists, the second crossover point r" must also be
found to determine the appropriate areas of integration. Again, the
transmission is unity where NA2 is greater than NA1 and is a function
of r over the rest of the profile. Then

P2 =

r"

t(r)(1 - lera92rdr + (1 - lea'r"92rdr
r'

+ t(r)(1 - k"ir"92rdr
r'

r"

(1 - kaira1)2rdr + f t(r)(1 - era92rdr

IIIa

IIIb
l/k

(1 - era') 2rdr
r"
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r
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r

A2

R2 R1

Fig. 11-Intrinsic mismatch profiles. (a) Class Ia. (b) Class IIa. (c) Class Ma.

Two special cases also occur when Al = A2 or a1 = a2.
If A1 = A2 (Class III):

r' = k() . (12)

In this special case, r' exists only if R1 > R2 and al < a2 or R1 < R2 and
al > a2. Otherwise, the only crossover is at r = 0.

If al = a2 = a (Class II):

r' A2 -
=

) 1/a

(

A2 -
(13)

If al = a2 in Class I or III, there is no crossover.

A2. Splices with transverse offset

The addition of transverse offset greatly complicates the problem.
The four cases of Ref. 4 must be included and the integrals evaluated
over the areas of overlap. The power transmitted at any point is the
product of the point transmission function, t(r), and the power avail-
able to be transmitted at that point.

p(r) = t(r)(1 - ka'ra92. (14)

However, since the cores are not centered, one of the NA functions
must be transformed to the center of the other core. The integral can
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then be performed numerically setting t(r) equal to unity at any point
at which NA2 is greater than NAi. In the cases in which the two core
boundaries do not intersect, Cases I and III of Ref. 4, one obtains a
double integral referenced to the center of the smaller core. This is
illustrated in Fig. 12a. The definition of d is the normalized separation
of the fiber core centers.
Case I: R1 < R2, d < 1 - 1/k.

d - Transverse Offset
(R2 = receiving fiber core radius) (15)

R

77 1/k

P2 = 2 f t1(r)(1 - kaire")2rdrde (16)
0 0

1 + Qv/0 -p Q1 < 1
tl (r) = (17)

1 Qi 1

A2[1 - (r2 + d2 2rd cos 9)"2/2]Qi- (18)
01(1 - era')

Case III: R1> R2, d <11k - 1.

fo

ir 1

P2 = 2 t2(r)[1 - kal(r2 + d2 - 2rd cos Orii2]2rdrde (19)
o

1+ Q2po - pY2 Q2 < 1
t2(r) =

1 Q2> 1

A2(1 - r02)
Q2 - A1[1 - ka1(r2 + d2 - 2rd cos O)"'/2] 

Cases II and IV of Ref. 4 present two different possible conditions of
overlap requiring different approaches to the numerical integration.
These are illustrated in Figs. 12b and 12c. The area of overlap is
divided into regions which permit the use of the functions Or) and
t2(r) defined above. The two separate conditions are distinguished by
the following criteria:
Case II: R2 > RI and d > 1 - 1/k (interchange R2 and R1 in Fig. 12).

(20)

Condition 1:
1'

0: Fig.1 -
k-

- d2 < 12b

1
Condition 2: 1 - - d2 > 0: Fig. 12c.

(21)
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cos 01 -

(a)

(b)
Fig. 12-Parameter mismatch and transverse offset.

(b) Condition I 02 > 7r/2. (c) Condition II 02 < 7r/2.

Case IV: R2 < Ri and d > 1/k - 1.
1

1

k2

k2

Condition 1:

Condition 2:

(c)
(a) Cases I and III offset.

1 - d2 0: Fig. 12b

1 - d2 > 0: Fig. 12c.

In practice, the two different conditions in Cases II and IV are
distinguished by the sign of cos 02.
Case II:

1 + d2 - 1/k2
2d

1 - d2 - 1/ k2
ehcos -

2d

Condition I: cos 02 < 0 (Fig. 12b).

81

P2 = d -x t2(r)[1j. - ka,(r2 + d2 - 2rd cos Or '/12rdrd8
o .88

x ti(r)(1 - kalral)2rdrd0,
cose

(22)

(23)

(24)
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where

a' + 11 k2 - 1x -
2d

Condition II: cos 02 > 0 (Fig. 12c).

81

P2 = f d+x t2(r)[1 - kal(r2 + d2 - 2rd cos 0)"1/12rdrd0
o .88

(25)

+

f02 x

c°89 ti(r)(1 - era92rdrd0,
o 0

IT

+ f t1(r)(1 - kalral)2rdrd0 (26)

where

02 0

1 - d2 - 1/k2-
'

(27)x
2d

Case IV:

/ 2 2 -1 k +- 1
(28)cos th

2dd

1/k2 - d2 - 1
02 - (29)cos

2d

Condition I: cos 02 < 0 (Fig. 12b).

81

P2 = i d -x 00(1 - kairal)2rdrd0
0 cos 0

where

+
x t(r)[1 - kaqr2 + d2 - 2rd cos 0r/12rdrd0, (30)

,7-62 cos 8

1 + d2 - 1/k2x -
2d

(31)
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Condition II: cos 02 > 0 (Fig. 12c).

Oi

P2 = i d+x ti(r)(1 - kalra1)2rdrd0
0 cos 0

where

1
82 X

+ c..e ..r (r)[1 - leal(r2 + d2 - 2rd cos 0)"'/12rdrd8
0 0

,yr 1

+ t2(r)[1 - lel(r2 + d2 - 2rd cos 0)"1112rdrde,f(0

2 0

(32)

1/k2 - d2 - 1
X -

2d
(33)

Application of the Gaussian model to the case of elliptical mismatch
is restricted to identical fibers with no transverse offset. The splice
loss in this case will vary from zero, when the axes of the elliptical
cores are perfectly aligned, to some maximum, when they are at right
angles to each other. For identical elliptical fibers, the Gaussian model
was used to calculate the maximum loss.

Figure 4a illustrates the geometry of the maximum loss case. For
identical fibers, al = a2 = a, Ai = 02 and al = a2 and b1 = b2 where a
and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes of the elliptical core and
the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the transmitting and receiving fibers,
respectively. The symmetry of the system shown was used to reduce
the calculation of the fraction of the power transmitted through the
splice to one quadrant.

At any angle 0,

, R2 a2sin20 + b2cos20
k(0) =

RI a2cos20 + b2sin20.
(34)

Then Q, the ratio of the numerical apertures squared at any point in
the splice, is

Q(r, 0) =
1 - r"

1 - era
(35)

for 0 _. 0 II/4, r < R2 and for II/4 5 0 5 II/2, r S R1. The total
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transmission ratio with R2 normalized to unity is

P2T=
Pi

=

TT/4 Tr/2 1/k

f 0 17,/4 0

t(r, 0)(1 - kar")2rdrd0 + (1 - leara)2rdrd0

Tr/2 1 /k

0 0

(1 - kara)2rdrd0
(36)

The point transmission from 45° to 90° in the first quadrant is unity
since the receiving numerical aperture is larger than the transmitting
numerical aperture in this region. Solution of the integrals in eq. (36)
by numerical methods gives the results shown in Fig. 5 for the maxi-
mum loss due to core ellipticity. The long length loss was found by
correcting for the additional loss in a long fiber due to mode redistri-
bution.2

The uniform power model loss was found using eq. (36) with t(r, 0)
set equal to Q, the ratio of the squares of the numerical apertures,
using 1 - lear" as the near -field power function. The difference between
the Gaussian model and the uniform power model is appreciably
greater for elliptical mismatch than for the other intrinsic mismatches
due to the greater difference between the two models near the core -
cladding boundary.
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Three -Stage Multiconnection Networks Which
Are Nonblocking in the Wide Sense

By F. K. HWANG

(Manuscript received June 20, 1979)

A multiconnection network deals with the connections of pairs
{(X, Y)) where X is a subset of the input terminals and Y is a subset
of the output terminals. We study the conditions under which a three -
stage Clos network is nonblocking for such connections. We show
that the number of middle switches needed for nonblocking depends
on the routing strategy. Therefore the networks satisfying the condi-
tions are networks nonblocking in the wide sense. We also derive
formulas for computing the minimum numbers of crosspoints required
by such networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A three -stage Clos network, denoted by v(m, n1, r1, n2, r2), consists
of r, rectangular (n, x m) input switches, m rectangular (r, x r2)
middle switches and r2 rectangular (m x n2) output switches. There is
exactly one link connecting each input switch to each middle switch
and one link connecting each middle switch to each output switch. The
n,r, inlets of the input switches are called input terminals and the n.,r,
outlets of the output switches are called output terminals.

Let I denote the set of input terminals and 0 the set of output
terminals. A connecting pair in the classical sense is a pair (x, y): x E
I, y E 0 requesting to be connected. Masson and Jordan' generalized
the definition of a connecting pair to be a pair (x, Y): x E I, Y C 0
such that x is to be connected to every output terminal in Y. This
definition was further generalized in Ref. 2 so that a connecting pair is
a pair (X, Y): X C I, Y C 0 such that each terminal in X is to be
connected to every terminal in Y. A network dealing with this type of
connecting pairs is called a multiconnection network." In practice, we
often need only consider X and Y with limited cardinalities. Let I S I
denote the cardinality of a set S. Then in a (q,, q2) multiconnection
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network, we are only concerned with connecting pairs (X, Y), I X I -.
qi, 1 Y 1 .72.

A multiconnection network is nonblocking if, regardless of what
state the network is currently in, a connecting pair involving only idle
terminals can always be connected by a subgraph of the network which
is link -disjoint to all subgraphs connecting previous pairs. A multicon-
nection network is nonblocking in the wide sense, following BeneA'
definition' for the classical single -connection case, if it is nonblocking
when a particular routing (connection) strategy is followed. Practical
networks which are nonblocking in the wide sense for classical assign-
ments rarely exist. In this paper, we show that such networks exist for
the multiconnection case.

II. FOUR ROUTING STRATEGIES

Suppose (X, Y) is the current pair to be connected. It is commonly
assumed" that the rectangular switches have the fan -in, fan -out
property, i.e., any subset of inlets can be connected simultaneously to
any subset of outlets. Therefore, it suffices to consider the pair (X, Y)
consisting of at most one terminal from each input switch and at most
one terminal from each output switch. For, if we can connect one input
(output) terminal to Y(X), then all terminals in the same input
(output) switch can be connected to Y(X). Therefore we may assume
r1 q1 and r2 q2 without loss of generality. We now discuss four
possible routing strategies.
Strategy 1: Find iXii Y I middle switches each connecting a distinct
pair (x, y), x E X, y E Y.

Strategy 2: Find I X I middle switches each connecting a distinct pair
(x, Y), x E X.
Strategy 3: Find I Y I middle switches each connecting a distinct pair
(X, y ), y E Y.

Strategy 4: Find one middle switch connecting the pair (X, Y).
We now compute the number of middle switches needed under each

strategy so that the pair (X, Y) can always be connected. To avoid
discussions of uninteresting modifications, we assume r, a qlq2n, and
r2 .a- qlq2n2.

Theorem 1: v(m, n1, r,, n2, r2) is nonblocking as a (q,, q2) multicon-
nection network under Strategy 1 if and only if m ..- q2n, + q,n2 - 1.
Proof: Consider the connection of the pair (x, y ), x E X, y E Y. The
input switch which contains x can be already connected to at most
niq, - 1 distinct middle switches under Strategy 1. This is because
there are only n, inlets in the switch and each inlet has at most q2
connections except that x can have at most q2 - 1 connections.
Similarly, the output switch which contains y can be already connected
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to at most n2q, - 1 distinct middle switches under Strategy 1. In the
worst case, the qzni - 1 middle switches and the qinz - 1 middle
switches are disjoint. However, if we have (q2n, - 1) + (wiz - 1) + 1
middle switches, then one middle switch must be available to connect
the pair (x, y). Since it is also clear that the worst case can happen, the
"only if" part of Theorem 1 is also proved.
Theorem 2: v(m, n1, r1, nz, r2) is nonblocking as a (qi, qz) multicon-
nection network under Strategy 2 if and only if m a- ni + qiqznz - q2.
Proof: Consider the connection of the pair (x, Y). The input switch
which contains x can be already connected to at most n1 - 1 distinct
middle switches under Strategy 2. Each output switch in Y can be
already connected to at most (n2q, - 1) distinct middle switches under
Strategy 2. Since I Y I 5. q2, Theorem 2 follows from a worst -case
argument similar to the one given in Theorem 1.
Theorem 3: v(m, nl, r1, nz, r2) is nonblocking as a (qi, qz) multicon-
nection network under Strategy 3 if and only if m a. qiqzni + nz - qi.
Proof: Analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 4: v(m, ni, rl, n2, r2) is nonblocking as a (qi, qz) multicon-
nection network under Strategy 4 if and only if m qini + qznz - qi
- q2 + 1.
Proof: Consider the connection of the pair (X, Y). The input switches
in X can be already connected to at most I X l(ni - 1) Is On, - 1)
distinct middle switches under Strategy 4. Similarly, the output
switches in Y can be already connected to at most I Y 1(n2 - 1) 5
q2(n2 - 1) distinct middle switches. Theorem 4 follows immediately
from a worst -case argument.

We note that, for qi = q2 = 1, Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 are all reduced
to the famous Clos Nonblocking Theorem.'

The existence of networks nonblocking in the wide sense can now
be easily shown. For example, assume qzni + qinz - 1 > m a- gin' +
qznz - q,-q2 + 1. Then the network is nonblocking under Strategy 4
but not necessarily nonblocking under any other strategy, for instance,
Strategy 1.

III. COMPUTING THE NUMBERS OF CROSSPOINTS

For given numbers of input terminals and output terminals
NI = n, r, , N2 = mrz, we would like to determine ni , n2 and m such
that v(m, n1 , r1, n2, r2) is nonblocking in the wide sense for (q, , q2)
multiconnection networks and has a minimum number of crosspoints.
The optimal solutions for ni , n2 and m, of course, depend on which
routing strategy we adopt. However, we will give a mathematical
formulation general enough for all four cases.
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Let Q be the number of crosspoints for (m, n1, rl, n2, r2). Then

Q = rinim + mrir2 + r2mn2

NI N2=m (NI + - - N2)
ni n2

Assume
m = uni + vn2 - w,

where u, v and w are nonnegative constants. Setting the first partial
derivatives of Q with respect to n1 and n2 to zero, we obtain

aQ 1\11 N, N2=u - -+ N.) - (uni + vn2 - w) -an, ni n2 n; n2

aQ NI N2 i N2-= IslV NI + - -+ N.) - (uni + vn2 - 2an2 ni n2 nin2

0

0.

Solving for n1 and n2, we obtain

n, = n2v/u

and n2 is the unique real root (easily verified by standard methods) of
the cubic equation

v2(NI + 11.,)ra -uvIV,N,n2+ uw1V,N2= 0.

Let Q', i = 1, 2, 3, 4, denote the minimum Q under Strategy i,
namely, m is replaced by q2n, + q, n2 - 1, n1 + qiq2n2 - qi, q1q2ni +
n2 - q2 and qini + q2n2 - (qi + q2 - 1), respectively. Then we will
select Strategy j such that

Q = Q.; = min Q.
i=1,2.3.4

For example, let Q1 = mini=1.2.3.4 Q. Approximating m by q2ni
qin2, we obtain the solution

ni = q,I 2)

q2N1N2

(N + N

Substituting back in Q, we obtain

Q (q2

N1 +

n2 =
qiNiN2

q2(NI + N2)

VqiNiN2 q2N1N2

q2(Ni + N2) (11 ON' + N2)
NI N2

q1NIN2 q2NIN2
q2(Ni + N2) qi(Ni + N2)

= 441q2NIN2(N1 + N2) 

+ N2)
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IV. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS

Strategy 1 has been adopted in previous works on multiconnection
networks" and Theorem 1 was proved in Ref. 2 with the special case
q, = 1 and q2 = r2 first proved in Ref. 1. A (1, r2) multiconnection
network under Strategy 1 was called an expansion network by Masson.'
In Ref. 6, Masson considered (1, r2) multiconnection networks under
a routing strategy which is a weakened version of Strategy 2, namely
to use Strategy 2 whenever possible. Under this strategy, he stated the
result that (n1, ni , r1, n2, r2) is nonblocking if r2 :5 (2n, /m) where
[x] is the smallest integer not exceeding x. However, the following
example shows that this result is incorrect. Consider a network v(3, 3,
2, 2, 3). Then

12n21

Lni
satisfying the condition of Masson's result. However, v(3, 3, 2, 2, 3) is
not nonblocking even as a classical single connection network, since it
does not satisfy the necessary and sufficient condition m n, +
n2 - 1 of the Clos Nonblocking Theorem.
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An Interactive Terminal for the Design
of Advertisements

By B. E. CASPERS and P. B. DENES

(Manuscript received July 9, 1979)

The advertisement below was created on the experimental graphics
terminal described in this paper and demonstrates its features.

ABCDEF
aded4

ABCDEF
aide/

ABCDEF

latemteterse
YELLOW PAGES

quift4/44
text, art, logos

one stage composition
special effects

sizing - screening
outlining - drop shadow

instant proofs
decorative borders
many type faces

555-3881
BELL LABORATORIES

MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY

Bel Labs

BELL LABS serving the BELL SYSTEM
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The terminal is intended for the interactive design of advertisements.
The work is part of our research on replacing photographic by digital
methods of picture handling in typesetting; the results may help
reduce the cost of producing Yellow Pages directories. Controls of
the terminal were planned with human engineering in mind and thus
are easy to learn and use.

The experimental terminal consists of a color TV display, a key-
board, a lightpen, a facsimile -type hard copier, and a fast picture
scanner/ digitizer which are all connected to a minicomputer
equipped with disk and tape. It enables the user to interactively
position, size, crop, and edit pictures as well as text; pictures can be
scanned and digitized in a few seconds, corrected, and stored for
future use; easy -to -use commands are provided for enhancing the
appearance of text or pictures by automatically "outlining," "shadow-
ing," or "screening" interactively selected areas. Finished advertise-
ments are either stored on disk or outputted to tape; the data on the
output tape are in a form ready for use on a CRT phototypesetter. The
advertisement can also be outputted more quickly but with reduced
quality using the hard copier.

Ways of outputting graphics on the typesetter with high quality
and speed have also been studied; an average output speed of 1.5
seconds per square inch was achieved.

Field trials of the terminal are now in progress. Their goal is to
study the type of personnel best suited to operate the terminal, to
establish easy -to -use operating procedures, to make time and motion
comparisons with existing production techniques, and to identify
modifications for improved operation. Results already available are
discussed in this paper.

I. TYPESETTING TECHNIQUES -OLD AND NEW

Traditional typesetters used lead type to obtain an image of the
page to be printed, while more modern machines use computer -
controlled CRTS. Indeed, modern printing technology uses computers
not only for typesetting but also for preparing, editing, storing, and
paginating the material to be printed. So far, however, computers have
been used for processing only the text to be printed, while pictures are
handled photographically. Photographic preparation of the picture
material includes sizing and cropping, as well as such enhancements as
"screening" (simulated gray scale), outlining, and shadowing; finally,
the photographs are pasted manually on the page, into spaces appro-
priately left blank by the text typesetting process. Such photographic
handling is used extensively, it is labor-intensive, and therefore it is
expensive.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF OUR TYPESETTING RESEARCH

Our aim is to replace these photographic methods of picture han-
dling by digital methods. This would result in strongly reduced in-
volvement of manual labor in typesetting tasks such as Yellow Pages
directory production: It would eliminate pasting down pictorial mate-
rial, much of the photographic laboratory work, and the manual
retrieval/storage of artwork and advertisements. Digital methods also
open the way for interactive design of the material to be typeset:
Pictures (and text) can be moved, sized, cropped, or enhanced in other
ways, and the changes can be viewed immediately on a display screen.

The principal steps needed for digital handling of pictures are:
(i) Scanning/digitizing of the original art.

(ii) Coding of pictures for efficient storage.
(iii) A design terminal for laying out advertisements and for adding

special effects such as screening.
(iv) Appropriate programming of the typesetter to produce the

pictures on its output medium.
It should be noted that digital typesetting of pictures requires that

the picture data be converted into one code for efficient storage, into
another code for aesthetic processing such as sizing and outlining, and
into yet another code for fast typesetting. Means for converting quickly
from one code to another is therefore a key element of the entire
process; it occupies much of our attention, and work on it continues.

Bell Laboratories research has already made significant progress in
finding methods of coding digitized pictures for efficient storage.'

This paper describes our research on an interactive terminal and on
certain aspects of finding the best code for controlling typesetters. We
also describe how the design of the man -machine interface was changed
to simplify the use of the terminal by staff not familiar with computer
operations. We have conducted a field trial to test the usability of this
type of terminal. A more detailed trial is now starting which includes
time and motion study comparisons with conventional production
methods, attempts to arrive at a better definition of personnel require-
ments, and studies of various operational enhancements.

III. THE INTERACTIVE TERMINAL

The first version of our advertisement design terminal was imple-
mented on a Honeywell DDP 224 laboratory computer." An improved
version with many new features was transferred to a stand-alone
minicomputer so that it could be installed for field trials at directory
production departments of telephone companies. This is the experi-
mental terminal described in this paper. The terminal performs the
following functions:
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(i) It allows text and picture material to be viewed and adjusted
relative to each other; pictures and text can be moved, sized, and
cropped, and text can be edited; the appearance of text or pictures can
be enhanced by outlining, shadowing, and "screening" (shading).

(ii) The entire advertisement is coded suitably and then outputted
to a digital electrostatic printer (200 lines/inch resolution).

(iii) The advertisement is also coded for output to a CRT typesetter
(720 lines/inch resolution).

IV. THE HARDWARE

The principal hardware components used for the experimental ter-
minal are shown in Fig. 1 and detailed below (of particular interest are
the TV scan display and the scanner; reasons for their selection are
given):

(i) A 16 -bit word -length minicomputer (Data General Nova 830)
with 48k words of memory, a tape drive, and three 2.4 Mbyte disks.
The main purpose of the tape output is to transport advertisement
definitions computed in typesetter code by the terminal to the type-
setter for final outputting. The disks provide about 1.5 Mbyte buffer
space for program execution and about 6 Mbytes for storing picture
and advertisement specifications. A 96 Mbyte disk was later added to
accommodate the larger number of logos and fonts needed for the
extended trial, which is now starting.

V ERSATEC 900A CONRAC COLOR
PLOTTER MONITOR

DEST DATA
SCANNER

CID

NOVA -830

MAGNETIC DISK
TAPE DRIVE (96 MBYTES)

3 DISK DRIVES
(2.5 MBYTES/DISK)

TEKTRONIX 4610
HARD COPY UNIT TEKTRONIX 4010

KEYBOARD/DISPLAY

COMPUTEK GT50
GRAPHICAL TABLET

Fig. 1-Block diagram of terminal.
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(ii) A keyboard/display (Tektronix 4010). Its main purpose is to
provide the "function keys" by which the layout design process is
controlled. The keyboard/display is also used for typing in text and
for outputting messages to the operator.

(iii) A tablet/stylus (Computek) for easy communication with the
displayed material by "pointing."

(iv) A color television monitor (Conrac) with buffer memory pro-
vides the main display on which the operator can inspect entire
advertisements and individual scanned pictures. The entire display is
defined in terms of 512 x 508 = 260096 picture elements; each picture
element (pixel) is specified by two bits which allow selection of one of
four colors (or four levels of gray scale). The entire picture is stored in
a 520192 -bit 600-ns buffer memory; it is read out at the rate of 10 pixels
per microsecond to produce the video signal for the TV monitor.

Display Screen Considerations. The advantages of the TV scan
display used for this work include the ability to display several 100000
pixels without flicker, to change any one pixel within a few microsec-
onds without affecting the rest of the display, and to control the color
of individual pixels for attracting attention to or otherwise label
individual parts of the display. An alternative method for rapidly
displaying the considerable volume of pixels needed for this application
is the "storage screen" used for the Tektronix 4014 computer terminal.
No display buffer is needed, because the storage screen provides its
own picture memory. Therefore, even more picture data can be dis-
played than on the TV screen, because refresh rate and memory size
limitations do not apply. However, the storage screen has no gray scale
or color, and the entire screen has to be erased in order to erase even
a single pixel.

(v) A 240 lines/inch scanner (Dest Data), which scans a full 8 x 10 -
inch page in 5 seconds (it was slowed to 12 seconds because our original
disk drives were not fast enough to record the scan data). A fast
scanner is an essential part of the interactive terminal; it allows
convenient revision of artwork by using pen on paper (the method
artists are familiar with), followed by rapid rescanning. The required
scan resolution is about 700 lines/inch. Scanners of this resolution cost
well over $100,000, however, which was our reason for selecting a less
expensive 240-lines/inch device. The necessary resolution can still be
achieved by scanning pictures which are three times larger than the
size to be printed. An additional reason for selecting this scanner was
that it uses a line of 2048 rigidly assembled photosensitive elements to
digitize individual scan lines; it thus eliminates the need for rapidly
moving parts, particularly the sensitive scanning mirrors. It has indeed
proved itself to be a very reliable instrument.

(vi) An electrostatic printer (Versatec) which has facsimile quality
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of 200 lines/inch. This printer provides immediate copies of designed
advertisements, although of lower quality than the typesetter; it could
be located remotely and connected by telephone line to the terminal
(or to any central store of digitally stored advertisements or of "spec-
ulative art"). The picture in Fig. 3 was outputted on the electrostatic
printer: its quality can be compared with that of the typesetter output
shown in the abstract.

V. NOVA SOFTWARE
The terminal runs under MRDOS, Data General's Mapped Real -Time

Disk Operating System, but user familiarity with MRDOS is not re-
quired. Most of the software was programmed in Data General
Fortran V. Some bit and pixel operations were coded in assembler to
increase execution speed. Also in assembler are the I/O routines for
such nonstandard MRDOS devices as the tablet, the scanner, the TV
display, and the Versatec. All I/O to disk and magnetic tape is managed
by calls to the appropriate MRDOS subroutines. A number of load -on -
call overlays are employed to accommodate the terminal programs in
the available core space.
VI. USER ENVIRONMENT

The principal way the user communicates with the terminal is by
operating the keyboard and the tablet/stylus. The layout is shown on
the TV screen and immediately indicates any changes made by the
user. The display colors are white, red, and blue on black background.

Man -Machine Communication Considerations. Experience has
shown that considerable attention must be paid to the design of a
command language to make control of the terminal easy for noncom-
puter people. The first terminal' 5 used picture control commands that
were close relatives of the uNix" text editor commands. They con-
sisted of abbreviated 1- and 2 -letter command names typed on the
keyboard. Text editing was also available and was done by context
search; use of the stylus was limited to positioning operations.

Discussions with advertisement make-up experts indicated the need
for an easier -to -operate command structure. Light buttons were con-
sidered, but would have further reduced the already small display area.
Therefore, a command structure utilizing a function keyboard was
chosen, similar to one we have already used successfully' in a speech
signal manipulating program.

Each command consists of two parts: function and argument. Each
part is specified by one key on the keyboard. A template laid over the
keyboard relabels the keys for that purpose (Fig. 2). The template
offers the following advantages: Labels on the template allow more
meaningful names than 1- or 2 -letter abbreviations, functions and

* Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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arguments can be grouped separately, irrespective of their names, and
the keyboard can still serve as a regular text input device.

Most commands are completed with the stylus by pointing to the
additional information required. For example, text editing is performed
by pointing directly to the character string to be changed followed by
the replacement text from the keyboard. The terminal always mirrors
the stylus position on the tablet as a tracking cross (cursor) on the TV
screen. The cross consists of a thin vertical and horizontal line ex-
tending across the full screen. The data for the cursor lines are
exclusively oRed with the display buffer. Thus, the lines remain always
visible, though their color changes from the normal white -over -black
background to black over white, red over blue, etc; this change of color
is very helpful in the alignment of blocks. The desired cursor position
can be signaled to the terminal by pressing on the stylus and thereby
activating a pushbutton on its tip.

To get the best possible display resolution, the program scales each
advertisement so that its longer boundary fits the full TV screen. In
addition, a zoom command is available to enlarge any smaller area
within the advertisement to the full size of the screen. All commands
remain available to the zoomed display.

Color is used in various ways to guide the user:
(i) Colored template labels help to identify function and argument

groups.
(ii) Red text on the screen warns that the particular text line

exceeded its allotted space.
(iii) Solid blue areas indicate screened regions.
(iv) A blue rectangle shows the initial, a red rectangle the new

location or size under stylus control for blocks being moved or resized.
(v) All the blocks of the applicable type are outlined in white,

whenever a block needs to be identified.
More complex commands utilize a menu approach, where all possible

options are listed for the user, who then selects one from the keyboard.
All but the "quit this command" option terminate back to the menu.

The bell on the keyboard alerts the user to events such as illegal
command terminations, completion of various stages in the execution
of a lengthy command (e.g., drop -shadowing), or request of a user
response to a command's option menu.

An abort pushbutton situated on the right-hand side of the keyboard
lets the user abandon execution of the current command.

VII. GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

7.1 Blocks

The terminal uses layout blocks similar to those used in current
production methods for the composition and paste-up of pieces of text
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and artwork. Blocks are the key feature of the terminal, since all
commands operate on the blocks themselves (e.g., MOVE) or on the
information contained within them (e.g., CHANGE TYPE).

Blocks are rectangular areas which can contain either text or art-
work. Their size and position are shown by red outlines during the
layout process. Blocks can be created, deleted, modified, and moved.
It is permissible for them to overlap. In addition, the artwork contained
in a block may be replaced, recropped, and/or edited. Type within a
block may be edited, centered, left/right justified and its font, point
size, or leading modified. Also, blocks may be framed (e.g., a box placed
around a telephone number) with the thickness of the frame under
user control.

Each block is allocated 34 bytes (maximum of 30 blocks per ad).
The information stored for each block includes its size, position within
the ad space, whether it is to be framed, and the thickness of the
frame. For art blocks, it also includes the artwork's disk file name and
its cropping parameters, which determine what part of the artwork
will actually appear within the block. The information for screen
blocks is identical to that of art blocks, except for the additional screen
density parameter. The text block information includes a justification
parameter and pointers to the block's first and last text line in the text
buffer.

7.2 Fonts

A font is generally defined as the complete assortment of characters
of one size and style needed for ordinary composition. Each font
character is digitally represented as a series of points within a rectan-
gular area, called the character matrix. Different character sizes are
plotted by enlarging or reducing the matrix accordingly.

To generate a character on the phototypesetter, the typeface, point
size, and character identity must be specified. This information is used
at composition time to retrieve a coded version of the character matrix
from the typesetter's font library and to output the font shape using
the typesetter's own special decoding circuitry. The terminal's software
also includes dot matrices for the characters of several fonts; they are
used to produce the character shapes on the Versatec and the TV
screen. The characters are plotted point by point, and they are sized
by horizontal and vertical scaling of the dot matrix.

The experimental terminal's font library currently contains 16 fre-
quently used Yellow Pages fonts. A separate program prepares and
installs each font into the library of the terminal. Additional fonts can
be added at any time. The resolution of the installed typefaces is
equivalent to a 48 -point master on the typesetter. This is also the
largest permissible character size in a display ad. The accuracy was
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needed tor the production of high -quality outlined and drop -shadowed
type, which is generated by the terminal and plotted as art on the
typesetter.

The fonts are stored in one disk file with a record format of
512 bytes/record. The first record is an index to the font data in the
file. Each index entry consists of three 2 -byte parameters: (i) the font
number, (ii) a pointer to the font's first data record within the file, and
(iii) the font's master sizes available on the typesetter. Each font can
have a maximum of 128 characters.

For each font, the character data are preceded by four records, each
containing two 256 -byte tables. The tables contain such entries as the
width and height of each character matrix, the left and right side
bearing values, the amount of clearance above each character, the
starting records of the character matrices, and the number of data
records per character. The data are run -length encoded. Each char-
acter starts at a record boundary.

7.3 Text

There are two ways to enter text into the layout: Lines are typed in
from the keyboard or text is read in from a separately prepared text
file. Advance text preparation is more suited for the production of new
ads, while keyboard input seems more advantageous for updating
existing ads.

Three parameters control the appearance of type in one text line.
( i) The font number specifies the typeface, ( ii) the point size defines
the size of the characters, and ( iii) the leading parameter determines
the extra spacing between the characters of consecutive text lines.
Leading is executed before the characters are plotted and can possess
negative values.

All text information is stored in a separate array (currently, 2000
bytes). Text lines, together with their font, point size, and leading
parameters, are stored in the array upward. Pointers to the text lines
run from the top of the array down. Each pointer consists of two
entries, an array subscript to the start of each line and the line's
character count.

Text lines are always linked to a text block. Deletion of a block
results in the removal of its type as well. Type cannot be moved across
text blocks.

Text commands perform substitution, insertion, deletion, and upper/
lowercase conversion. Font, point size, and leading parameters may be
altered separately or combined into a single command. The above
commands can be applied to any string of consecutive characters
within a text line, or to a sequence of entire text lines, or to a whole
text block. Text in a block can be centered, left -justified or right-
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justified. Special effects such as outlining or drop -shadowing may be
applied to individual text lines. The outlined or shadowed text can be
screened.

7.4 Artwork

The terminal handles two-tone (black -and -white) pictures such as
ink drawings, logos, trademarks, and other illustrations which are
scanned and stored digitally on disk files. Logos and artwork which
might be needed for more than one advertisement are kept under a
separate file directory and are accessible to all advertisements. Special
artwork for individual ads is stored under the same directory as the
layout specifications.

All artwork is digitized on the terminal. The difference between
typesetter and scanner resolutions (3:1) can be compensated for by
enlarging the input picture to three times the intended output size.
Each scan results in data from the entire 8 x 10 -inch scanning surface.
Thus, one or more pictures may be digitized together, as long as they
fit the scanning surface. The inputted data are immediately displayed
on the TV screen, where individual pictures can be isolated and saved
on disk. The cropping boundaries are defined by using the stylus/
tablet to position vertical and horizontal lines.

Art data are currently stored without compression because the
96 Mbyte disk should have sufficient capacity to store picture data for
the time -and -motion trial now in progress. However, of needed, average
compression of about 5:1 would not be difficult to implement by
applying the run -length coding programs we already use for storing
font data. The pel data are stored on disk, scan line after scan line. A
dummy scan line at the beginning of the file is used for storing scan
parameters. The number of 16 -bit words in each scan line is stored in
the first 16 -bit field of the dummy line; the total number of picture
scan lines in the file is stored in the second 16 -bit field.

Artwork is first scaled to fill the art block, often resulting in different
horizontal and vertical scale factors. The FORCE command adjusts
either the width or the height of the art block, so that the ratio is the
same as that of the original art. The side to be changed is under user
control.

Artwork may be screened, outlined, or drop -shadowed. A pencil/
eraser function is also available for minor touchups. More extensive
corrections should be made on the original, which should then be
rescanned.

7.5 Special functions

In Yellow Pages production, the most frequently used artistic effects
that involve time-consuming photographic techniques are screening,
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outlining, and drop -shadowing, shown in Fig. 3. Algorithms to auto-
mate these processes were developed by Franklin' as part of an
interactive picture manipulating system. The algorithms were then
adapted and programmed into suitable commands for the terminal.

Outlining and drop -shadowing are normally applied to text only, to
create custom lettering from conventional fonts. The commands, how-
ever, are completely general and can be used for interesting effects on
artwork also. Representative specifications of thickness of outline and
size and direction of shadow were selected in advance and are not

1 -FONTS
2 -OUTLINING
3 -SCREENING

4 -DROP SHADOWING
5 -ART

6 -TEXT
7 -FRAMED TEXT
8 -LOGO

,,,ABCDEF

ABCDEF
aide,

\\\ABCDEF

A --

Tatemeuve
YELLOW PAGES

Olooffiett
text, art, logos

one stage composition -
special effects

sizing - screening
outlining - drop shadow

instant proofs
decorative borders
many type faces ,

555-3881
BELL LABORATORIES

MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY

>- 6

-8
BO Labs

BELL LABS serving the BELL SYSTEM

Fig. 3-Sample advertisement showing most of the terminal's capabilities.
This picture was outputted on the electrostatic printer. Its quality can be compared
with that of the typesetter output shown on page 2189.
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under user control. The specifications are:

Width of outline: 10 decipoints (---- '/loth point)
Width of shadow: 30 decipoints
Position of sun: Northeast.

The specifications are for 48 -point objects; the thicknesses vary
proportionately for other sizes.

7.5.1 Outlining

This operation converts a black -and -white (input) picture into a
new (output) picture in which only the black -and -white transitions of
the input are shown.

For this purpose a 3 x 3 window is shifted bit by bit across the entire
input picture. The center element of every matrix position is modified
according to the status of its surrounding elements and transferred to
the corresponding position of the output picture. If all surrounding
elements are zero, the center element is transferred as zero (no thresh-
old). If any surrounding element is nonzero, the center element is
transferred complemented (possible threshold).

The generated outline in this case is always just one pixel wide.
Larger windows would generate thicker outlines but would require a
greatly increased number of operations. The terminal, therefore, al-
ways uses a 3 x 3 window and generates the required thickness on the
output picture by plotting a series of points for every threshold value
found.

In the process of outlining text, the terminal first converts a text
block into an art block and a text line into a digital picture file. The
font data used for conversion come from the terminal's local font
library.

7.5.2 Drop -shadowing

This operation generates a new (output) picture consisting of the
outlined (input) picture with a shadow added. Initially, we again
intended to use an algorithm by Franklin. However, this was changed
soon to a different method,' which required less core space and avoided
the processing of individual bits.

Franklin's algorithm computes the shadow by shifting a matrix bit
by bit across the entire input picture. The size of the matrix determines
the length of the shadow. The corner element of the matrix selected to
compute the corresponding output element determines the direction
of the shadow. An output element is zero if the input corner element
is nonzero or if the corner element and all the other elements along its
diagonal are zero. An output element is nonzero if the corner element
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is zero and any of the other elements along the diagonal is nonzero. To
achieve the drop -shadowed effect, the outlined picture and the shadow
are oRed together.

The new algorithm combines an input scan line, the corresponding
output scan line and as many subsequent output lines as are needed
for the length of the shadow; initially, all output scan lines are zeroed.
The shadow is calculated by first oRing the scan lines of the initial and
the outlined picture together. These data are oRed to the correspond-
ing output scan line. The data are then shifted left by one bit and oRed
to the following output (shadow) scan line. This operation is repeated,
always shifting the input data one more bit until all the shadow scan
lines are processed. Finally, to mask out any hidden shadows, the
current output scan line is exclusively oRed with the initial picture
scan line and written on the output file. Before processing the next
input line, the first shadow scan line becomes the current output scan
line, the second shadow scan line becomes the first one, and so on; the
last line is zeroed.

7.5.3 Screening

In this operation, the computer program traces the boundaries of
any area enclosed by a continuous line and then fills this area with
screening dots of selected density. The area to be screened is identified
on the TV screen by pointing to any part of it with the stylus. The
screened area is recorded on a separate screen file.

On the final output, screened areas are shown as regions filled with
evenly spaced spots of uniform size. The chosen spot size determines
the perceived gray level (screen density). Areas of different density are
recorded in separate files. If no screen file exists at the start of the
screening operation, the file is created and zeroed.

The tracing algorithm employs a stack to manage the starting points
for the boundary search. The first stack entry is the initial starting
point. When the stack becomes empty the search is complete. For each
starting point, the scan line to the left and right of the initial position
is searched for a zero to nonzero boundary. The elements between the
left and right boundaries are then set to nonzero on the corresponding
screen line. Finally the immediate scan line above and below is
searched between the two boundaries from left to right for nonzero to
zero transitions. (A nonzero element is assumed beyond the left bound-
ary.) The transition point (zero) coordinates are pushed on the stack.
This procedure is repeated for all points on the stack. The scan lines
being searched are the picture scan lines oRed with their corresponding
screen lines. To improve efficiency and minimize the required I/O, the
stack is first searched for another point on the current scan line. If
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found, this point is popped and it becomes the next starting point; if
the search fails, the last point entered will be popped from the stack.

7.5.4 Pencil/eraser
This function uses the tablet/stylus to simulate a pencil/eraser. It

affects the artwork on the TV screen and, simultaneously, the data on
disk. The function is best suited to correct blemishes and to straighten
out lines. It was not intended for freehand drawing or curves. Within
its scope, it has proved to be convenient and easy to use.

At the start, the user selects a particular section of the picture as
the work area. For this purpose, the program first shows the complete
picture on the screen. The chosen work area is then redrawn on the
full screen and the pencil/eraser "tip" appears on the screen.

The tip is shown as a white (pencil) or red (eraser) rectangular area
and follows the movement of the stylus. Actual drawing/erasing occurs
only while the pen switch is depressed, with the mode depending on
the status of the draw/erase sense switch. In erase mode, the pels
covered by the tip are set to zero, in draw mode, to nonzero. The size
of the tip is adjustable. Adjustment is initiated by the TIP pushbutton
at the right-hand side of the keyboard, which cancels the current tip
and starts the cursor for creating a new one. The task to be accom-
plished should influence the shape of the new tip. For example, a small
square tip is useful for fine detail and isolated blemishes, a tip in the
shape of a narrow horizontal or vertical bar is more suited to smooth
out ragged edges along horizontal or vertical lines.

The user can specify a scale factor, which controls how large each
picture element will appear on the screen. Larger scale factors are
more suited for work with intricate detail, because the tip is less
sensitive.

User requests, other than a tip size change, are initiated by the
ABORT pushbutton, which terminates the draw/erase loop and causes
return to the options selection loop.

The pencil/eraser function is available both as a command and as a
menu item under the SCAN command.

VIII. COMMAND SUMMARY

Command names are listed below in alphabetical order; a list of
their possible arguments is included in square brackets following each
command name. A more detailed description of the commands can be
found in the appendix.

ADD

APS

[border, name, type]
[all]
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CENTER [all, type, text -block]
CHANGE [border, name, type, font, point size, leading, text -block,

art -block, screen -block]
CLEAN [all, art -block, screen -block]
CREATE [art -block, text -block]
CROP [art -block, screen -block]
DELETE [all, name, type, text -block, art -block, screen -block]
DRAW [all, text -block, art -block, screen -block]
ERASE [all, text -block, art -block, screen -block]
EXIT [all]
FORCE [art -block, screen -block, point size, leading, font]
FRAME [text -block, art -block, screen -block]
LEFT [all, type, text -block]
LOWER [all, type, text -block]
MOVE [text -block, art -block, screen -block]
OUTLINE [text -block, art -block]
PRINT [info, all, border, type, text -block, art -block, screen -

block]
PROOF [all]
REACH [text -block, art -block, screen -block]
REDLINE [all]
RIGHT [all, type, text -block]
SCAN [all]
SCREEN [art -block]
SHADOW [text -block, art -block]
STORE [all]
UPPER [all, type, text -block]
ZOOM [all, art -block]

Argument names are self-explanatory, except for ALL. In some cases,
ALL implies "everything" as in ERASE ALL (blocks); in some cases ALL
implies "everything of a certain kind" as in LOWER ALL (type); in some
cases it is simply a dummy argument to conform to the standard
command sequence as in SCAN ALL.

9. OUTPUTTING TO THE TYPESETTER

9.1 Overview

The final task of the terminal is to output the entire advertisement
(text and pictures) on a typesetter; this typesetter output is then used
for making the printing plate. Our terminal computes commands for
the Autologic APs-4 typesetter which are then recorded on magnetic
tape. The tape is later mounted on the typesetter and the advertise-
ment is outputted without further attention.

The APs-4 was used for our experiments because it was the typeset-
ter available where the terminal is being field-tested. Later the more
modern APs-5 was made available to us and our research profited by
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being allowed to use it. The knowledge gained with the APs-4 and
APs-5 should be easily transferable to any other CRT (or laser) typeset-
ter.

Considerable study, testing, and typesetter adjustments were needed
before the typesetter would produce pictures with the quality and
speed needed for directory production. This was so even though the
APs-4 (and other CRT typesetters now in use at telephone companies)
already has basic picture -drawing capabilities which are used for
drawing font shapes when outputting text. However, these font draw-
ing methods could not conveniently be adapted to drawing more
complex images. Another way available for drawing pictures was to
adapt the APS'S "rule" commands, even though they were originally
intended to draw single straight lines only. We found that considerable
testing (by ourselves), tuning, and modification (by the manufacturer)
was needed to make this method usable; even then, its quality was not
entirely satisfactory and its speed slower than desirable. Finally, a new
method was introduced for graphics output on the APs-5 (called the
"graphics" mode), and we were its first users.

As a result of these experiments, we have demonstrated a reliable
method for typesetter graphics which produces pictures whose quality,
for directory purposes, compared well with those produced by photog-
raphy. Also, speed trials using about a half -dozen four -column pages
showed that entire pages filled with representative graphics material
and text were produced in about 90 seconds, which was considered a
very satisfactory performance.

9.2 Graphics on the APS-4 and APS-5

9.2.1 The nibble code

The instruction set of the APs-4 and APs-5 includes the usual beam
positioning commands and specifications for font, point size, and
leading. Text characters are painted by closely spaced vertical strokes
of the CRT beam. The font shapes are specified in terms of the end
points of the vertical strokes. The stroking data are coded into a form
of run -length -differential code. Individual codes consist of 2 -bit units,
which is the reason for calling them "nibble" code (by contrast to the
8 -bit byte). The APs-4 and APs-5 use a hardwired nibble decoder whose
output controls the CRT beam. This decoder can only deal with a
maximum of four vertical strokes in one "column" and is therefore not
convenient or efficient for more complex shapes.

9.2.2 The rule command

The APS machines also have "rule" commands which generate
horizontal lines of selectable width and height. The lines are again
produced by a series of closely spaced vertical strokes. This is the first
of the two different methods we used for typesetting graphics. Its
principal drawback is that fractional data about rule lengths are not
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handled adequately (rounding troubles), so that the end points. of a
number of chained "rules" along a single horizontal line quickly become
inaccurate; this results in a ragged appearance of right-hand outlines
of complex pictures. Most of these troubles were remedied by Autologic
after we demonstrated shortcomings to them. However, in pictures
that consist of large numbers of short "rules" (such as a screen pattern),
the trouble has not completely disappeared. The method is also
relatively slow.

Pictures to be typeset using rule commands are drawn by plotting
individual scan lines. For each line, the picture elements are analyzed
for zero and nonzero run -lengths. Nonzero sequences are used to set
rule widths, and zero sequences are translated into beam positioning
commands. Any required scaling is performed by direct sampling of
the input data. The height of rules is normally set to one decipoint.
The height of the rule is increased only when the picture has to be
enlarged. In this way, the rule has to be drawn only once, instead of
plotting the data several times as required by the ratio of enlargement.

Screen data are typeset similarly, except that nonzero sequences are
translated into dot sequences instead of solid black rules. Traditionally,
screen measures are expressed in diagonal lines per square inch, with
screen dots arranged along parallel lines angled at 45 and 135 degrees
to a horizontal line. On the typesetter, however, we plot horizontal
screen lines. Each dot is drawn as a single square rule; its size is
determined by the screen density. The dot spacing (in decipoints)
along horizontal lines for a given typesetter can be computed to

s = sqrt(2)*r/d

where r is the resolution of the typesetter (in decipoints/inch) and d
is the diagonal screen measure (in screen lines/inch). Vertically, screen
rows are repeated in intervals of half the horizontal spacing, with
alternate rows being staggered by the same amount. For example, an
85 -line screen on the APs-4 with 720 decipoints per inch resolution has
a horizontal spacing of 12 decipoints. Consecutive screen rows are 6
decipoints apart, with every other row indented by 6 decipoints.

Before plotting a screened data file, the program initializes the width
and height of a screen rule. Also, a basic command loop is set up in
one of the APS buffers: Draw one rule, move beam horizontally to start
of next rule, decrement loop count, quit loop if count is zero, otherwise
repeat loop. Subsequently, screen sequences scan can be plotted by
just two APS commands: Set loop count to the number of screen dots
required and execute the command string.

9.2.3 The graphics mode

Recently, Autologic developed an alternative graphics feature on
the APs-5 for faster and more flexible typesetting. Again, vertical
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stroking under the control of the hardwired nibble decoder is utilized.
The method is based on a special font with 256 characters identified
by an 8 -bit code. Each character consists of up to four vertical strokes
in a single column. The pattern of strokes in each special character is
the same as the pattern of ones in the 8 -bit code which specifies it.
Pictures are typeset in a swath of eight horizontal scan lines at a time;
8 -bit character codes for specifying a picture are derived by slicing the
eight scan lines vertically at every pixel position. The "graphics" mode
provides a repeat (run -length) code to avoid repeating identical codes.
Thus fewer bits are needed to specify a picture, resulting in less storage
and higher output speeds.

For screen data the scan lines are logically Armed with the screen
pattern before remapping; otherwise, the process is the same as for
artwork.

One item that has not yet been resolved concerns lens magnification.
For text, the typesetter program compensates for the different lenses,
and the resulting output always has the same size. For the "graphics"
mode, no lens compensation is performed. Artwork with a scale factor
of 1.0 will be properly sized only on a machine with a 2.22X lens. To
obtain the same result on a machine with a 2.66X lens, the user must
adjust the artwork's scaling parameters to 0.8326.

9.3 Results

Of major interest in typesetting graphics are output speed and
quality.

To obtain a meaningful timing comparison, we produced the same
page of 30 logos (Fig. 4) by the "rule" mode on the APs-4 and on the
APs-5 and by the new "graphics" mode on the APs-5. The logos had
been scanned previously and were outputted in six rows on a single
page using the rule and the graphic modes.

The typesetter timing tests for the entire page of 30 logos gave the
following results:

(i) Using rule commands the APs-4 was over four times faster than
the APs-5.

(ii) Using the graphics mode (on the APs-5), was seventeen times
faster than the rule commands on the APs-5 and four times faster than
the rule commands on the APs-4.

The output quality of artwork (except for screens) produced by
either the rule or the graphics methods was very high. The graphics
mode also produced excellent, uniform -looking screen patterns. Occa-
sionally, a series of dots in a column appeared fainter but were still
uniformly spaced. This effect can be explained by the grain of the
paper and varies with screen measure and density. Screen patterns
produced by rule commands on the APs-5 showed regularly spaced
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thin vertical stripes. They seem to be introduced by the APs-5 when
mapping absolute decipoint values to actual beam distances, at which
point the lens magnification also has to be considered. Various at-
tempts to remedy this problem did not entirely succeed. Results on
the APs-4 varied with the particular machine used.

X. FIELD TRIALS

Two different field trials of the experimental terminal have been or
are being carried out. The goal of the first trial-which has already
been completed-was to establish what type of personnel is best suited
to operate the terminal, to gain experience for establishing operating
routines, and to identify modifications for better operation, particularly
for making the operator's task simpler. The goal of the second trial-
now getting under way-is to make cost and time comparisons between
the new terminal and the conventional methods of producing adver-
tisements.

In the first trial, two persons were trained in the use of the terminal.
One had years of artistic layout experience, the other trained clerical
personnel for various tasks. After four weeks, a series of program
changes were installed to improve the reliability of the terminal, to
increase feedback to users, and to adopt certain terminologies more
meaningful to the users. The following changes were made:

(i) The command key sequence was standardized to two keys
followed by a carriage return.

(ii) The capability of scanning partial pages was removed; it was
more efficient always to scan the whole page and crop the material on
the TV screen.

(iii) Some new messages, such as "scan in progress," were added to
inform and reassure the user on the status of commands which required
more than 1 or 2 seconds for execution.

(iv) Some terminology was changed to names more meaningful to
users: pictures became "art," text lines and text strings became "type,"
output from the electrostatic printer was renamed "proof."

(v) Automatic saving on disk of the layout specifications after
every command was added to facilitate painless continuation after an
unexpected interruption or program abort. After these changes, eval-
uation of the terminal proceeded smoothly.

The lessons learned from the first trial were as follows:
(i) The terminal could indeed be a valuable tool.

(ii) Clerical personnel can operate the terminal, especially if the
advertisement worksheet-scanned and displayed on the TV screen-
could be used as a guide for positioning and sizing the layout blocks.

(iii) The terminal should be used mainly for the input and layout
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of artwork; text should be prepared separately in advance and only
modified online.

(iv) A pencil/eraser option must exist to edit the scanned data,
such as to delete erroneous spots and possibly touch up logos and
artwork.

(v) There should be a second trial to make a more detailed com-
parison (including a time and motion study) between our terminal and
conventional production methods; a large number of ads (100 or more)
would have to be prepared by both methods.

(vi) A clerk must be trained and become proficient in the use of
the terminal before the study can begin.

BORDER -1

           
BORDER -23

            

BORDER -2

Fig. 5-Four of the ten decorative borders available on the terminal.
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(vii) To produce real ads, the terminal must have a reasonable
number of different fonts, decorative borders (Fig. 5), and adequate
storage facilities for approximately 100 illustrations, logos, and stock
art.

The second field trial has just started. Its objective is to collect data
for a cost and time comparison between the current advertisement
production method and the experimental terminal method. To estab-
lish costs, the layout process is subdivided into individual steps (such
as scanning of worksheet, scanning of artwork, adding a screen) and
each step is to be timed separately. A set of 50 advertisements was
selected which covered the variety of material considered typical of
those appearing in Yellow Pages directories. Statistics on the type of
revision work normally encountered were also collected. In the first
part of the trial, the 50 advertisements will be created afresh and timed
on the experimental terminal, just as if they were new advertisements.
Later, the same time measurements will be made for "revising" existing
advertisements, using the 50 advertisements prepared in the first part
of the trial. Separate estimates will be made of the economic and other
advantages that result from greatly shortening the time span between
closing a directory and its printing. Further, the results from this field
trial should help in the assessment of future terminal needs and define
areas for further study.

The terminal had to be expanded considerably to accommodate the
much greater variety of work and the simulated production environ-
ment. Preparations for the trial included:

(i) The installation of a 96 Mbyte disk for storing the additional
fonts, illustrations, and logos.

(ii) The installation of 15 additional typefaces and the introduction
of run -length coding for storing them in less disk space.

(iii) Programs to generate 10 stock borders by rule.
(iv) Pencil/eraser capabilities.
(v) A program for separate text input in advance.

(vi) The capability of framing text, such as placing a box around a
telephone number.

(vii) Selection and training of a clerk in the use of the terminal.
All preparations have now been completed and the trial is under

way.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

The work described in this paper demonstrates that modern direc-
tory production methods are able to process pictures with the same
ease with which they currently handle text. In our experimental
terminal, photographic methods were replaced by digital methods to
position, size, crop, screen, outline, shadow, and store pictures conven-
iently and efficiently; methods for typesetting artwork with high speed
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and quality have also been established. As a result, directory pages
can now be typeset in a single pass, without paste-ups, and correspond-
ing production cost reductions and sales advantages can be expected.

The new techniques demonstrated on our experimental terminal are
to be included in the full production prototype for the preparation,
maintenance, and conversion of all Yellow Pages art material which is
now being developed by New York Telephone Company with AT&T
support.
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APPENDIX

Command Description

The functions of the various commands are briefly explained here.
Multipurpose commands appear under each appropriate subheading.
Detailed operating instructions can be found in the user's manual.")

A.1 General block commands

CHANGE is used to adjust the dimensions of a specified block within
the work space.

CREATE generates a new block of the specified type.
DELETE deletes the indicated block and its associated information

from the layout.
DRAW, ERASE operate on the TV display only. DRAW displays the

selected block on the screen, ERASE erases it. The block will still appear
on the final output.

FRAME lets the user specify an outline or "frame" around a block for
the final output. The thickness of the outline is specified in 1/10 point
units.
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MOVE repositions the specified block within the layout space.
PRINT prints the coordinates (relative to the top left corner of the

advertisement) of the designated block and, for art or screen blocks,
the associated data file name and, for text blocks, the text lines
together with their font, leading, and point size parameters.

REACH allows the user to address a block completely contained
within another block of the same type.

A.2 Text handling commands

ADD allows the user to add type to an empty block or to insert or
append type to existing text lines in a block, or it can get the data for
all text blocks from a previously prepared text file.

LEFT, CENTER, RIGHT are used to justify or to center text lines in the
specified text block.

CHANGE is used to edit character strings or text lines, or modify font,
leading, and/or point -size parameters.

DELETE is used to delete character strings or text lines.
UPPER, LOWER convert character strings, text lines, or text blocks to

upper- or lowercase. LOWER is the more frequently used command,
since all input from the Tektronix keyboard is initially in uppercase.

FORCE sets the text parameters of the specified block back to their
default values. This command is useful after a change of the text
parameters causes type to exceed the allocated block space.

PRINT is used to get a listing of the indicated text lines with their
current font, leading, and point -size values.

A.3 Art processing commands

ADD, CHANGE are used to associate a picture data file with a specified
art block.

CLEAN invokes the pencil/eraser function to touch up the artwork in
the current art block.

CROP is used to frame the original artwork. Only the data inside the
frame will appear in its associated art block. This feature allows the
same artwork to be used for various ads, with each ad showing different
parts of the stored artwork.

DELETE deletes irretrievably the specified picture data file from disk.
FORCE adjusts the parameters of art or screen blocks in such a way

that the associated picture has the same scale factor in both the
horizontal and vertical dimension, and thus appears undistorted. This
is important for trademarks and logos. For other artwork, the layout
artist may actually prefer the effect of having the artwork appear
condensed or expanded along one dimension. FORCE allows the user to
specify which of the four sides of the art block should remain un-
changed in size as well as position within the workspace.
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PRINT lists the file name associated with the data of an art or screen
block.

SCAN is the command to convert artwork from a paper drawing into
digital form for handling by the terminal. The command employs an
options menu to perform various operations connected with scanning:
crop the scanned data, store the data under a user assigned name, copy
data from one file or device to another for backup or restoration
purposes, print some file characteristics, and use the pencil/eraser.

A.4 Commands for producing special effects

OUTLINE produces a new picture data file that contains only the
outlines of the initial artwork or the initial text characters.

SHADOW produces another picture file that contains the outlined
picture with a shadow added.

SCREEN permits the user to specify areas for screening.

A.5 Commands for producing output on the typesetter or
on the electrostatic printer

APS computes and records on magnetic tape the commands to drive
the Autologic APs-4 or APs-5 phototypesetters to produce the final
version of the ad.

PROOF calculates and then plots an image of the ad on the electro-
static printer.

A.6 Miscellaneous other commands

CHANGE is also used to assign or change the decorative border
around the ad.

EXIT is the command to wrap up the layout program properly.
PRINT can also be used to get the overall statistics of the current ad.

In this case, the size of the ad, the number of blocks of each type, the
number of text lines, and the decorative border type are listed.

REDLINE reverses the current status of either showing or not showing
the red outlines around all blocks during the layout process.

STORE is used to save the layout specifications under a user specified
name. The information includes everything except the picture and
screen data files.

zoom allows the user to enlarge a specific part of the ad across the
full screen. All commands remain available to the zoomed ad.
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Speaker -Trained Isolated Word Recognition
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Speaker -trained, isolated word recognizers have achieved notable
success in a wide variety of applications. The training for such
systems generally involves a single (or sometimes two) replication(s)
of each word of the vocabulary by the designated talker. Word
reference templates are then formed directly from these replications.
In recent work on speaker -independent word recognition, it has been
shown that statistical clustering procedures provided an effective
way for determining the structure in multiple replications of a word
by different talkers. Such techniques were then used to provide a set
of reference templates based on the clustering results. In this paper
we discuss the application of clustering techniques to speaker -trained
word recognizers. It is shown that significant improvements in rec-
ognition accuracy are obtained when using templates obtained from
a clustering analysis of multiple replications of a word by the desig-
nated talker. It is also shown that recognition accuracy did not
change with time (over a 6 -month period) for any of the subjects
tested, thereby indicating that the reference templates were reason-
ably stable.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although a great deal has been learned about isolated word speech
recognition systems,'" several key issues are not as well understood
as others. One such issue is the manner in which the word reference
templates for such a system are obtained. To date, there have been at
least three distinct ways of obtaining templates, including:

(i) Casual training in which the designated talker (for a speaker -
trained system) speaks each word of the vocabulary (one or more
times) and a reference template is created for each spoken word."
Thus, for casual training, there is a direct correspondence between a
spoken token of the word and the reference template.
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(ii) Averaging methods in which the designated talker (for a
speaker -trained system) or a set of talkers (for a speaker -independent
system) speaks the word a number of times and a weighted, time -
normalized average of the feature sets for that word is used as the
reference template. '7'15

(iii) Statistical clustering methods in which a set of talkers speak
the word and a statistical pattern recognition algorithm is used to
group the feature sets of the tokens into a set of clusters."'"' The
similarity of tokens within a cluster is high (small intratoken distances),
whereas the similarity of tokens in different clusters is low (large
intertoken distances). Reference templates are obtained by represent-
ing each cluster by a single template (either using a minimax ap-
proach," or via averaging techniques"). Thus, a word is generally
represented by a set of templates rather than one or two templates.

The third method above, the statistical approach, has been success-
fully applied to a speaker -independent word recognizer for a variety of
vocabularies.14,17,18 It is the purpose of this paper to show how this
technique can be applied in a speaker -trained system to further in-
crease their accuracy and robustness over systems in which the refer-
ence templates are obtained by casual training.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II we review
the operation of the basic word recognizer and the clustering proce-
dures. In Section III we present the experimental procedures used to
obtain the data for training and testing the system. The statistics of
the clustering for each of three talkers are presented in Section IV,
and the recognition accuracy as a function of key system parameters
is given in Section V. Finally, Section VI discusses the results and their
implications for practical implementations of word recognition sys-
tems.

II. REVIEW OF THE WORD RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The word recognizer, shown in Fig. 1, is similar to the one originally
proposed by Itakura,3 and has been used in a variety of
applications.4,13,14,16-18 Telephone line input signals (100- to 3200 -Hz
bandwidth) are digitized at a 6.67 -kHz rate, and a p = 8th -order
autocorrelation analysis is performed on overlapping frames of N=
300 samples (45 ms), with an overlap of 200 samples between frames.
Prior to the autocorrelation analysis, each frame of data is preem-
phasized with a first -order digital network with transfer function
(1 - 0.96 z' ) and windowed by a 300 -sample Hamming window.
If we denote the /th preemphasized, windowed frame of speech as
Zr(n), 0 n S N - 1, then

11(n) = 1(1S + n)w(n) 0 n N-1, 0-.5.1L-1, (1)
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where i(n) is the preemphasized speech, w(n) is a Hamming window,
S = 100 samples (15 ms) is the shift in samples between adjacent
frames, and L is the number of frames in the recording interval. The
autocorrelation coefficients of the lth frame, R,(m) are given by

N-1

R i(M) = 11(n)i1(n + m) 0 s m p (2)
n=0

N-1

= E is(ls n)1(LS + n + m). (3)
n-o

The zeroth autocorrelation coefficient of each frame (R1(0)) is the
energy in the frame. The time pattern of R1(0) (i.e., R1(0) vs 1) is used
to determine the end -point boundaries of the spoken, isolated word in
a simple manner based on the measured energy of the background
noise in the recording environment:4

As noted in Fig. 1, there are three modes of operation of the word
recognizer, namely, training, clustering, and testing (normal usage). As
discussed earlier, for many speaker -trained systems, the training mode
is simply a recording of each word of the vocabulary and the clustering
(i.e., formation of word reference templates) is a direct conversion
from stored autocorrelation coefficients to the format required for the
word reference template. (For this recognizer, the word reference
templates are stored as frames of autocorrelated linear predictive
coding (LPc) coefficients. This is explained later in this section.) For a
statistical clustering approach, however, training consists of storing
sets of autocorrelation coefficients for a number of replications of each
word of the vocabulary, and clustering consists of grouping the repli-
cations of each word into clusters and creating a single word reference
template for each cluster.

For the third mode of the system, namely the testing or normal
usage mode, following end -point detection, an LPC analysis of each
frame is performed (the autocorrelation method), and each autocor-
relation frame is converted to a normalized form as follows. If we
denote the frames of autocorrelations in the test word as R,(m), i =
1, 2, , NT, and the LPC prediction residual of each frame as Ei, then
the test frame parameters are given as

i(m)
V(m) -R 0 m p, 1 i NT. (4)

E,

For the word reference templates if we denote the jth frame of
LPC coefficients (derived from the autocorrelation coefficients) as
a,(k), 0 s k p, then the jth reference frame parameter set is given as

Pj(m) = 2 E aj(k)a)(k + m) 1 m p (5a)
k=0
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= E [a.,(k)]2 m = 0. (5b)
k=0

A distance can now be defined between the ith test frame and the jth
reference frame as 3,19

d(i, j) = d(V1, P1) = log [ Vi(m)P;(m) (6)
.-o

The distance measure of eq. (6) has been shown to be an effective
measure for comparing sets of LPC coefficients in a variety of applica-
tions,3'22 and it can be computed with (p + 1) multiplications and
additions and one logarithm.

The next step in the recognizer is to compare the test word against
each stored word reference template. A dynamic time -warping algo-
rithm is used to optimally align in time the test and reference patterns
and to give the average distance associated with the optimal warping
path. The average distance for the qth template of the rth reference
word is

1
NT

fir,q = -[min E d(i, wr.q(i)) (7)
NT u,,,(1) i=1

where wr,,(i) is the optimally determined warping path. The final step
in the process is to choose the recognized word based on the set of
average distances Dr,q. The most common decision rule is the minimum
distance rule which chooses the word r* such that

/7r,, all r, q (8)

for some value q*. An alternative and more powerful decision rule (for
the case of multiple reference templates) is the K -nearest neighbor
rule (KNN), which says that for each word r, the distances Dr,, are
reordered according to average distance so that

/Tv /jr,t21 S  S r)r,14f? 1, (9)

where Q is the number of templates for the rth word, and the KNN rule
says to choose the word r* such that

K K

E E Dr.lk1 all r. (10)
k=1 k=1

For K = 1 the KNN rule is the minimum distance rule. Unless otherwise
noted, a value of K = 2 was used in the recognition tests in this paper.

2.1 The clustering procedure

The clustering analysis is based on the fully automatic technique
(unsupervised with averaging-uwA) described in Ref. 17. It was
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assumed that we begin with M replications of each word in the
vocabulary and, based on the pairwise dynamic time -warped average
distance between words, the M tokens are grouped into P disjoint
clusters, coz, such that

= [ti, t2, , tm] = U w (11)

where t1, t2, , tM are the M tokens in the set. The total number of
clusters, P, is determined automatically by the clustering procedure.
Each cluster, w is represented by a prototype xi. Based on the work
of Rabiner and Wilpon,I7 the tokens within cluster co, are averaged
(using dynamic time warping for time alignment) to give the prototype

Word reference templates are determined as the prototypes 1,
corresponding to the P largest clusters, i.e., for a single template we
choose the prototype of the cluster with the most tokens; for a two -
template representation, we choose the prototypes of the two clusters
with the largest number of tokens, etc.

The grouping of the M tokens into P clusters is based on splitting of
the set E2 by iteratively determining cluster centers (based on a mini -
max criterion) and cluster points based on a given distance threshold.
Ultimately, all M tokens are assigned to one of the clusters. A cluster
may consist of a single outlier token whose distance to all other tokens
in fl is greater than the distance threshold of the procedure. The final
set of P clusters is ordered based on size of the clusters, and the
averaged centers of the P largest clusters are retained as the P word
reference templates.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

To test the effectiveness of the clustering analysis for a speaker -
trained system, three talkers trained the recognizer of Fig. 1. One of
the three talkers was the first author of this paper. The other two
talkers were experienced workers in the area of speech processing. All
three talkers were instructed to speak the words naturally, but in an
isolated format. No specific motivation for good performance was
employed, as the talkers' interest in the area was considered sufficient.
The vocabulary for these tests consisted of the letters A to Z, the digits
0 (zero) to 9, and the command words STOP, ERROR, and REPEAT for a
total of 39 words. This vocabulary is an extremely difficult one (espe-
cially when recorded over telephone lines, as was done here), but one
which has utility in a wide range of practical applications."

Each talker spoke the 39 -word vocabulary (in a random order) three
times per session over a one -month period for a total of 50 replications
for each word in the vocabulary. A total of 17 sessions was used, with
only two recordings in the last session.
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A clustering analysis was performed for each talker, and a set of
word reference templates was obtained. For speaker -independent sys-
tems, a total of Q = 12 reference templates per word was used. For
comparison purposes, the same number of templates was obtained for
the speaker -trained vocabulary. However, results are also given for a
variable number of templates per word.

To test the system, each of the three talkers spoke the 39 -word
vocabulary five times per session for a total of 10 sessions. Each session
was at least two weeks after the preceding one; thus, a total of at least
20 weeks was used to obtain the 10 test sets.

Additional analyses were performed to show the effects of reduced
training on the recognition accuracy. To do this, we simply used fewer
training runs in the clustering analysis. As such, results are presented
for cluster sets based on 24, 12, and 6 replications of the word vocab-
ulary during the training phase.

IV. CLUSTER STATISTICS

Based on the clustering analysis, a set of objective statistics on the
clusters can be given which indicates how the tokens cluster. In
accordance with past experience with these clustering algorithms, the
following statistics appear to be most meaningful:

(i) Number of clusters per word. A cluster is defined as a set with
at least two tokens.

(ii) Number of outliers per word. An outlier is a token that does
not fall into one of the clusters above, i.e., its distance to all other
tokens in the training set exceeded a threshold.

(iii) Quality ratio, a, defined as the ratio of the average intercluster
distance (as defined between cluster prototypes) to the average intra-
cluster distance (as defined between cluster tokens).

(iv) Size of largest cluster-i.e., the number of tokens in the largest
set.
This set of cluster statistics gives an excellent picture of how the M
tokens are distributed in the feature space of the problem being
studied.

Table I gives the statistics of the word clusters for the three talkers
used in this investigation. Included in the table are averaged, minimum,
and maximum values of the cluster statistics for each of the three
talkers. The statistics in Table I were obtained from clustering the 50
replications of each word for each talker. It is seen that the average
values of all statistics are about the same for all three talkers. Typically,
about 6 clusters per word were sufficient to include all nonoutlier
tokens. Included in the six clusters were, on the average, 38 of the 50
tokens, with about 20 of the 50 tokens in the biggest cluster. The
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Table I-Statistics of the word clusters for the three talkers
Subjects

LRR AER swc

Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max

Number of clusters
per word

6 1 10 6 3 10 6 3 10

Number of outliers
per word

13 3 17 12 5 17 11 5 18

Quality ratio (a) 2.90 1.99 4.06 2.92 2.52 3.86 2.68 2.12 3.41
Size of largest

cluster 20 9 46 20 7 35 21 9 31

6

5

4

3

2

1

2 3

WORD POSITION

Fig. 2-Recognition error as a function of word position for the three talkers for
(a) clustered templates and (b) randomly chosen templates.

quality ratios of between 2.6 and 2.9 indicate good cluster separation
for each of the talkers.16

V. RECOGNITION RESULTS

Recognition results on the total of 1950 words (50 replications of the
39 -word vocabulary) for each of the three talkers (LRR, AER were male,
swc was female) are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2a shows a
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series of plots of the percentage errors as a function of word position
for the three talkers for reference templates obtained from the cluster-
ing analysis. Word error rate for the kth word position is the percentage
of words which were not within the top k candidates. A total of 12
templates per word was used in these tests. Overall error rates of 1.4

10
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6
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4

3

2

i

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0
0 2 4 6 8 10

NUMBER OF TEMPLATES PER WORD

12

Fig. 3-Recognition error as a function of the number of templates per word (top
choice candidate) for the three talkers for (a) clustered templates and (b) randomly
chosen templates.
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percent (swc), 1.6 percent (LRR), and 4.4 percent (AER) were obtained
for the three talkers for the top recognition candidate (i.e., the first -
choice candidate). The error rate was below 1 percent for the top two
candidates (word position 2) for all three talkers.

For comparison purposes, a set of word templates was created by
randomly choosing tokens from the 50 replications of each word and
creating one reference template directly from each token. Again, a
total of 12 templates per word was used. Figure 2b shows the error
scores for the random set of word templates for the three talkers.
Overall error rates of 3 percent (swc), 2 percent (LRR), and 5.6 percent
(AER) were obtained for the top recognition candidate. Although these
error rates were somewhat higher than the scores obtained from the
clustered template set, the differences are reasonably small and indi-
cate that the clustering analysis is unnecessary if we are using 12
templates per word. In such a case, a random selection of word
templates is essentially equivalent.

It is shown in Fig. 3, however, that the results given in Fig. 2 are not
a complete picture of the effectiveness of the clustering analysis. Fig-
ure 3a shows plots of percentage error for the top recognition candidate
as a function of the number of templates per word for the clustered
template set, and Fig. 3b shows similar plots for randomly chosen
templates. For talkers LRR and swc, it is readily seen that the error
rate does not change for more than four templates per word for the
clustered data. For talker AER, the error rate decreases by about 0.6
percent as the number of templates per word increases from 6 to 12.
Thus, Fig. 3a indicates that from 4 to 6 templates per word obtained
via clustering give comparable recognition accuracies to 12 templates
per word obtained in the same manner.

A totally different picture emerges from Fig. 3b for the case of
randomly chosen templates. (Note that the vertical scale of Fig. 3b is
different from the vertical scale of Fig. 3a.) It is seen that the percent-
age error decreases steadily as the number of (random) templates per
word increases until about 10 templates per word. Thus for randomly
chosen templates a substantially larger number of templates per word
are required than for templates obtained from a clustering analysis.
An alternative way of stating this is that recognition accuracies from
3 to 4 templates per word (obtained from the clustering analysis) are
comparable to those obtained from 10 to 12 randomly chosen templates
per word.

5.1 Confusions among the words

The spoken letters of the alphabet form one of the most difficult of
word recognition vocabularies because of the high confusability among
sets of the letters."' A major advantage of the clustering analysis is
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that confusions among many of the subsets are entirely eliminated.
The major confusions, for all three talkers, were in the equivalence
class of letters containing B, C, D, E, G, P, T, V, and Z. The confusion
matrices for this class for the three talkers (for 12 templates per word)
are shown in Table II. For talker swc, 26 of the 27 errors were within
this equivalence set; for talker LRR all 31 errors occurred within the
equivalence set; for talker AER, 72 of the 85 recognition errors occurred
within the equivalence class-however, one confusion was with a word
outside the set. (Nine of the remaining errors were A, K confusions.)

Table II shows that each talker had one or more letters in the major
equivalence class which were hard to reliably recognize; however, for
all three talkers most letters in the hard equivalence class were
correctly recognized. This result again demonstrates the power of the
clustering analysis in determining the structure of each word in the
vocabulary.

5.2 Recognition accuracy vs time

An important aspect of a speaker -trained word recognizer is the
stability of the reference templates as a function of time. For casually

Table II-Confusion matrices of the equivalence class with
B, C, D, E, G, P, T, V, Z for the three talkers

Recognized Word

B C D E G P T V Z Other

Spoken
Word

B
C
D
E
G
P
T
V
Z

46

4

1

50
1

35
50

50

1

4

44
5

1

4

6
45

3

49
50

1

LRR

Spoken
Word

B
C
D
E
G
P
T
V
Z

36

3

1

48

1

12

3

31

3

45
50

6

2

39

1

4

17

10
46

1

2

47
1

2

36

1

1

1

AER

Spoken
Word

B
C
D
E
G
P
T

47

1

50

4

2

48
1

1

1

49
48

3

49
2
1

47
50
10 36

swc
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trained, nonadaptive systems, the reference templates often degrade
with time and the system must be retrained.' Since training is so
simple for these systems, this generally does not pose a problem.
However, some mechanism must be provided for detecting the degra-
dation of the reference templates and retraining the system.

For a clustering analysis method of obtaining reference templates,
it is imperative that the templates be robust in time, i.e., that no
degradation in recognition accuracy occurs, since the training proce-
dure is a long and involved one. To demonstrate that the reference
templates from this system are indeed robust, Fig. 4 shows plots of the
error rate vs time for each of the three talkers. It is seen that over the
20 -week period of testing, only small changes occur in the recognition
accuracy.

5.3 The effects of reduced training

Since the amount of training used to obtain the accuracies reported
here was quite extensive (50 repetitions of each word), the effects of
reduced training on the recognition scores are important to understand.
Thus, the clustering analysis was redone using subsets of the 50
replication training data. The subsets included the first 24, 12, and 6
replications. Before discussing the results, two points should be noted.
Each recording session consisted of three consecutive replications of
the word list. Thus the three subsets constitute eight, four, and two
recording sessions. This is important since it was found that a high
degree of correlation existed between tokens within a given recording
session.

The second point of note is that, for the 12 replications training set,
the maximum number of clusters was limited to six (including outliers),
and for the six replication training set the maximum number of clusters
was limited to four. The reason for this limitation is that more than six
(or four) meaningful clusters cannot be obtained from the reduced

I I I 1 1

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

TIME IN WEEKS

Fig. 4-Recognition error as a function of time for the three talkers.
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number of tokens. For recognition purposes, the KNN = 1 rule was used
for the 12 and 6 replication template sets.

The recognition results for the reduced training sets are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows plots of percentage error as a function of
word position for each training set and for each talker. Figure 6 shows
plots of percentage error vs the number of templates per word for

5

4

3

2

0

12

10

8

4

AER
CLUSTERED

 6 REPLICATION
O 12 REPLICATION

 24 REPLICATION

50 REPLICATION

AER
RANDOM

2 3 4 5 6 0 1

WORD POSITION

SWC
RANDOM

2 3 4

Fig. 5-Recognition error as a function of the word position for different numbers of
training sets for the three talkers for both clustered and random templates.
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LRR CLUSTERED

I I I I I I I I I I 1

6

12

24

I 1 1 1 1 I I I I I

0

6

12

SWC CLUSTERED

16--61-6- A- ,a
50

1 1 I 1 1 I I 1 1 I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

NUMBER OF TEMPLATES PER WORD

Fig. 6-Recognition error as a function of the number of templates per word and the
number of training sets for the three talkers for the clustered templates.

these cases. It is seen that, in all cases, the reduced training set leads
to increased error in recognition. In reducing the size of the original
training set (from 50 to 24 replications), the error increased about
1.5 percent, on the average, for the three talkers. In going from 50 to
12 replications for training, the error increased by about 2.5 percent
for the three talkers, and in going from 50 to 6 replications, the error
increased by about 3.3 percent.

The results given above indicate that increased training always gave
better templates from the clustering analysis and reduced the recog-
nition error rate.
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5.4 Comparisons to casually trained systems

The recognition system of Fig. 1 was casually trained to each of the
three talkers by having them speak the vocabulary twice and creating
reference templates directly from the spoken words. The recognition
tests were then rerun using the casually obtained word templates. The
average error rates (over the 50 replications) for the three talkers were
6.5 percent for talker LRR, 12.9 percent for talker AER, and 12.5 percent
for talker swc. Since the overall error rates for the clustered data were
1.6, 4.3, and 1.4 percent for these talkers, respectively, reductions in
error rate of 3.9, 8.6, and 11.1 percent were obtained. These error
reductions represent a substantial improvement in the recognition.

VI. DISCUSSION

The main result of this paper is the demonstration that statistical
clustering techniques can be applied equally well to speaker -trained
word recognizers as they have been to speaker -independent ones. It
was shown that, with sufficient training and through the use of well -
developed clustering algorithms, extremely high recognition scores can
be obtained, even with vocabularies as difficult as the letters of the
alphabet. This result indicates that, if a user is sufficiently motivated
to spend the time necessary to train a word recognizer, he can reliably
use the recognizer with a range of vocabularies in a wide variety of
applications. 123

An important consideration in a practical implementation of a
system like the one described in this paper is to keep the number of
reference templates as small as possible. It was shown that about 4 to
6 templates per word were sufficient for the given vocabulary. It is
anticipated that for alternative, less complex vocabularies even fewer
templates per word would be required. The templates themselves
appear to be stable with time as the recognition scores did not change
appreciably through the 20 weeks of testing.

One point in question about this work is that only three (experi-
enced) talkers were used. We can only speculate on what the results
would be for a larger set of talkers. It is believed that the clustering
approach would be highly effective for any talker. (It should be
especially good for an inexperienced one who has a lot of replication -
to -replication variability in the way he says the words.) As such, the
conjecture is that even larger improvements in recognition accuracy
over casual training would be obtained by using this system for a wide
range of talkers.

Finally, it was shown that the clustering analysis could be bypassed
with sufficient training, if a large number of randomly chosen templates
(10 to 12) were used to represent each word in the vocabulary. If
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computational complexity was not an issue, this result could be useful
for some applications.

VII. SUMMARY

We have shown that statistical clustering techniques can be applied
to a speaker -trained, isolated word recognition system to provide
significant improvements in recognition accuracy over casually trained
systems. The amount of training required for such a system is fairly
extensive. Thus, this method would probably be limited to applications
requiring extremely difficult vocabularies (e.g., the letters of the alpha-
bet), or those in which very high recognition accuracies are required.
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Two closely related, low -sensitivity, active switched capacitor filter
topologies are presented. Each of these circuits comprises two oper-
ational amplifiers and at most nine capacitors. The topologies -have
been carefully constructed so that they are immune to the various
parasitic capacitances normally present in switched capacitor net-
works. One filter topology is capable of realizing any stable biquad-
ratic z -domain transfer function, while the second one is only slightly
less than fully general. Most commonly used transfer functions can
be realized with either topology and will require only seven capaci-
tors. The choice between the two topologies will generally be made on
the basis of total capacitance required, dynamic range behavior, and
sensitivity. A complete set of synthesis equations is given for both
circuits which cover both the general and all the important special
cases of the biquadratic transfer function. Finally, several examples
are given which illustrate the synthesis procedures and the versatility
of the filter topologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Active RC building blocks which realize a biquadratic transfer func-
tion' have played an increasingly important role in supplying filters
for the Bell System. Thus, at the present time, STAR building blocks
enjoy a very large volume of production and there is a constant effort
directed toward the reduction of their costs." '

the most promising recent development in filtering is the
emergence of active switched capacitor filters."' These filters are fully
mos realizable and therefore enjoy the cost advantages of Ls' integrated
circuit realizations. Further, they can be expected to share in the
future cost reductions due to VLSI.

Since biquadratic building blocks have played such a dominant role
in the active RC field, they are also expected to be of great importance
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for active switched capacitor (sc) filter realizations. Many of these
basic biquadratic blocks can then be realized on a single chip to
implement higher order filter functions.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a pair of similar active sc
biquadratic filter topologies' capable of realizing any stable biquadratic
z -domain transfer function. In arriving at these networks, we have
been particularly careful to eliminate the effects of parasitic capaci-
tances. Such capacitances arise mainly from two sources.

First is a sizable (approximately 10 percent) parasitic capacitance
from the bottom plates of the capacitors to the epitaxial layer (ac
ground). By using two operational amplifiers, it is possible to arrange
matters so that the parasitic capacitors are connected either to a
voltage source (operational amplifier output) or ground, thereby elim-
inating any effects due to them. Second are parasitic capacitances
from the mos switches to ground via the power supplies. By using only
certain switching arrangements,' the parasitics again can be forced to
appear at harmless locations.

After a description of the general biquad circuits, a full set of
synthesis relations will be developed for them. The paper concludes
with several examples that demonstrate the flexibility and general
usefulness of these circuits.

H. GENERAL CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY

The transfer function of an active-Rc biquad is biquadratic in the
Laplace transform variable s:

Vomit cs2 + es + d
+ as + b

In contrast, the active-sc biquad voltage transfer function is biquad-
ratic in the z -transform" variable z, where z = esTs and Ts is the
sampling interval, viz.,

(1)

Vout N(z) y + ez-1 + Sz-2
(2) (2)

Vin D(z) 1 + az-1 + flz-2

This is the general biquadratic transfer function we seek to realize. Of
course, by suitable choice of the numerator coefficients, the different
generic transfer functions, such as LP, BP, and HP, can be obtained.

All the filter topologies to be considered in this paper are special
cases of the general active-sc biquad shown in Fig. la. This circuit
bears a close resemblance to the three amplifier biquad;2 however,
because of the inversion' inherent in capacitor A, the inverter of the
active -RC biquad is not needed. In effect, the circuit consists of two
integrators, the first stage being inverting while the second stage is
noninverting. Damping is provided by the capacitor E and the switched
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1-(a) General active sc topology. (b) General active sc topology (minimum
switch configuration).

capacitor F. In any particular application, only one of these will be
present, leaving a total of nine capacitors, but for analysis purposes it
is convenient to handle the two cases together.

The transmission zeros are realized via the multiple feed -forward
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paths consisting of switched capacitors G, H, I, and J. It is seen later
that, typically, no more than two of these capacitors are needed to
realize the useful biquadratic transfer functions. Thus, most often it
will be found that only seven capacitors are needed. Although the
circuit schematic shown in Fig. la facilitates understanding the circuit,
a more efficient implementation can be obtained by allowing similarly
switched capacitors to share a common switch. Rearranging the circuit
schematic in this way results in the minimum switch configuration
shown in Fig. lb. One can readily verify that the electrical behaviors
of these circuits are identical.

To minimize") the deleterious effects of switch parasitics, we have
avoided the use of toggle -switched capacitors' in which one end of the
capacitor is permanently connected to ground. Furthermore, it is noted
that the sc elements shown in Figs. 2a and 2b are equivalent in
function. However, by discharging the capacitor C through ground, as
per Fig. 2b (and the insert in Fig. 1), the parasitic switch capacitances
are also discharged. For ideal operational amplifiers, the parasitic
switch capacitances have absolutely no effect on the operation of the
biquad. It is expected that the effect will only be negligibly enhanced'
by the nonideal character of practical operational amplifiers.

I

I

as

a

(b)

Fig. 2-Discharge type switched capacitors. (a) Typical realization. (b) Parasitic freerealization.
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The close analogy of sc filters to active-Rc biquads has already been
mentioned. In particular, note that the circuit with E = 0 is very
similar in spirit to the three -operational amplifier multiple input
biquad" except for the absence of the inverter, which is not needed for
the sc filter. However, active-sc biquads offer even further versatility
which to this point has not been exploited. Because of the inability to
trim capacitors and the relative cost factors, practical active-Rc bi-
quads are constructed to be canonic in capacitors, namely, two. This
constraint is unnecessarily placed on active-sc topologies when they
are derived from an active-Rc topology via a resistor -to -switched -
capacitor replacement.5-714 As we show, one can achieve interesting
and beneficial results when this constraint is removed.

2.1 The transfer functions

Before deriving the transfer functions which characterize the general
active-sc network of Fig. 1, it is necessary to consider the timing of the
switches. Note that the schematics for some typical sc elements are
shown as inserts in Fig. 1.

For simplicity in analysis, we assume the clocks 4e and y5 to be
nonoverlapping with 50 -percent duty cycle, as in Fig. 3. It is noted that
switches clocked by 4 close instantaneously at the 2kT (even) time
instants and those clocked by 00 close instantaneously at the (2k + 1)T
(odd) time instants. We also assume that the input signal is sampled

a full clock period, 2T, as shown in Fig. 3. In fact, the
switch phasings of the sc biquad have been chosen to operate with
this kind of input. Under these conditions, we have

171:,(z) = .z -1/217;,(z). (3)

VIN

T5-1

T .T 4T 5T bT

Fig. 3-Clock and input waveforms.

t
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It follows then' that the output voltages appearing at the operational
amplifier outputs are also held for the full clock period and change
only at the even sampling instants:

171,;ut(z) = z-Ii2 V%,(z). (4)

This fact can also be surmised by inspection of Fig. la. Appendix A
shows that the full -cycle S/H assumption can be relaxed. For the
present, however, since both the input and the outputs are fully held,
the even transfer functions provide all the information we need. For
simplicity, therefore, the "even" superscript will be omitted from here
on.

Let us now derive the voltage transfer functions T' and T for the
networks of Fig. 1. As noted previously, these transfer functions are
most conveniently expressed in the z -domain where z = e'r- and Ts
= 2T represents a full clock period. Any sc network containing biphased
switches can be conveniently transformed into a z -domain equivalent
circuit.'5"6 With this equivalent circuit, one can then apply all the
network tools available to continuous, linear, time -invariant networks.
When the input signal is held over the full clock period, one can readily
obtain' the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 4.

The desired transfer functions are then derived using straightfor-
ward nodal analysis:

VTVin

- Az -1(G -Hz -1) - D(1 - z-1)(/ - Jz-1)
Az -1(C + E - Ez-1) + D(1 - z -1)(F + B - Bz-1) (5a)

DI + (AG - DI - DJ)z-1 + (DJ - AH)z-2
D(F + B) + (AC + AE - DF - 2DB)z-1 + (DB - AE)z-2 (5b)

and

VT'' A
Vin

-en -1)(C E - Ez-1) - (G -Hz -1)(F + B - Bz-1)
Az -1(C + E - Ez-1) + D(1 -z -1)(F + B - Bz-1)

(IC + IE - GF - GB)
+ (FH + BH + BG - JC -JE - + (EJ - BH)z-2
D(F + B) + (AC + AE - DF - 2DB)z-1 + (DB - AE)z-2 

Before undertaking further analysis, some extraneous degrees of
freedom will be eliminated. First, we arbitrarily set A = B. It may be
shown that the net effect of this choice is to remove our ability to

(6a)

(6b)
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D

-Hz -1 _E

-Dz-1

T'
0

V'e

-Az -1

i =

Fig. 4-z -domain equivalent circuit for the biquad in Fig. 1.

T
0 Ve

control the gain constants associated with T and T' simultaneously.
Later we will show how, through scaling techniques, this degree of
freedom can be restored to the circuit. Second, it is clear by examining
the circuit of Fig. 1 that there is an arbitrary impedance scaling
associated with each of the two stages. Thus, the two groups of
capacitors (C, D, E, G, H) and (A, B, F, I, J) may each be arbitrarily
and independently scaled without changing the transfer functions.
Accordingly, we arbitrarily choose B = 1 and D = 1. This choice will
also be ultimately overridden by minimum capacitor realization con-
siderations.

In view of the above, we have

A = B = D = 1. (7)

Substituting these into (5) and (6) yields the following simplified
transfer functions:

and

I + (G -I - J)z-1 + (J - H),z-2T= (8)(F + 1) + (C + E -F - 2)z-1 + (1 - E)z-2

(IC + IE -FG - G)

T' =+ (FH + H + G - JC -JE - IE)z-1 + (EJ - H)z-2
(9)(F + 1) + (C + E -F - 2)z-1 + (1 - E)z-2

Let us first examine the salient features of the transfer function T.
Note that its poles are determined by C, E, and F, and its zeros by G,
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H, I, and J. The fact that the poles and zeros are independently
adjustable may prove to be useful in some filter or equalizer applica-
tions. It is also clear that the three numerator coefficients are indepen-
dently adjustable thus permitting arbitrary zeros to be realized. The
fact that any stable poles are also realizable will be demonstrated later.

Regarding the transfer function T', we first observe the obvious fact
that its poles are identical to those of T. We note, however, that its
zeros are formed in a more complicated fashion and they do not have
the aforementioned independence property. Nevertheless, there are
cases where T' provides a more economical realization of a given
transfer function than T.

The zero -forming pairs (I, J) and (G, H) have some interesting
alternate realizations. Using the techniques of Ref. 16, it may be shown
that the pair I and J, for example, may be realized as shown in Fig. 5.
Thus, one capacitor is eliminated not only when I = 0 or J = 0 but
also when I = J. The equivalence of a pair of switched capacitors to
one unswitched capacitor is quite fascinating in view of the switched-
capacitor-resistance equivalence so commonly assumed in dealing
with sc networks.

When I = J, not only is one capacitor eliminated, but sensitivity is
usually improved since I and J now "track" perfectly. Even when I 0
J, the transformations may be useful to reduce sensitivity or to lower
the total capacitance needed for a given case. For example, if I = 13 pf
and J = 12 pf, transformation (a) can be applied, yielding new element
values I -J = 1 pf and J = 12 pf. The transformation is obviously
reversible; thus, the converse transformation can be applied to element
pairs C,E and B,F. It should be noted that in arriving at these
transformations we have assumed, as in Fig. 1, that terminals 1 and 2
are connected to a full clock period S/H voltage source and to a virtual
ground, respectively. In Appendix A, we show that the full cycle S/H
assumption can be conditionally relaxed.

Note that the sc elements in Fig. 5 all possess a z -domain admittance
of the form I - Jz-1. If the inverting switched capacitor J were
replaced with a noninverting switched capacitor,' a z -domain admit-
tance of the form I + Jz-I would be obtained. At times, it might be
convenient from a synthesis point of view to have I + elz-1 admittances;
however, as mentioned earlier, noninverting toggle -switched capacitors
do introduce parasitics;"" therefore, we avoid using this element. In
spite of this omission, the circuit is capable of realizing all stable
biquadratic transfer functions.

2.2 The E- and F -circuits

One final simplification we can make to the general biquad in Fig. 1
involves the elements E and F. As already mentioned, E and F are
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redundant elements in the sense that they both provide damping.
Consequently, they need not both be present in the same circuit. It is,
therefore, convenient to define an "E -circuit" in which E 0 and
F = 0 and an "F -circuit" in which F 0 and E = 0.

The transfer functions for these two circuits are

I + (G -I - J)z-1 + (J - H)z-2
E= (10a)

1 + (C + E - 2)z-' + (1 - E)z-2
(IC + IE - G) + (H + G - JC -JE - + (EJ - H)z-2

= 1 + (C + E - 2).z-1 + (1 -E)z-2

and

(10b)

I + (0 -I - J)z-' + - R)z-2
= (11a)

(P + 1) + (C -F - 2)z-1 + z-2
(OP + - 10) + -PR -R - 0)z-1 + R z-2- (lib)

(P + 1) + -F - 2)z-' + z-2
The "hats" are placed on the F -circuit elements in order to distinguish
them from the E -circuit elements.

Let us briefly examine these transfer functions. Note that the
numerators of TE and TF are identical, while the numerators of
T'E and T'F are quite different. Thus for a given design in which the
desired output is V, the T' as well as the unsealed dynamic range of V'
may be quite different for the two networks. The analogous situation
is obtained if the desired output is V'. These differences will ultimately
affect the final scaled capacitor values and the total capacitance
required to realize the circuit. Significant sensitivity differences be-
tween the four possible realizations of a given transfer function may
also exist. These points will be illustrated via examples in Section IV.

2.4 Sensitivities
The sensitivities for the E- and F -circuits are at least comparable to

any active-Rc biquad. One can arrive at this conclusion by examining
the Q and W( relations and associated sensitivities for a moderate -to -
high -Q resonant response.

For any pair of complex conjugate poles in the z -domain, one can
write the denominator as:

D(z) = 1 + az-1 + 13z-2 (12a)

= (1 - re-mz-')(1 - re -J°2-1)

= 1 - 2r cos 0z-1 r2z-2. (12b)

By analogy to the continuous case, the following equations involving
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the resonant frequency co and Q can be written:

(.4)0

0 2,7 -= cooTs
cos

(13)

and (14)

which implies

1 1 - r 1 - r
2Q 0 w TsTS

coTs
r 1

2Q

Therefore, it follows from (12) through (15) that

(15)

(
co T

1a 2-- -2
2Q

cos coTs (16a)

(1 co

2Q
T.,)

(16b)

Whenever Loa's << 1, i.e., the sampling rate is high and Q >> 1, the
above expressions may be further approximated:

a 7-z -2
(1

2Q
couTs\ (1 co.,V\

2

coo Ts-2 + + co:17'.;!

and

(17a)

wT,
13 2: 1

Q
(17b)

Consider first the E -circuit. After suitable manipulations, the de-
nominator of (5) becomes (with F = 0)

DE(z) = 1 + (-2 + -+ (DB DB DB
(18)

AC AE , 1 -+
AE)z_2

Comparing this with (12a) and (17) immediately yields

coT, AE
Q DB

and

AC
DB

.

(19a)

(19b)
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Therefore,

and

AC `12
w0T, (-

DB
(20a)

E A

1 (DBC)I/2
(20b)

)

Similarly, it may be shown that, for the F -circuit,

AC
I"oT, (DE+ E)co

and

[DP P)]

(21a)

(21b)

From (20) and (21), it is seen that w0 and Q are controlled by the
ratios of four or five capacitors. Furthermore, it is clear that

I ..S`;'. I 1/2 and I S? I 1, (22)

where x denotes any capacitor in the E- or F -circuits. This situation
compares favorably to the active-Rc case,1.217 where a minimum of
four passive elements, namely, two RC products, determines wo. Since,
in practice, ratios of capacitors can be more tightly controlled than
individual resistors and capacitors, the active-sc realization can be
expected to be superior to the active -RC case with respect to initial
(untuned) response as well as temperature and aging variations.*

Even though, in practice, the wo variation is usually the most
significant contributor to the overall variation in the response," we
note that the Q sensitivity of the active-sc circuit is also low.

The overall circuit sensitivity is also affected, of course, by the
contribution of the numerator. This aspect of the problem is not
amenable to a general analysis and has to be handled on a case -by -

case basis. It has been our experience that T designs provide lower
sensitivity realizations than T' designs. It can be seen from (5) and (6)
that the numerator of T is simpler than the numerator of T'. Although
one might expect the pole -zero tracking afforded by the T' designs to
yield lower sensitivities for some applications, we find that, because of
the cancellations which occur in the coefficients, larger sensitivities are
often incurred.

* Since T, is normally derived from a very stable clock, it is assumed to be invariant.
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III. SYNTHESIS

The synthesis of the biquad begins with the identification of the
desired transfer function. This determination ultimately depends upon
the frequency domain specifications which can then be transformed in
some manner to a z -domain transfer function. The individual biquad
transfer functions are then obtained by factoring this higher order z -
domain transfer function.

Once the desired biquadratic transfer function is identified, the
unscaled capacitor values are determined from (10) or (11) for the E -
or F -circuit, respectively. Once this basic design is obtained, the final
step consists of scaling the capacitors to adjust the dynamic range at
the output of the other operational amplifier. It is then convenient to
rescale the admittances in each of the two stages to obtain a minimum
capacitance value of 1 unit in each stage. The actual minimum value
of capacitance which can be realized depends on the technology, the
desired precision of the transfer function, and the estimated effects of
parasitics. A minimum capacitance of 1 pf will be used in this paper.

3.1 z -domain biquadratic transfer functions

Like digital filters, switched -capacitor filters are most conveniently
synthesized from a z -domain transfer function. Several methods are
available" for obtaining a z -domain transfer function from frequency
domain specifications. Perhaps the most useful of these is based on
the bilinear transformation" which can be shown to preserve "maxi-
mally flat" or "equal ripple" properties. This method starts with a
suitably prewarped analog transfer function in the s -domain. This
analog transfer function is then converted to a z -domain transfer
function using the bilinear transformation,

2 1 - 2-1s=
Ts 1 +

(23)

where, it is recalled, T, denotes the full clock period. The application
of the bilinear transform to an analog biquadratic transfer function
yields a z -domain transfer function which is also biquadratic. Of
consequence to the ultimate form of low-pass and bandpass transfer
functions is the fact that analog zeros at s = oo map into finite
z -domain zeros at z = -1. Other transformations,8 such as

1 1 -s - z' (24)

do not have this mapping property. Using (24), the mapping of the
poles is also somewhat different than that obtained via the bilinear
transformation.
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3.2 Pole placement

At this point, it is appropriate to consider the stability and realiza-
bility of the proposed circuits. It is, of course, desirable to be able to
realize all stable pole positions. Stability for a biquad can be conven-
iently expressed' in the a, IR parameter space as the area within the
shaded triangle shown in Fig. 6. The upper parabolic area of the
triangle represents the a, values for stable, complex poles. The
remainder of the upper triangular area, where /3 > 0, corresponds to
real pole pairs which lie pairwise to the left or right of z = 0, while the
lower triangular area, where /3 < 0, corresponds to real poles which lie
on alternate sides of z = 0. Clearly, the upper portion of the triangle,
i.e., 13 > 0, represents most of the useful pole locations for frequency
selective filters.

Consider first the E -circuit realizability properties. Comparing (2)
and (10) yields

a = E + C - 2

= 1 -E
and, therefore,

(25a)

(25b)

a + # = C - 1. (25c)

Since E 0 and C > 0, we immediately have from (25a) and (25c):

(26a)

(26b)

(26c)

a - -2

Thus, the a, values realizable with the E -circuit are confined within
the wedge -like area shown in Fig. 7a. This area includes all the stable

1

RIGHT0Fz=0---
111110111COMPLEX

---LEFT OF z = 0

-2

--ON

POLES

--ON ALTERNATE
SIDES OF z = 0

Fig. 6-Triangle of stable pole positions for D(z) = 1 + az' + flz-2
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-2

-2

w1r
(a)

REALIZABLE
E -CIRCUIT POLES

I REALIZABLE
1 F -CIRCUIT POLES

(b)

Fig. 7-Pole placement realizability conditions for (a) E -circuit and (b) F -circuit.

region as well as a portion of the remaining unstable area. E -circuits
which are unstable must possess real poles.

The F -circuit realizability conditions can be derived similarly from
(11):

and

0 /3 .. 1

a + 13 ... -1.

(27a)

(27b)

These equations define the semiwedge-like area shown in Fig. 7b.
Although this area is more restricted than that representing realizable
E -circuit poles, the F -circuit is seen to be able to realize all the useful
stable pole positions. The only stable case not realizable with the
F -circuit has two real poles of opposite signs. Also, unstable F -circuits
must have real poles of the same sign.

Now that we have established the realizability conditions for the E-
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and F -circuits, let us state the pole placement synthesis equations in
terms of the z -domain transfer function coefficients a and 46. For the
E -circuit, the synthesis equations can be stated as

E = 1 -43 (28a)

and

C= 1 + /3 + a.

Similarly, for the F -circuit we have

F- 1 -a
46

and

(28b)

(29a)

1 + a +0 - (29b)

Equations (28) and (29) yield nonnegative values for E, C and P,
within the realizability areas sketched in Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively.
Also note that P and C for the F -circuit can be obtained from values
calculated for E and C for the E -circuit using the simple relations

and

F- 1 -E

CC - 1 -E

(30a)

(30b)

As noted previously, it is often convenient to derive the z -domain
transfer function from the prewarped analog requirements via the
bilinear transformation given by (23). Once an appropriate prewarped
s -domain transfer function has been determined, one can then derive
simple synthesis relations for the pole -determining capacitors in terms
of its coefficients. Let the denominator of the prewarped
s -domain transfer function be

D(s) = + as + b. (31)

Then, substituting for s the bilinear transformation of (23) and equat-
ing the coefficients of the resulting z -domain quadratic polynomial
with those of the denominator of TE (or T;,-,.) yields

E= aTs

1 + +L -
2 4

(32a)
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and

C -
bT r 

1 +aT,--L + b
2 4

Similar expressions for the F -circuit may be written

and

P -

C -

aT, +bT
2 4

aT, br: 
1 - +

2 4

(32b)

(33a)

(33b)

In summary, when the desired z -domain biquadratic transfer func-
tion is known, capacitor values E, C or F, C are readily evaluated
according to (28) or (29), respectively. Alternatively, when an appro-
priately prewarped transfer function is known, the capacitor values E,
C or F, C can be evaluated in terms of the coefficients of the prewarped
analog function and the sampling period T, according to (32) or (33),
respectively.

3.3 Zero placement
Before deriving the synthesis relations for the zeros, it is instructive

to list the z -domain transfer functions for the well-known generic
forms; namely, low-pass (LP), high-pass (HP), bandpass (BP), low-pass
notch (LPN), high-pass notch (HPN), and all -pass (AP)."' The numera-
tors, with reference to (2), for these generic forms are listed in
Table I. The LP and BP functions are particularly interesting in that
there are several different forms which can be used. These forms are
referred to in Table I as LP,, and BPij , where i denotes the number of
1 + z- factors and j the number of z factors. As already noted, the
zeros at z = -1 arise only when the bilinear transform is used. These
transfer functions, of course, exhibit steeper cutoff in the vicinity of
half the sampling rate, but they may not afford the most economical
realization. As a rule of thumb, the additional cutoff will become less
and less important as the sampling frequency increases with respect to
the pole -zero locations, i.e., as coT, -* small.

The number of z-', i.e., delay, terms will usually be immaterial. In
these cases, economy of realization or perhaps sensitivity considera-
tions might indicate the best choice. Note, however, that if there is
additional feedback around any biquad block, the delay term becomes
critical.
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Table I-Generic biquadratic transfer functions
Generic Form Numerator N(z)

LP 20 (bilinear transform) K(1 + z-')2
LP 11 KZ -I(1 Z -I)
LP 10 K(1 + z-1)
LP 02 KZ -2
LP 01 Kz-1
LP 00
BP 10 (bilinear transform) K(1 - z-1)(1 + z-1)
BP 01 Kz'(1 - z-1)
BP 00 K(1 - z")
HP K(1 - z-1)2
LPN K(1 + ez-1 + E > orb:A, /3 > 0
HPN K(1 + Ez-1 + z-2), E < al 13, 13 > 0
AP K(/3 + az' + z-2)
General y EZ-1 (5z-2

As already noted in connection with (10) and (11), TE and TF have
identical numerators except for the 1/(1 + F) gain constant term. For
convenience, the numerator of TE is repeated below:

N(z) = -I + (G -I - J)z-1 + (J - H)z-2. (34)

It is evident that there are enough degrees of freedom here to choose
the three coefficients independently and thus realize arbitrary zero
locations; the fact that the leading coefficient is nonpositive is a trivial
constraint. In Table II a complete set of design equations is given for
the special generic transfer functions of Table I as well as for the
general case. For each of the cases, a "simple" solution is also listed.
These simple solutions, which are not unique, lead to fewer number of
capacitors by setting as many of the capacitors G, H, I, and J as
possible to zero, or by having G = H or I = J which, according to
Fig. 5, also eliminates a capacitor as well as some switches.

It should be noted that the F -circuit capacitors 0, R, I, and el are
related to G, H, I, and J by

= (1 + F)x where x= G, H, I, J. (35)

For this reason a separate table need not be given for the synthesis of
the zeros of TF.

Similar zero -placement synthesis conditions are listed for transfer
functions T 'E and TF in Tables III and IV, respectively. It is noted that
these synthesis equations require prior knowledge of either E, C or F,
C, in contrast to the TE or TF case.

This completes the material on zero -placement. It will be recognized
that, for any given transfer function, four alternative realizations exist,
i.e., TE, rE, TF, and T. In the case of LP or BP designs, additional
degrees of freedom exist, as there may be a choice of transfer functions
(see Table I). At this point, we cannot state any general rule for
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Table II-Zero placement formulas for TE and TF

Filter Design Simple
Type Equations Solution

LP 20 I =1K1
G-I-J=21K1
J -H=11(1

LP 11 I =0
G-I-J=±1K1
J -H=±1K1

LP 10 I =1K1
G-I-J=1K1
J -H=0

LP 02 I =0
G -I -J= 0
J - H= ±1K1

LP 01 I =0
G-I-J=±1K1
J -H=0

LP 00 I =IKI
G -I -J=0
J -H=0

BP 10 1 =11(1
G -I -J=0
J -H= -1K1

BP 01 i = 0
G-I-J=±1K1
J -H= ;lin

BP 00 I =1K1
G -I -J= -1K1
J -H=0

I =J=i1C1
G =41K1, H=0

/ =0, J=IKI
G =21K1, H=0

I =1K1, J =0
G =21K1, H =0

I =J=0
G=0, 11=11C1

I =J=0
G=IKI, H=0

I =IKI, J=0
G=IKI, H=0

I =IKI, J=0
G=H=IKI

I =0, J=IKI
G= H=0

I =1K1, J=0
G= H=0

HP I =1K1 I =J=IKI
G -I -J= -21K1 G=H=0
J -H=1K1

HPN I =IKI I =J=IKI
and G-I-J=1Kle G = 'KIP + ), H = 0
LPN J -II= WI

AP I = I KIR I =lichfi, J=1K1
(fi > 0) G -I- J=1K1a G= 1K1(1+/3+ a) = WIC

J -H=1K1 H=0

General I =y I =y
(y>0) G-I-J=E J =S+x

J -H=8 G=y+S+e+x
H= x..0

Note: 0 = G(1 + P), 1-1 = H(1 + P), I= in + P), and el= J(1 + P).
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Table III-Zero placement formulas for .G
Filter Design Simple
Type Equations Solution

LP 20 /C + IE -G = ±iKi
H + G - JC -JE - IE = ±2 1 K 1
EJ -H = ±I K1

LP 11 IC + IE -G = 0
H + G - JC -JE - IE = ±IKI
EJ -H = ±IKI

LP 10 IC+ IE -G= ±IKI
H + G - JC -JE -IE = ±IK1
EJ -H = 0

LP 02 /C + IE -G = 0
H + G - JC -JE - IE = 0
EJ -H = ±IKI

LP 01 /C + IE -G = 0
H + G - JC -JE -IE = ±IKI
EJ -H = 0

LP 00

BP 10

BP 01

BP 00

HP

HPN

and
LPN

AP

IC + IE -G - ±IKI
H + G - JC -JE - IE = 0
EJ -H = 0

IC + IE -G = ±IKI
H + G - JC -JE - IE = 0
EJ -H = 74--IKI

1 _IKI(4E + Cr) 1KI
EC ' E

I /COE + CY H = 0
EC '

=I K I-I I I C1(2E + C)
eJ

EC ' E
IKI(E + C)(2E + C), H = 0G - EC

2II
'

. - J = 0
C

_IKI(E + C)2 H = 0
EC '

I =IKRE + 0 1KIJ=
EC ' E

G _IKI(E + CV H = 0
EC '

IK1I= -C
'

J = 0

IKRE + C)G -
C '

IKI
'

1  = -- J = 0
C

CIE '
ci = H = 0

I = J =1K1

E'
IC + IE -G = 0 I = J = 0
H+G-JC-JE-IE=±IKI G=0, H=IK1
EJ -H = -T-IICI

IC+ IE-G=±1K1 I =0, J = 0
H + G - JC -JE - IE = TIKI G = IKI, H = 0
EJ -H = 0
IC + IE -G = ±I K1
H + G -JC -JE -IE = -T-2IKI
EJ -H = ±IKI

IC + IE -G = ±I KI
H + G - JC -JE - IE = ±IKIE
EJ -H = ±1K1

IC + IE -G = ±IK1S
H + G - JC -JE -IE = ±I KI a
EJ -H = ±I KI

E

G - IKI(2E + C)

I = J = 0
G=H=IKI

H = 0

H = 0

See general solution below

See general solution below
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Table III-Continued

Filter Design Simple

Type Equations Solution

General IC + IE -G = y

S>0 H + G - JC -JE - IE = e
EJ -H = 8

I - +E-, J=
G = I(c+ E) - y H =0

y+8+e S 8

selecting the optimum transfer function from these four functions. We
can show for specific designs that considerable differences in total
capacitance and sensitivity can be obtained for equivalent TE, TF, rE,

and TF designs.
Hopefully, as we gain more experience in active-sc design, some

insights will be acquired to shorten the design procedure. In the
meanwhile, enough alternatives have to be tried until a satisfactory
solution is obtained.

3.4 Capacitor value scaling

The synthesis equations given in the previous subsections result in
unscaled capacitor values. To complete the synthesis, some scaling is
required. The first order of business is to adjust the voltage level at
the "secondary" output. If this voltage is too high, overloads will result,
while if it is too low, unnecessary noise penalties may be taken.

Although the voltage levels may be obtained using analysis tech-
niques,' the simplest procedure is to simulate the unscaled circuit'
on a program such as CAPECOD.21 This also serves as a confirmation of
the correctness of the design.

To adjust the voltage level V', i.e., the flat gain of T', without
affecting T, only the capacitors A and D need be scaled. More precisely,
if it is desired to modify the gain constant associated with V' according
to

T' (36)

then it is only necessary to scale A and D as

(A, D) -> (1 A,1 D). (37)
)

The gain constant associated with T remains invariant under this
scaling. The correctness of this procedure follows directly from simple
signal flow graph concepts. Note that A and D are the only two
capacitors connected to the operational amplifier output node.

In a similar fashion, it can be shown that, if the flat gain associated
with V is to be modified, i.e.,
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Table IV-Zero placement formulas for T'F
Filter Design Simple
Type Equations Solution

LP 20 OP + -10 = + P) - - -0 = 21KR1 + P)
I = IKI(1 +

LP11 OP+ 0-1.0=0
JO - - -G= + P)
1 1 = I KI(1 + P)

LP 10 OP + 0 - 1C = + P)
JO - -R -0 = + P)

=o

LP 02 OP + 0 - = 0
JO -PR - -0 = o
ir = IKI(1 + P)

LP 01 OP + - = o
JO -PR -R -0 = ±K(1 + P)

=0

LP 00 OP+G-I0=±IKI(1+P)
JO -PR' - -0 = o
ft = o

BP 10 OP + 0-le = -1K1(1+
JO-PR-R-0=o
11= IKI(i + P)

HP 01 OP + 0 - 16 = o
JO -PR -R -0 = -1101 + P)
R =1101 +

BP 00 OP + - = +
JO - -ft -0 = + P)

= o

I K 1(2 + P)2

1 =0, J
0 = 0, R= IKI(1 + P)

IKI(2 + P)
= o, J -

0
= IKI,11'=0

1 -0, d
+ P)26

G=0, R= IKI(1 +P)

IKI(1 +P)
0

1 = 0,

0 = o, R = o

+ P)- J = o

0 = o,$=o
IKI(1 + P), IKI(1 + P)2- , J -

0 = 0, R= IKI(1 +P)

= 0, J -'KIP(' +P)

0 = o, R = +

'Km +
0

1 = -
0 = R = o

1 = 0,
0

G=IKI, I = IKV1 + P)

1101 + P)(2 +

HP OP + - = + P) 1 =0,
JO -PR - -0 = -21101 + 0

= Lim + P) G= SKI, R = IKI(i + P)
HPN OP + 0 - 10 =1101 + P) See general solution below
and JO -PR -R - = (1+F)
LPN R = IKI(i +
AP OP + G -10 =Ix' so + P) See general solution below

JO - - - = Ix' + P)
= IKI(1 +P)

General OP + 0 - 10 = yo + P) I = x o
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Table IV-Continued
Filter Design Simple
Type Equations Solution

S>0 ,I0 - PR -R -0 = (1 + P)

= so + P)

1 + P)2 + E(1 + E) + yJ
x

1+F
C= y+X1 + F

= + P)

T vT,

the following capacitors must be scaled:

(B, C, E, F) (1 B, -1 C, -1 E, -1 FPIPP V

(38)

(39)

Once satisfactory gain levels have been obtained at both outputs, it
is convenient to scale the admittances associated with each stage so
that the minimum capacitance value in the circuit becomes unity. This
makes it easier to observe the maximum capacitance ratios required
to realize a given circuit and also serves to "standardize" different
designs so that the total capacitance required can be readily observed.
The two groups of capacitors which are to be scaled together are listed
below.

Group 1: (C, D, E, G, H).

Group 2: (A, B, F, I, J).

Note that capacitors in each group are distinguished by the fact that
they are all incident on the same input node of one of the operational
amplifiers.

This completes the design process for synthesizing practical sc-
biquad networks. In the next section, a detailed example is given to
demonstrate each step of the design.

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES

In this section, some illustrative examples will be given. The first
example is a low-pass notch network whose design is followed through,
step by step, to illustrate the design procedure. The second example is
a bandpass. For this case, eight different designs are displayed to
demonstrate the versatility of the active-sc topologies and to provide
some insight into the relative merits of different realizations.
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4.1 Low-pass notch circuit

The transfer function to be realized will be based on the s -domain
transfer function shown below:

0.89197582 + (1.140926 x 10H)T(s) - (40)
s2 + 356.047s + (1.140926 x 108) 

This transfer function provides a notch frequency of f., = 1800 Hz, a
peak corresponding to a quality factor = 30 at fp = 1700 Hz and 0
dB dc gain. The assigned sampling frequency is 128 kHz, i.e., T =
7.8125 ps.

The z -domain transfer function is conveniently obtained via the
bilinear transformation shown in (23). Because the band -edge fre-
quency of 1700 Hz is much less than the sampling rate, it is not
necessary to prewarp the T(s) given in (40). Applying the bilinear
transformation to (40) yields, after some algebraic manipulations:

1 -1.99220z-`+ Z-2
T(z) = 0.89093

1 - 1.99029z' + 0.99723z-2 (41)

Note that in obtaining this transfer function a high degree of
numerical precision is required. However, this does not result in high
sensitivities, since the capacitor ratios define only the departures from
-2 and +1 in the above terms.

Only the TE and TF realizations of the above circuit will be given
here, as these circuits are more economical in the number of capacitors
required for realization. The synthesis itself is straightforward. The
capacitors C, E or C, F are determined from (28) or (29), respectively,
while the capacitors G, H, I, J, or G, H, I, J are obtained from the
"simple solution" entry in Table II. Finally, of course, A, B, D or
A, B, D are set equal to unity according to (7). The resulting unscaled
capacitor values are given in the appropriate columns of Table V. Note
that, in this table and all succeeding ones, the hats are omitted from
the F -circuit capacitors for notational convenience. Also note that
since I = J these two switched capacitors are replaced by the un-
switched capacitor K, (K = I = J), in accordance with Fig. 5.

At this point, the unscaled E- and F -circuits were simulated via
cAPEcoD.2'2I These results confirmed that the TE and TF were both
correct. In particular, the maximum gain in both these realizations was
approximately 10.56 dB. However, the maximum gains for rE and T'
were very low. It was decided to increase these gains also to a maximum
of 10.56 dB. In this way, the first stage is no more susceptible to
overloads than the second stage. Specifically, it was found that

MAXT'E -11.05 dB, T'F. MAX z- -10.96 dB. (42)

Therefore, in accordance with (36),
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p, = 12.0365, µ = 11.9124. (43)

Using these factors to rescale A, D and A, D, respectively, as given in
(37), yields the "dynamic range adjusted" capacitor values shown in
Table V. Finally, the capacitors associated with each operational
amplifier stage are separately rescaled so that the minimum capaci-
tance value becomes 1 pF. These "final" values are also shown in
Table V.

In comparing the "final" realizations, we note that the F -circuit
requires roughly 12 times the total capacitance of the E -circuit, in
spite of the fact that the initial values were almost identical. Thus,
alternative designs must be carried to completion before they can be
meaningfully compared. It should be noted that other practical ex-
amples exist where the F -circuit designs are dramatically more efficient
than the corresponding E -circuit designs.

As a final step, Monte Carlo simulations on the two circuits were
carried out, assuming each capacitor to have a flat, independent
±1 percent tolerance. It should be pointed out that independent
1 -percent capacitor tolerances represent a pessimistic estimate in view
of today's technology. Since capacitor deviations, whether they are
due to manufacturing tolerances, temperature variations, or aging, are
highly correlated, the capacitor ratios are recognized to be achievable'
with considerably better precision. These results, given in Table V,
show both circuits to be excellent, with the E -circuit being slightly

that ai is the absolute standard deviation at 1 Hz, while
aim° is the standard deviation of the relative gain at 1700 Hz with
respect to 1 Hz.

Table V -Low-pass notch realization

Capacitor
(pf)

E -Circuit F -Circuit

Initial

Dynamic
Range

Adjusted Final Initial

Dynamic
Range

Adjusted Final

A 1.0000 0.08308 1.0000 1.0000 0.08395 30.1895
B 1.0000 1.0000 12.0365 1.0000 1.0000 359.629
C 0.00694 0.00694 2.5035 0.00696 0.00696 1.0000

D 1.0000 0.08308 29.9613 1.0000 0.08395 12.0591

E 0.00277 0.00277 1.0000 - - -
F - - - 0.00278 0.00278 1.0000

G 0.00694 0.00694 2.5035 0.00696 0.00696 1.0000H- - - - - -I- - - - - -J- - - - - -
Ka = J) 0.89093 0.89093 10.7238 0.89340 0.89340 321.293

EC (pF) - - 59.7 - - 726.1

al (dB) - - 0.068 - - 0.068
al7o0 (dB) - - 1.233 - - 1.271
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4.2 High 0 bandpass circuits

This example demonstrates the versatility of the topology and
examines the various tradeoffs this versatility provides. As noted in
the previous sections and highlighted in Tables I through IV, we have
the following degrees of freedom in realizing a bandpass active-sc
biquad.

(i) The transfer function; namely, BP 00, BP 01, or BP 10, as shown
in Table I.

(ii) The circuit realization; namely, the E- or F -circuits.
(iii) The output port; namely, TE or TE for the E -circuit and TF or

T;, for the F -circuit.
Using the "simple" solutions given in Tables II through IV, these
freedoms yield 12 different design possibilities for a bandpass biquad
realization. In selecting a design from these 12 possibilities, we adopt
the following criterion: The circuit must meet all frequency domain
requirements within acceptable tolerances. The circuit that satisfies
this criterion, while requiring an estimated minimum silicon area for
its realization, is in our view the best design. The primary factor that
determines the required silicon area is total capacitance. Of secondary
importance are the number of capacitors and the number of switches,
i.e., an unswitched capacitor consumes less area than a switched
capacitor of the same capacitance value. Let us now consider the
various design possibilities in view of these considerations.

The transfer function to be realized will be based on the following
s -domain transfer function:

2027.9sT(s) - (44)
s2 + 641.28s + (1.0528 x 108) '

which possesses a center frequency I, = 1633 Hz, a quality factor
Q = 16, and a peak gain of 10 dB at fo.

For the active-sc design, the assumed sampling frequency is 8 kHz,
i.e., Ts = 125 p,s. One method for obtaining the z -domain transfer
function is the application of the bilinear transform given by (23) to
the prewarped s -domain transfer function. The prewarped s -domain
function is obtained by adjusting the desired 3 -dB frequencies fl and fh
according to the relation"

/0 = ITZ
tan (rfr,h TO, (45)

where tr,h denotes the prewarped 3 -dB frequencies. Upon calculating
fi and fh, the following prewarped transfer function is determined:

P(§) -
0 + 999.028%. + (1.4285 x 10

3159.2S-
(46)
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Substituting for the prewarped complex frequency variable .§ in (46),
the bilinear transform (23) yields the following BP 10 z -domain transfer
function:

T(z) -
0.1219(1 - z-')(1 + z-`)

1 - 0.5455z + 0.9229z -2
(47)

In accordance with the synthesis procedures given in Section III and
in Tables II through IV, the four possible "simple" BP 10 designs were
evaluated. The total capacitance required for each of these realizations
is listed in Table VI. The capacitance values were scaled in the same
manner as described in the previous example. As noted in Section II,
switched capacitors, G and H, when equal, can be replaced by a single
unswitched capacitor. All four designs were simulated on CAPECOD24)'21
to verify the response and to determine their statistical behavior. The
Monte Carlo simulations were carried out at the 1633 -Hz peak fre-
quency, assuming each capacitor to have a flat, independent -±-1 percent
tolerance. Note that al633 is the standard deviation of the absolute gain
at 1633 Hz. The results of these simulations are listed in Table VI.

Comparing the four designs, it is apparent that the F -circuit, using
either TF or TP, requires less capacitance and is less sensitive than
either of the E -circuit designs. The 0.25 -dB standard deviation for the
F designs indicates the good stability of these circuits. Although the
TP design consumes slightly less capacitance (-3 pF) than the Tp
design, it requires one more capacitor and four additional switches.
Depending on the layout, the additional capacitor, switches, and
connections can more than offset the total capacitance advantage.
With this reasoning, we are inclined to recommend the TF design.

As noted earlier, one of our degrees of freedom is the choice of the
BP transfer function. Exercising this freedom, as we shall soon dem-
onstrate, can significantly impact the character of the designed circuit.
Alternative realizations can be obtained by altering the z -domain
transfer function in (47) to achieve a BP 00 function. An appropriate
BP 00 function is obtained from (47) by removing the zero at one-half
the sampling rate and adjusting gain K from 0.1219 to 0.1953 to
preserve the desired 10 -dB peak gain. The desired BP 00 transfer
function is then

Table VI-Comparison of BP 10 and BP 00 biquad realizations

Case
E -Circuit

(TO
F -Circuit

(Tv)
E -Circuit(T,:) F -Circuit

Tip)

(1) BP 10, 10 -dB EC (pF) 55.0 51.2 75.1 48.3
gain at 1633 Hz a,6.13 (dB) 0.2738 0.2524 0.9932 0.2569

(2) BP 00, 10 -dB EC (pF) 46.7 32.7 39.6 32.8
gain at 1633 Hz am ,s (dB) 0.2852 0.2554 0.2833 0.2570
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Fig. 8.-Frequency responses for the BP 10 and BP 00 designs with Q = 16 and
fo = 1633 Hz.

T(z) - 0.1953(1 - z-')
1 - 0.5455z-' + 0.9229z-2 (48)

Before carrying out the circuit designs, let us examine the frequency
domain behavior of (48). The frequency responses for both the BP 10
and BP 00 transfer functions are plotted in Fig. 8. The BP 00 response
is seen to be equivalent to the BP 10 response except for frequencies
near 4000 Hz, where (47) possesses a zero. In any event, the BP 00
response was considered adequate. The appropriately scaled E- and
F -circuit designs are listed in Table VI. In contrast to the first example,
the F -circuit designs are seen to require less total capacitance and to
be less sensitive than the E -circuit designs. More important, however,
is the comparison between the BP 10 and the BP 00 designs. The BP 00
F -circuit designs are seen to require about 20 pF less total capacitance
while sacrificing nothing. As far as the F -circuit BP 00 designs are
concerned, our inclination is to recommend the TF design which
requires four fewer switches than the TF design.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Two closely related two -amplifier, active-sc filter topologies have
been presented. These circuits have been constructed so that they are
immune to parasitic capacitances normally present in sc networks.
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The first topology, the E -circuit, has been shown to permit the
realization of arbitrary stable z -domain biquadratic transfer functions
at either of its two outputs. The second topology, the F -circuit, has
been shown to be only slightly less general in that only certain
unimportant pole pairs (real poles of opposite signs) are not realizable.
A complete set of synthesis equations is presented for both of these
circuits. Since every desired biquadratic transfer function has at least
four alternative realizations, the designer can choose among these to
best satisfy his economic and sensitivity requirements. If the "simple
solutions" given in the tables do not satisfy his requirements, many
other possible realizations also exist, especially if an LP or BP is being
designed.

Several examples have been given to demonstrate the design process
and to highlight the many degrees of freedom these biquad topologies
provide.

APPENDIX

In the text, we have assumed that the input signal is sampled and
held for the full clock period. While this assumption simplifies the
analysis, it is by no means necessary. Thus, consider the more general
case where the clock period is still Ts but the desired input signal is
sampled and held only for the interval Te, (Te < Ts). The subscript "e"
here is meant to imply the even phase of the clock period. The odd
phase of the clock period is referred to as To ( To = T8 - TO. The input
during this phase is assumed to be "undesirable." These concepts are
also shown in Fig. 9.

In certain special cases, the circuits of Fig. 1 will continue to perform
correctly even with this less restricted class of inputs. This happens
whenever H = 0 and J = 0. This is readily confirmed by observing
that the input voltage during T is coupled into the circuit only via the
two capacitors H and J. When these are both absent, the input during
the odd clock phase is simply not "seen" by the circuit.

In general, however, the circuits of Fig. 1 must be modified by
reversing the switch phasings of the switched capacitors A, H, and I.
The resulting active-sc circuits are shown in Fig. 10. Note that the
topology is so arranged that only the input during the even phase is
coupled into the circuit. Thus, the input during the odd phase is again
immaterial. One slight constraint on the operation of this circuit is that
now the "correct" output is also only obtained during the even phase.
Thus, if a fully held output signal is desired, the circuits of Fig. 10 will
have to be followed by a suitable sample -and -hold circuit.

The proof of the above statement is most conveniently obtained by
using the equivalent circuit techniques given in Ref. 16. For conveni-
ence in analysis, the duty cycle is assumed to be 50 percent, i.e., Te =
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Fig. 9-Waveforms when input is not fully held.

 t

t

To = 1/2 T, ; however, this does not detract from the generality of the
results.

The equivalent circuit given in Fig. 11 can be readily constructed by
substituting the equivalent circuits' for each sc element and opera-
tional amplifier in the circuit schematic given in Fig. 10. Due to the
new switch phasings, VV does not enter the filter. Writing nodal charge
equations at the four virtual ground nodes of this circuit yields the
following system of equations:

Gl7fr, + DV' - Dz-I"V'" + (C + E)Ve - Ez-1/2V" = 0, (49)

-H.2 -1/2V11, + DV'° - Dz-1/2V". + EV" - Ez-'12Ve = 0, (50)

/17f + (F + B)Vc - Bz-1/2V" = 0, (51)

and

Jz-'"2Vf;, - Az -1/2V". + BV" - Bz-'/"V`' = 0. (52)

Algebraically eliminating V" and V'" from these equations results in
the following pair of equations:

(I -Jz-1)171;,+ (F + B - Bz-I)Ve - = 0 (53)

and

(G -Hz -')V fn + D(1 - z -')V"' + (C + E - = 0. (54)
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Fig. 10-(a) General biquad topology for input signals which are not held constant
over the full clock period. (b) General biquad topology for input signals which are not
held constant over the full clock period (minimum switch configuration).
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Equations (53) and (54) can be readily verified to be the nodal
equations which characterize the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 4.
Thus, during the even phase the transfer functions will again be those
given in (5) and (6), thus proving our contention. Note carefully,
however, that, during the odd phase, the transfer functions which
relate Vf to V" and V'° are quite different from those which charac-
terize the even phase operation. In fact, we can express the two odd
outputs ( V" and V') as functions of the even outputs (V`' and re)
and the even input ( Vfn); i.e.,

V" = z1/2[(1 + -B)Ve + Vd (55)

and

= z1/2[V'" z -IV'' - E (1
+ -F - z -I V'

(EI - -H z
D

. (56)
DB

It is noted that, for F = I = 0, V = z-1 "V"; thus, V is held for the full
clock period. On the other hand, when E = H = 0, V' is held for the
full clock period. Thus, in some special cases, at least, a fully held
output can be obtained. Finally, sc-element equivalences similar to
those given in Fig. 5 can be used to reduce sensitivity and/or total
capacitance. These element equivalences and their common z -domain
equivalent circuit are given in Fig. 12. As in Fig. 5, these equivalences
are based on the assumption that port 1 is voltage -driven and port 2
is connected to an operational -amplifier virtual ground.
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The BELLPAC* system is a family of electronic packaging
modules being used in the physical design of more than 40 new Bell
Laboratories -developed systems. The BELLPAC system consists of a
set of circuit packs, connectors (both circuit pack and backplane),
and shelf hardware. A range of circuit pack sizes and interconnection
densities is provided to match system packaging needs. Present
elements include circuit pack connectors with pin -outs ranging from
50 to 300, circuit pack sizes ranging from 30 to 100 square inches,
and circuit pack technologies ranging from simple, low -density, epoxy
glass (or epoxy -coated metal) circuits up to fine -line multilayer
boards. In this paper, we review the physical design of the BELLPAC
system. We also describe the large body of design and manufacturing
support information available to system development organizations
using BELLPAC hardware.

I. HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT GOALS

The BELLPAC* system, formerly known as CDCP (Common Design
Circuit Packaging), grew out of a working committee established in
1975 and led by J. G. Brinsfield of the Interconnection Technology
Laboratory at Bell Laboratories in Whippany, New Jersey. Committee
representatives from each system development area, from Western
Electric, and from the electronic components area established the
following goal for their work:

By the use of standard physical design, to reduce the costs and time
intervals required to develop and manufacture new systems.

The committee also established requirements that were felt neces-

* Trademark of Western Electric.
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sary for the wide acceptance of a standardized set of hardware building
blocks. Among these were the following objectives:

(i) Design packaging modules to provide the correct trade-offs
between flexibility and cost.

(ii) Serve a large enough customer base to provide economies of
scale.

(iii) Provide continual interaction between packaging developers
and users on requirements, design status, schedules, and costs.

(iv) Provide off -the -shelf prototype hardware.
( v ) Provide timely documentation of components, assemblies,

specifications, and application guidelines.
(vi) Insure that proper computer aids are available for the design

of printed wiring boards.
(vii) Demonstrate the feasibility of production early in the devel-

opment cycle.
(viii) Plan ahead for manufacturing buildup.

(ix) Provide extensions to the hardware family to meet new re-
quirements while maintaining compatibility with existing designs.

The development of BELLPAC hardware was mainly the respon-
sibility of the Interconnection Technology Laboratory at Bell Labo-
ratories in Whippany, although invaluable contributions were made by
several of the system development organizations. During the devel-
opment of the hardware building blocks, the objectives listed above
were aggressively pursued, and progress was monitored by the com-
mittee.

In our view, the development objectives have been successfully met.
The number of projects which have chosen to use BELLPAC hardware
is now large enough to guarantee high -volume manufacturing benefits
to even very low -running projects. A broad range of physical design
options has been employed in the projects using the BELLPAC
system, indicating that the trade-offs between flexibility and costs
were correct for a majority of the users. Recently, some specialized
parts have been added for very high -volume applications. These parts
will be available to low -volume users as well, but will have less
flexibility in application. The committee which originally served as the
steering group for the development of the BELLPAC system has now
become a part of the BELLPAC System Users Forum. Regular meet-
ings are held to review design and manufacturing status.

II. PHYSICAL DESIGN CONCEPTS

The BELLPAC hardware family covers a broad range of options in
board sizes, pin -out densities, and shelf configurations; these options,
however, all stem from a small set of parts and a common design
concept. The way in which these parts are designed and assembled is
summarized here.
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The exploded view of Fig. 1 illustrates the physical design concept.
Circuit card connectors contain receptacle contacts. These contacts
mate with 25 -mil square pins which are press -fit into an epoxy glass
backplane. The circuit packs, connectors, and backplanes are described
in more detail in later sections. Proper alignment of the circuit card to
the pin field is assured by the parts labeled ramp and spacer -aligner
in Fig. 1. The spacer -aligner contains precision -molded apertures that
fit over the pins in the backplane and thus align the protrusions on the
spacer -aligner. These protrusions serve to align the ramps to the pin
field. The ramps, in turn, guide the circuit cards into position.

The support structure for the BELLPAC backplane is the mounting
plate indicated in Fig. 1. The backplane assembly is self -aligning via
precision holes and target pins, so that no special jigging or fixturing
is required.

The apparatus housings fasten to the mounting plates and provide
support for the circuit cards. Card guides are plastic tracks that snap
into the apparatus housing where required. This approach provides
minimal blockage of air flow while allowing a modularity of 0.25 in. in

circuit card spacing.
As illustrated, a lever for insertion and withdrawal of the circuit

cards is incorporated, and a hinged designation strip for identification
of circuit card position is provided.

2.1 Compliant pin and circuit pack connectors

A key element of the packaging system is a compliant pin which is
press -fit into printed wiring backplanes. The reliability of the com-
pliant pin-to-backplane interface has been established by studies at
Bell Laboratories over the past five years. Portions of this work are
covered in Ref. 1.

The major experience to date has been accumulated with pins
manufactured to Bell Laboratories specification by Winchester Elec-
tronics in Oakville, Connecticut. The compliant region, which is of
Winchester's design, is in the center section of the pin shown in Fig. 2.
(Reference 2 gives further details of the compliant region design.) The
large square shoulder section of the pin appears on the circuit pack
side of the backplane and is provided as an aid to insertion tool design.
Also shown in Fig. 2 is the contact which is the basis for all BELLPAC
connectors.

A cross-sectional view of the compliant section before insertion is
shown in Fig. 3 and after insertion in Fig. 4. The compression of the
pin and the intimate contact between the pin and the surrounding
plated through hole are clearly shown.

The circuit card connectors that mate with the compliant pins all
utilize contacts of the type shown in Fig. 2. The contacts are assembled
into plastic housings to provide a family of circuit pack connectors.
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Fig. 2-Compliant pin and connector contact.

Fig. 3-Compliant pin before insertion.

The connector family is modular in two dimensions. Nominal heights
(which correspond to circuit card heights) of 4, 6, and 8 inches are
available. The connectors provide variable pinout densities by access-
ing varying numbers of columns of backplane pins. Connectors are
available to mate with 2, 3, 4, and 6 columns of pins. Figure 5 illustrates
the BELLPAC connector family and indicates the number of contacts
available for each code.
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Fig. 4-Compliant pin after insertion.

The lower density connectors with two or three columns of contacts
provide 16 or 24 pin -outs per inch of circuit pack height. These
connectors are attached to circuit packs by heat -staking plastic posts
on the connectors so that they plastically deform and completely fill
corresponding holes in the circuit cards. Electrical connections are
made by soldering tails of the connector contacts into plated through
holes in the circuit cards at the same time as other components are
soldered to the circuit packs.

The higher -density connectors with four or six columns of contacts
provide 32 or 48 pin -outs per inch of circuit pack height. These
connectors are provided with ears so that they may be riveted to the
circuit cards. Electrical connections are made in a separate mass
soldering operation which reflows the solder on the tails of the con-
nector contacts and their corresponding leads on the circuit packs.

2.2 Compliant pin backplanes

A large degree of design flexibility is inherent in the backplane
system. All pins are placed on 0.125 -in. -grid positions; however, only
those columns of pins required for mating with circuit card connectors
or other connectors need be installed. Interconnections among pins in
the backplane can be provided by any combination of printed wiring
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(double -sided or multilayer), manual wiring, automatic wire -wrap, and
backplane cables (switchboard or tape). All pins are designed to allow
three wire -wrap levels or two wire -wrap levels and one backplane
connector engagement on the wiring side of the backplane. On the
circuit pack side, the pins may extend either of two heights above the
backplane to allow early make/late break capability.

A backplane arranged to accommodate twenty-seven 8 -in. high
circuit cards is illustrated in Fig. 6. This backplane is approximately 24
in. wide and contains about 3000 compliant pins. A backplane of the
same size with a full complement of pins contains 10,800 pins.

8" 1

I KE4141:1,

963 ICIO

RIC78

. ; 1

963 C100.103
IIKC 78

963 C100. 100
II KC 78

11111111011101111110

Ira 4"1

PROTO TYPf. 963 050.50
DIC78

Fig. 5-BELLPAC connector family.
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Fig. 6-BELLPAC backplane.

Typical 8 -in. high backplanes designed to date for use in 2 -ft., 2 -in.
central office frames have contained pin counts in the range of 4000 to
8000.

2.3 Circuit packs

Choosing a proper set of circuit pack sizes for inclusion in the
BELLPAC system was one of the most important phases of its
development.

There are eight circuit pack sizes, a sufficient number to satisfy the
needs of most projects. There are three circuit pack heights (3.67, 5.67,
and 7.67 in.) which fit into apparatus housings of 4-, 6-, and 8 -in.
heights. Three nominal circuit pack depths are available: 7, 9, and 13
in. The first depth is tailored for use in 12 -in. base central office frames
with large amounts of backplane wiring and cabling. The 9 -in. depth
is for 12 -in. base frames which have either nominal amounts of back -
plane cables or cabling accommodated in front -mounted ducts. The
13 -in. depth is provided for use in 18 -in. base frames with backplane
cabling. The chart in Fig. 7 summarizes the circuit pack sizes available
and their corresponding connector I/Os (inputs and outputs).

Notice from Fig. 7 that only six circuit pack sizes have been put into
use. The 6- by 7 -in. and 6- by 13 -in. sizes have not yet been required
by any projects. The other circuit pack sizes are not equally popular,
but all are being used. Judging by requirements to date, the 8 -in. high
cards will be much more widely used than smaller cards. Most of the
smaller cards being used now have been incorporated into systems
which also are using 8 -in. high cards.

The 8- by 13 -in. size is being widely used and seems to support a
general trend toward building much more complex plug-in modules
than in past systems.
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8" x
6"

4"

963G: 114 1/0
963C: 200 I/O
963L: 3001/0

t963G: 82I/0
963C: 1001/0

IA 963G: 50 I/O
963C: 100 I/O

7" 9"

X= SIZES IN CURRENT USE

Fig. 7-Circuit pack sizes.

NOMINAL DEPTHS

13"

Circuit packs may be fabricated in a variety of technologies. Choice
of circuit pack technology is dictated by many factors, including cost,
electrical performance, thermal performance, and interconnection
sity. BELLPAC system designs are currently supported in the follow-
ing circuit pack styles:

(i) Double -sided epoxy glass (both conventional and fineline with
bus bars).

(ii) Double -sided epoxy -coated metal.
(iii) 4 -layer multilayer board.
(iv) 6 -layer multilayer board.
(v) Wire -wrap.

(vi) Quick connect.
The last two board styles are designed for rapid system breadboard-

ing and are available as off -the -shelf parts to be wired by the user.
By way of example, an 8 -in. high by 9 -in. deep circuit pack is shown

in Fig. 8. This double -sided rigid card has a 114 -pin connector and low
wiring density. By contrast, other cards designed in BELLPAC system
technology have packaged as many as 150 DIPS (dual in -line packages)
on 6 -layer, fineline multilayer boards.

2.4 Common features

An extensive set of drawings has been generated to define common
features for BELLPAC circuit cards. The term "common features"
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Fig. 8-BELLPAC circuit pack example.

refers to the fact that all those circuit pack characteristics common to
a particular class or style of BELLPAC circuit cards have been
identified and defined. There are two types of common features:
physical common features and artwork common features. The physical
common features define exact board dimensions, tooling holes, void
areas for components, connector mounting holes, etc. The artwork
common features define connector attachment lands, pattern feature
sizes, board layups for multilayer boards, and a very large number of
other printed pattern features.

The development and dissemination of common feature information
have provided the following advantages:

(i) Facilitates standardization and characterization.
(ii) Improves routability and manufacturability.

(iii) Allows efficient board topology libraries to be built and used.
(iv) Reduces design cycles: Less manual input data required. Fewer

input errors.
(v) Allows control and dissemination of design and manufacturing

changes.

III. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION

The goal of this effort is to provide a complete electrical character-
ization of the BELLPAC components so that the electrical system
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designer may concentrate on those detailed questions specific to the
particular system.

Studies have been made on the electrical properties of BELLPAC
connectors, cables, and circuit packs. The transmission properties of
the connector family were studied and found to be adequate for the
circuit pack needs of almost all present Bell System projects; that is,
those with signal rise times of 2 ns or greater or with bandwidths of
175 MHz or less. Another study showed the stability of the electrical
connection from the circuit pack to the backplane through the con-
nector. Changes of less than 0.80 milliohm were observed over the
lifetime of the connector (200 insertions and withdrawals) with worst -
case temporal changes (within 30 seconds of insertion) of less than
0.08 milliohm.

The transmission properties of the connector were found to be
dependent upon the grounding pattern used. Similarly, proper atten-
tion to grounding patterns is important for the proper use of flat
cable. In particular, a study showed that stacks of Western Electric -
manufactured PVC flat cable, when properly grounded, have sufficiently
low pulse crosstalk to allow the replacement of more expensive coax,
shielded wires, or Teflon* flat cable.

Studies of pulse transmission properties (characteristic impedance,
propagation delay, rise time, and bandwidth) were made earlier in
rather general terms for various circuit pack styles. The development
of the BELLPAC system, with its specified circuit pack styles and
common features, enabled this work to be expanded upon and applied
directly to the BELLPAC system styles.' Detailed evaluation of
crosstalk properties, which are strongly geometry -dependent, became
possible. Table I is adapted from Ref. 3. (Some material is presented
in the table on styles not currently supported in the BELLPAC
system, namely, the bonded board and the 8 -layer multilayer board, or
MLB.) The reference presents theoretical results and theoretical scaling
laws which extend the application of the crosstalk results to arbitrary
pulse signals, periodic signals, and random signals. The material has
been used for choice of an appropriate circuit pack style, for crosstalk
estimation (either manually or for post -routing analysis, using com-
puter -aided design, or cAD), for estimation of conductor capacitance
and inductance, and to estimate the effects of proposed new dielectrics
or geometries.

Similarly, an earlier study on current -carrying capacity' is being
applied and extended to encompass all the BELLPAC system styles
of printed wiring. Once again, the standardization associated with the
BELLPAC system makes this detailed analysis feasible.

* Trademark of E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Company.
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IV. COSTING AND PARTITIONING COMPUTER AIDS

The computer -aided design specialists at Bell Laboratories are re-
sponsible for ensuring that existing and future Bell Laboratories com-
puter aids to design are readily applicable to the BELLPAC system.
In addition, the specialists are developing one specific, new, stand-
alone program, a BELLPAC system costing and partitioning analysis
program.

The goal is to develop an interactive system that will help the
physical designer answer some questions which arise during the design
process. A large number of parameters must be considered by the
designer, including circuit pack parameters (size, type, spacing, and
technology) connector mix, hardware costs, design intervals, power
dissipation, electrical bandwidth, and many others. An output from
one problem solution may well be the input to another. Some problems
are quite straightforward, such as obtaining the cost (prototype or
production) and the parts list for a specific shelf assembly. Others are
more subtle, such as determining an appropriate division of available
frame space into various heights or apparatus housings and circuit
packs, with appropriate pin -outs per circuit pack, under various phys-
ical, thermal, or electrical constraints. It became apparent that one
interactive system could efficiently handle many of these questions. In
cases where much is known (such as where a parts list is required), the
user will enter the known data. In other cases, theoretical relationships
will be necessary to produce some of the needed data.

Much effort has been expended to determine the proper environ-
ment for this program. The decision has been made to program in C
for a UNIX* system environment with compatibility to other environ-
ments being maintained.

V. ASSEMBLY

Traditionally, the physical designer (e.g., Bell Laboratories) has not
specified manufacturing or assembly methods, except as they may be
implied by the end -product requirements. The production methods
are then left up to the manufacturer (e.g., Western Electric). With
design of the BELLPAC system, the designer has accepted the re-
sponsibility of ensuring the availability of workable, efficient, and cost-
effective methods of assembly.

This does not infringe on the traditional prerogatives of the manu-
facturer, since much of the development of assembly equipment and
methods is still performed by Western Electric, specifically at the
Engineering Research Center. The designer's function is to disseminate

* Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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this information, to help avoid duplication, and to solve particular
problems where the designer has particular expertise. These goals are
met through leadership or membership on standing committees,
through the maintenance of a prototype assembly shop at Bell Labo-
ratories in Whippany and through special studies in critical areas. We
discuss each of these topics briefly.

5.1 Committees

There are two ongoing groups of interest here: As part of the
BELLPAC Forum, mentioned earlier, approximately every three
months a group of Bell Laboratories and Western Electric engineers
meets to disseminate and discuss the latest manufacturing and assem-
bly developments, problems, and successes. The second group is the
Western BELLPAC Manufacturing Task Force. This group has West-
ern Electric Department Chief representation from Interconnection
Engineering, -from Corporate Engineering, and from locations involved
in component manufacture, assembly, and assembly tooling develop-
ment. In addition, there is a Bell Laboratories representative. The
group coordinates the initial and on -going manufacturing process
utilizing a corporate perspective. It also oversees development activi-
ties to avoid duplications or omissions.

5.2 BELLPAC prototype assembly

A prototype assembly shop and laboratory is in operation at Bell
Laboratories in Whippany, and is available for alignment, heat -staking,
and soldering of connectors to BELLPAC circuit packs. This shop is
also capable of assembling apparatus housings and backplanes and
inserting compliant pins into backplanes. Measurement facilities for
end product inspection are available.

Some equipment available is shown in Fig. 9, including (counter-
clockwise from upper right) alignment of connectors to the circuit
pack, heat -staking of the connector, and the end -product inspection
for connector to board squareness and for connector tail protrusion
below the board. Equipment is either identical to that used in produc-
tion or similar enough that experience gained can be transferred. For
example, at present, one post is heat -staked at a time, while the
production equipment stakes all 14 posts simultaneously. However,
the staking cycles (time, temperature, and pressure) are sufficiently
similar to enable experience gained in one location to be used in
another.

5.3 Specific studies

At first glance, the BELLPAC system warp requirements for printed
wiring products appear to be more stringent than usual. Actually, since
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the requirements are to be measured in a use -related, rather than in a
conventional, manner, it is expected they will prove to be a relaxation
from the usual (except for printed wiring boards, or PWBS, on 0.5 -in.
centers). The concept of use -related measurement of warp is illustrated
in Fig. 10.

The designers capitalize upon the fact that the BELLPAC system
physical design is "tight" enough that a considerable amount of board
warpage can be tolerated because of the straightening action of the
card guides and apparatus housing. Furthermore, the connectors them-
selves maintain the PWBS straight enough (in the vertical direction) so
that, if the board mates properly with the ramp (i.e., in the horizontal
direction), it will mate properly with the backplane pins. In addition,
detailed studies of proper soldering techniques (e.g., fixturing), of
improvements in standard wave -soldering machines and of improved
soldering machines have been made. These studies will continue, and
others will be initiated as needs arise in the assembly area.

VI. REPAIR

Repair of BELLPAC printed wiring boards and assemblies, like any
other PWBS or PWB assemblies, is already specified. However, in at
least two new areas repair developments are needed, and Bell Labo-
ratories is committed to supplying these needs. These areas are the

Fig. 10-BELLPAC system warp measurements.
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repair of connectors and the repairs associated with, or required by,
the use of compliant pins press -fit into backplanes.

Repair techniques for connectors are available for individual con-
tacts and for individual contacts of connector assemblies. Satisfactory
techniques also exist for the removal of connectors from PWB assem-
blies.

The use of compliant pin backplane assemblies has eliminated the
need for soldering and thus further increased printed backplane relia-
bility. (The reliability of the pin-Pws connection has been established
in detail.) This has made possible the removal of defective pins and
the insertion of replacement pins by simple procedures, employing
hand-held tools.

A new repair need has occurred because of the use of compliant pins.
When repairing or modifying multilayer printed wiring boards, one
may wish to remove the electrical connection of the backplane pin to
the backplane plated through hole (vrx). The present techniques
assume that the pin is mechanically secured by a connector housing.
Since this is not true for the compliant pin used in the BELLPAC
system, mechanical retention as well as electrical isolation must be
provided by the repair method. Two repair techniques have been
developed to meet this need. In the first, the Pim is drilled out and
replaced by an isolation bushing, and a standard pin is inserted. In the
second, an insulated pin is inserted into the PTH in place of the original
pin; this version is ideal where the connections in the MLB do not need
to be broken, since the potentially dangerous hole -drilling operation is
not needed. Isolation bushings and insulated pins are expected to be
used for both repairs and modifications.

Welding procedures are also being investigated to avoid soldering
when adding modification or repair wiring to compliant pins. These
and other repair techniques will continue to be developed as needed.

VII. PROJECT APPLICATIONS

Currently, over 40 projects use BELLPAC hardware. Many more
are studying its applicability to their needs. BELLPAC hardware was
first shipped to an operating company in May, 1978. The first system,
called AMARC, uses 8- by 13 -in. circuit packs-generally as low -density
double -sided boards carrying large numbers of relays and other large
components. Even though the component density was low, applications
required the use of 200 pin connectors on some cards. The AMARC shelf
assemblies mount within relay rack housings for compatibility with
minicomputer equipment. We mention these details because, in several
ways, this application typifies systems which capitalize on the benefits
provided by BELLPAC hardware. The system was partitioned opti-
mally by choosing appropriate building block sizes from the range
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available. Sophisticated interconnection products were readily avail-
able, allowing development intervals to be kept short. And low costs
were achieved, even though manufacturing volumes were low.

Not all BELLPAC system projects are low volume, of course. Two
electronic switching projects now in development are being completely
packaged with BELLPAC hardware and will generate very high man-
ufacturing volumes. These high volume programs and others like them
will keep hardware and design costs low for all users.

VIII. SUMMARY

The BELLPAC system has become a successful technology for
packaging Bell System electronic hardware. It consists of a proven set
of components and associated documentation. It has been shown to
provide both cost and time savings to system area projects. Its flexi-
bility provides the capability for packaging a variety of different
systems in a compatible manner. And, most important, the BELLPAC
system has the development support from both the systems areas and
the component areas to assure that the technology will continue to
evolve to meet the packaging needs of the next generation of hardware.
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Numerical Integration of
Stochastic Differential Equations

By E. HELFAND

(Manuscript received June 28, 1979)

A procedure for numerical integration of a stochastic differential
equation, by extension of the Runge-Kutta method, is presented. The
technique produces results which are statistically correct to a given
order in the time step. Second- and third -order approximations are
explicitly displayed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Systematic work on numerical solution of stochastic differential
equations (sDEs) seems not to have kept pace with the considerable
analytical developments. This parallels the lag which existed between
the analytical and numerical study of ordinary differential equations
near the turn of the century (which is perhaps understandable in view
of the difficulty of implementing even straightforward algorithms at
the time). In the last few years, there has been a burst of activity in
performing Brownian dynamics computer simulations' to gain insight
into motions in complex physical systems. Little attention seems to
have been paid, though, to the systematic development of the numer-
ical techniques in most of these works.

In the present paper, the Runge-Kutta (RK) approximation for
deterministic differential equations (DDES) is extended to SDES. Al-
though we have not as yet explicitly considered other popular numer-
ical schemes, we feel that the techniques utilized here should have
wider applicability. For the sake of simplicity, several further restric-
tions are placed on the discussions in this paper. These, we believe,
can ultimately be removed by fairly simple means.

(i) We shall work only with a single equation rather than a set of
n equations. It has been explicitly verified that the second -order
approximation carries over in a straightforward manner to sets (and in
our studies of polymers' we used it for 600 simultaneous equations).
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However, bear in mind Butcher's demonstration' that extra conditions
arise with the RK method when one generalizes fifth -order (5o) and
higher schemes from single equations to sets.

(ii) We present explicit results only for low -order algorithms, sec-
ond (2o) and third (3o) order, although the principles of higher order
extensions will be written down.

(iii) Finally, we restrict attention to a simple SDE, which is of the
general form occurring in Brownian motion theory. This is

dx Idt = f(x) + A (t), (1)

where the A (t) are Gaussianly distributed random variables with mean
zero and covariance

(A (t)A (t')) = ES(t - t') (2)

(white noise). The extension to f (x,t) appears to involve little new, but
makes the presentation more cumbersome.

In Section II, we review the RK technique for DDES. After defining
more clearly what is meant by numerical solution of an SDE in Sec-
tion III, we explicitly extend the 20 RK method to SDES and outline the
generalization to any order. A 30 RK scheme is presented in the
appendix. Section IV is a brief discussion of the question of accuracy.
The concluding remarks indicate areas for future studies.

Abbreviations used throughout the paper are listed in Table I.

II. SUMMARY OF THE RK APPROXIMATION FOR DDEs

To set the stage, it will be useful to review' briefly the application of
the RK technique to the DDE

dx I dt = f(x). (3)

Of course, this equation can be solved by quadrature, but not when x
and f are vectors, or when f is a function of x and t (the RK procedure
for the latter case is presented in most standard texts' and does not
differ greatly from the case we are considering).

Begin by writing down the solution of eq. (3) as a series in the time
step s:

x (S ) = X Sfo
1/2 s2fx yos3( rog2 fog,

Table I-Summary of abbreviations
SDE Stochastic differential equation
DDE Deterministic differential equation
RK Runge-Kutta
ko kth order
Is / stages
m(; m Gaussian random variables per step

(4)
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where f(on) denotes the nth derivative off evaluated at xo. The aim of
many numerical procedures is to present an algorithm which, when
expanded in s, matches the series (4) to a given order, k, in s. Of course,
merely evaluating eq. (4) will do that, but a further aim is to avoid the
determination of derivatives of f. Thus, in the RK theory one goes from
an initial condition xo to x (s) in 1 stages by the general procedure

gi= f(x.),

g2 = f(x. + 1321sgi),

g3 = fix. + thisgi + th2sg2),

gi= f(x. + Ql1sg1 +  +
xs = xo + + A2g2 +  + Argi).

(5)

(6)

The 1/21(1 + 1) parameters AI, , Al, 1321, , /6/,/-1 are to be selected
so that an expansion of eq. (6) in powers of s matches Eq. (4) through
order k. Only for k 5. 4 can a kth order (ko) RK calculation be done in
k stages (ks). For k > 5, a larger number of stages than the order is
necessary to provide enough parameters to match the true series.

In the 202s RK, the parameters must satisfy

Al+A2=1,

A21321 = 1/2.

(7)

(8)

This illustrates the common occurrence of less equations than param-
eters. The user then has the freedom to select some parameters (one
in the present case) for convenience, or to achieve the smallest error
estimates.'

III. GENERALIZATION OF RK METHOD TO SDEs

An SDE does not have a definite solution. When we say that we are
numerically integrating an SDE, we mean that we are generating a
statistically representative trajectory. Furthermore, as in numerical
integration of a DDE, we are not going to generate the full trajectory,
but only values of x at discrete times: x (0), x(s1), x (si + s2), . Let
us be more specific. The stochastic process x (or set of processes)
specified by eq. (1) is Markovian. Thus, the process is completely
specified by the conditional probability density function p(x, s I x),
which gives the probability density of observing x at time s, given the
value x0 of the variable at time zero. What we seek is a method of
selecting a value xs with statistics correct to kth order in s. By this, we
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mean that the moments (4 ) are all correctly given to 0(sk); i.e., there
exists a sequence Cq such that for sufficiently small s

1(4) - (x(s)9)e15 Cgsk (9)

for all positive integers q. The average ( ). is over the ensemble
generated by the approximate process, while ( ), is over the exact
process.

An approximation algorithm will involve generation of some random
numbers. Naturally, if p (x,s I xo) is known, all that need be done is to
generate a single uniformly distributed random number, u, for each
step and solve the equation p (x,s I x0) = u for x. We shall see that a lo
approximation is equivalent to linearizing f (since f" does not enter
until 0(0). For a linear SDE, p (x,s I x0) is a well-known Gaussian.'
Use of this Gaussian as an approximate process has been suggested.7'8
This is practical for a single variable x, but for a large set, the amount
of matrix manipulation is overwhelming.

In the RK extension to be discussed, for each step of time s,
m independent Gaussianly distributed variables, Zi (or m sets, Zi), will
be needed. These have

(Z) = 0, (10)

(Z,Z;) = Su. (11)

An approximation which requires m Z's will be said to be m -fold
Gaussian, abbreviated mG.

Now we shall present a parallel to the RK procedure for SDES. Again
begin by developing a "power series" expansion for the solution of the
SDE (1):

dx dt = f(x) + A (t). (1)

This may be done by iteration and Taylor series expansion:
ti Si

x (s) = xo + dsiff + f ds2f[xo + ] + wo (si)f
+ w0(s) (12)

= + sfo s2 fop° 6s3 (for2 g fo" ) (13)

8
S = {WAS)) + fg UMW

2
+ f: dSili(21(S1)}

jo

{g2w2(s) + fofcasuh(s) - w2(s)]
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1
+ -fo"' dsiwNs1)}

6

1 1
+ { N. dsi(s - si)wUsi) + -2 fr f dsisaasi)

0 0

1+ -f,J`i''' dsiwNsi) + ; (14)
24

0

I'swo (s) = dsiwn-i(si), Ti > 0, (15)

= n!
ds,

(s - sir
A (s1), n 0 (16)

(wo(s) is the Wiener process). The term S is a stochastic process. Its
various parts, set off in braces, have orders in probability s'12, s3/2, s2,

S5/2, s3, (N.B.: there is no s' term). A stochastic variable v will be
said to have an order sk in probability if

(vq) I Kt/s°, (17)

for all positive integers q, a set of constants K, , and sufficiently
small s. The w,, are correlated Gaussian random variables with mean
zero and covariances

(wn(s)wm(s)) = s"4."1+1/n!m!(n + m + 1), (18)

(wo(s)w(t)) = min(s, t).

(wo(s)wl(t)) =
,

1/2 (2t - s), (19)
t s,
t > s,

The statistics of the stochastic part of the trajectory are embodied
in the moments of S which, from eqs. (18) to (20), are

(S) ='/4 s25/" + s35e/12gr + 1/6 fo' + 1/24 + , (20)

(S2) = + s2tf: + s3 (2A + 2A for + 1/2 ) + , (21)

(S3) = 7/4 s3t2r + . (22)

For the expansion through 0(s3), the terms of S nonlinear in the w's
do not contribute to the moments (S4) and higher. Thus, these
moments are related to the second moment by the usual Gaussian
formulas: (S4) = 3(S2), etc.; i.e., the cumulants vanish to 0 (s3). The
point is that, if (S2) is properly given, so will (Sk), k a 4, be. The aim
of a ko numerical scheme will be to match not only the nonstochastic
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terms of the series solution for x, eq. (13), but also to match all the
moments of the stochastic term.

We delay the presentation of the general extension of the RK
approximation and first explicitly display a 202s1G scheme. Consider
the algorithm:

f(xo s1/211"2 Aiz), (23)

g2 = f(x + stem + s'/2 "2
A2Z), (24)

x = x + s (Aim + A2g2) + Sii2C2 NoZ. (25)

Z is a single Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance
unity, generated for each time step s. Using these equations, x can be
developed in power of s1/2 to 0(s2):

x x. -I- (Al + A2)sf. + A2fls2flo" +  + 5, (26)

S Aozsii2c2 + + (A X, + A2X2)Zs3/2C2g

+ 1/2(A 'Xi + A2M)Z2s2U," + . (27)

The moments of S through 0 (.92) are

(g) 1/2(A,x1 + A2m)s2u;,- + (28)

(52) = Also + 2(A + A2A2)As2Cr, (29)

To (s2), the moments (53) and higher involve only the linear terms
of S, so they are Gaussianly related to (S2). Matching the deterministic
part of eq. (26) to (13), eq. (28) to (20), and eq. (29) to (21), we find as
equations for the parameters:

AI + A2 = 1, (30)

A2[1 = 1/2, (31)

= 1, (32)

(A,A, + A2X2)Xo = 1/2, (33)

AIM + A2M = 1/2. (34)

The sign of X is immaterial since it multiplies a symmetric random
variable. There are five equations and six parameters. A convenient
solution set is

Al = A2 = 1/2, (35)

fl = 1, (36)

= 1, (37)
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and either

(Al = 0, A2 = 1), (38a)
or

(Al = 1, A2 = 0). (38b)

With this as background, the general procedure for constructing a
ko/smc approximation should be clear. Consider the m Gaussian ran-
dom variables as a vector Z = (Z1, Z2, , Z.). Also define 1 + 1
vectors of parameters, each of dimension m:

Ate= (A01, 0, 0, )

= (X11, Al2, 0, )

A/ = (An, An, , Ahn) (39)

The number of scalar A parameters is m (1 -1/2 m + '1/2). The general-
ization of the RK algorithm is

g1
f(x0 /2t1/2 X Z),

g2 = fix. + sthigi + s1/2E1/2 X2 -Z),

gr = f(x + sting, +  + + sii2 "2 At. Z), (40)

x = xo + s(Algi +  + Alp) + sur2 Ao Z. (41)

The A's and fi's are subject to the usual RK equations since, for t = 0,
the DDE is recovered. The equations for the A's are obtained by
expanding eq. (41), in powers of SII2 to order Sk and separating off a
stochastic term S. Each term of the moments of S has the form of a
product of a numerical coefficient, an integral power of s and of t, a
product of powers of f, and its derivatives, and a product of the A, f3
and A parameters (the A parameters enter only as dot products of the
A vectors). This term is equated to the term of the exact moments of
S with the same powers of s, t, 10, and derivatives of f, [see eqs. (20) to
(22)]. The result is a set of equations for the A's, and the number of
Gaussians must be chosen so that there are a sufficient number of
parameters to satisfy these equations. One Gaussian will do for 202s,
and two Gaussians for 303s (see the appendix).

IV. ACCURACY

The accuracy of a numerical scheme for integrating a DDE can be
judged on the basis of its ability to determine trajectories for analyti-
cally soluble equations. The schemes for spEs can only be judged on
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a statistical basis. For example, the probability density, p(x, t), for the
random process x defined by eq. (1) satisfies the Fokker -Planck equa-
tion

dp d
dt - dx[i(x)P

This has a stationary solution

1 d
(42)-2i dxd

Po(x) = N(0) exp [2F (x) I t], (43)

x

F(x) = f f(x')dx' , (44)

1/N() = .1 exp [2F (x') g]clx' (45)

(assuming that the density is normalizable). For a stable approximation
scheme, the distribution of x will also approach a stationary probability
density. One could attempt to test the overall "goodness of fit" of the
observed to the theoretical density function.9 An easier procedure is to
assume that eq. (43) holds and to obtain an estimate of C, for instance
by maximum likelihood estimation.9 The estimated C is then compared
with the exact t. We have used this technique and have clearly
observed how the estimate improves with decreasing step size s.
However, no systematic studies have been carried out yet to determine
whether the error decreases as sk+1.

In general, one is interested in the complete comparison of the
transition probability p (x, s I x0) for the SDE and the numerical scheme.
This is embodied in the spectral resolution, for the exact process and
the approximation, of p (x,s I x0) regarded as an integral kernel. Here
studies performed on exactly soluble systems would be of value.

A question related to accuracy is: How long a trajectory need one
run to reduce statistical error in some property to acceptable levels?
The answer depends on the time, T, for decay of correlation of that
property. New statistical information is only generated in a time of
0(7).19 Therefore, a simulation of total time t will lead to a decrease of
error like (r/t)1/2. Some systems cannot be described in such a clear-
cut fashion since they have a spectrum of relaxation times, some of
which may be very long. In such cases, there may be an advantage in
reinitializing the run to break correlations.

V. DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The specific procedures displayed in this paper are illustrative of
the manner in which standard numerical techniques can be extended
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to stochastic differential equations. There are several general direc-
tions in which further research may be aimed.

5.1 More general SDEs

The numerical schemes should be directed toward more general
SDES. The extension to sets of equations has been mentioned. More
general forms of SDES than eq. (1) are

dx = f(x,t)dt + 0(x, t)dw(t) (46)

or

dx_Tit
f(x, t, A (t)). (47)

Another generalization is that A may be other than Gaussianly dis-
tributed. Also, in the physical literature there is increased attention
being directed to stochastic integrodifferential equations, representing
processes with memory, such as"."

dx_dt
f(x) + dTK (T)x (t - T) + A (t), (48)

(AMA (t + T)) oc K(T), (49)

or more generally,"

dx
--d-i = f(x) + f ch-G[T, x(t - T)] + A, (50)

0

with A and G related by a generalized fluctuation -dissipation theorem.

5.2 Other numerical schemes

It would be interesting to develop stochastic versions of other
numerical schemes used for DDES. One may raise the objection to any
multistep procedure that it does violence to the Markovian nature of
the process. One would have to reuse the random variables, Z for
several steps to eliminate the spurious memory to the desired order.

5.3 General principles

There are many matters, which are the standard fare of the deter-
ministic numerical analyst, that should be placed in a stochastic
context. The question of accuracy has been raised. Another is stability.
A third question is that of step-by-step error estimation. An interesting
problem arises in developing the analog of step -size adjustment and
the criteria for when it is necessary. Imagine that such criteria exist
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and a particularly large Z triggers the call for step -size adjustment.
The new Z's that are generated should not be independent of the
old Z's.

Finally, as a general problem, the matter of computational speed
should be considered. To gather statistical data, long trajectories must
be run, sometimes on systems of many degrees of freedom. It is urgent
that there be an analysis of various procedures with respect to their
relative speeds, for a given accuracy.

APPENDIX

3o3s2G Procedure

To carry out a 3o procedure requires three stages and two Gaussian
random variables. The explicit algorithm is eqs. (40) and (41) with
/ = 3. The parameters must satisfy the equations

Al + A2 + A3 = 1,

A2/321 + A3(1131 + $32) = 'A,
.

A213ii + A3(1331 + $32)2 = 'A,

A3/332/321 = IA)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

A0, = 1, (55)

AiXii + A2X2i + 24.3A31 = lh, (56)

AllX112+A21X212+A3R312= 1/2, (57)

A,Af, + A2M1 + A:3A3l = 'A, (58)

Ai I Xi l2A11 + A21 A2 12A21 4" A31 X3I2A31 = 1/2, (59)

A2/321X21 + A3($31 + B32)A31 = '/I (60)

I A,A1 + A2X2 + A3X3 12 + 2(A2/321A1 1

+ A3/331A11 + A3$32A21) = 2/3. (61)

The first four equations are the usual ones for a 3o RK approximation.
They leave two degrees of freedom. A widely used solution is

A, = 2A), A2 = :3A), A3 = %; (62)

/321 = 1/2, 1331 = 0, /332 = 3/4. (63)

With this set, the remaining seven equations can be solved for the
A parameters. The solution is
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X01 = 1, X11 = 0, X21 = V2, A31 = 3/4. (64)

There are four solutions for the A/2', two of which are complex. The
real solutions are either

or

X12

X22

X32

X12

X22

X32

= 0.245538,

= -0.023225,

= 0.544169,

= -1.34583,

= 1.24987,

= 0.385032.

(65)

(66)

Solution (65) is probably superior because it uses less of the Z2 process.
(All the A,1 and/or all the A/2 may be reversed in sign as an acceptable
solution, as is evident since they multiply symmetrically distributed
random numbers.)
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Coefficient inaccuracy in transversal filters is known to degrade
the frequency response, particularly in stopband regions. The mag-
nitude of the stopband degradation increases with the number of
stages n, the length of the impulse response. A widely used for-
mula for the error in frequency response is proportional to fri, . By
extending recent results on random trigonometric polynomials, we
show that for random additive coefficient errors with variance a2, the
error 611(w) in frequency response for large n is such that

max I MIMI' a../n log n

where log denotes the natural logarithm. This result leads to an
absolute bound on attainable stopband rejection for any band -select
transversal filter with given coefficient inaccuracy. In particular, the
result places a definite limitation on the quality of band -select filter-
ing that can be achieved using a CCD split -electrode filter. It also
implies bounds for the peak sidelobes of random radar arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the transversal filter has emerged as an essential
signal -processing structure for a large variety of applications in com-
munication systems. A few of these applications are matched filtering
in radar or spread -spectrum systems, equalization in data receivers,
echo cancellation for satellite communications, and band -select digi-
tal filters. The term "transversal filter" originally referred to the
continuous -time tapped delay line structure where an output is formed
from a weighted sum of the tap voltages. The same basic function has
also been achieved using lumped networks to approximate the delay
sections. More recently, transversal filters have been realized with
digital circuitry using shift registers and digital multipliers, operating
on a sampled and quantized input signal. The most recent development
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is the emergence of two new technologies, charge -coupled devices
(ccDs) and surface acoustic wave (sAw) devices which allow the
realization of discrete -time transversal filters without the need for
analog -to -digital conversion.

The new technological advances now offer the possibility of realizing
transversal filters with hundreds and perhaps even thousands of tap -
weight stages on a single integrated -circuit chip. These developments
suggest that extremely sophisticated signal -processing functions can
readily be obtained. Specifically, with a sufficient number of taps, a
transversal filter can be designed to approximate virtually any specified
frequency response as closely as desired. However, the inevitable
inaccuracies in implementing the desired weighting coefficients result
in a departure of the actual frequency response from the predesigned
frequency response which increases with the number of tap -weight
stages. In digital filtering, coefficient values can be made as accurate
as needed, but at the price of increasing hardware costs. With the CCD

or SAW technologies, there are fundamental limits on attainable accu-
racy. Also, in adaptive filtering, the weight -adjustment algorithm
results in a steady-state coefficient inaccuracy. It is therefore necessary
to have a quantitative knowledge of the degradation in performance of
the transversal filter as a function of the coefficient inaccuracy and
the number of stages.

For most applications, the appropriate performance measure for the
realized transversal filter is the maximum deviation in frequency
response magnitude from the desired values over the particular fre-
quency band of interest. In this paper, we focus on this performance
measure by examining the error -frequency response due to coefficient
inaccuracy and show that under very general conditions the maximum
magnitude is given asymptotically by cr.in log n, where n is the number
of stages, a is the rms coefficient inaccuracy, and log denotes the
natural logarithm. Several other closely related results and implica-
tions are also presented.

Since the attainable quality of a designed filter increases with n, the
number of stages, and for a given coefficient inaccuracy the degrada-
tion increases with n, the question arises: Is it possible to realize a
filter with arbitrarily high quality in spite of a given coefficient inac-
curacy if n is made sufficiently large? We make this question more
precise later and show that the answer is negative for low-pass filtering
with a transversal filter structure when "quality" is measured by the
amount of stopband rejection. In other words, a limit on filter accuracy
implies a limit on attainable filter quality regardless of the number of
stages used. The results of this paper provide a tool for determining
the ultimate limitation on transversal filter performance associated
with a particular technology or a particular adaptive algorithm for
weight adjustment.
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In CCD transversal filters, the split -electrode method requires that
the tap weights be scaled so that the maximum magnitude of the
coefficient values is unity. The pattern generator used in making the
photomasks for CCD fabrication introduces a quantization error whose
peak size is a fixed fraction of the maximum coefficient magnitude.
Now, for most applications, increasing the number of stages to be
realized corresponds to including additional coefficient values repre-
senting the tail of the desired impulse response. Consequently, increas-
ing n does not alter the scaling of the coefficient values for CCD
implementation. As a result, a coefficient error can indeed be modeled
as an additive random variable whose variance does not depend on the
desired coefficient value.

A problem that is very similar to that considered above occurs in
the theory of random arrays.' These are arrays consisting of fewer
elements than conventional phased arrays, with the locations of the
elements in the array picked randomly. Such arrays are less costly
than conventional phased arrays, but this advantage is gained at the
cost of increasing the peak sidelobes. Our main result shows how big
those sidelobes can be expected to become.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Regardless of the particular application, the transversal filter may
be described by its frequency response, H(w), which has the general
form

L-1
H(w) = E ake'kw, (1)

k=0

where w is the normalized frequency variable, L is the number of
stages, j = IT-I, and the coefficients ak are real -valued numbers
specified by the designer. Since H(w) is periodic, only the frequency
interval 0 5 co 5. 27r need be considered.

We note, in passing, that (1) also describes the discrete Fourier
transform, so that the results of this paper are also applicable to
studying the effect of approximate representations of given data values
on the Fourier transform of the data.

A special case of transversal filters, of particular interest in band -
select filter design, arises when the coefficients are chosen to have the
symmetry property:

ak = aL-k-I for 0 k < (L - 1). (2)

When L is odd, this condition results in a linear phase transfer function
having the form

H(w) = e÷'" E bk cos kw,
k=0

(3)
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with n = (L - 1)/2, and

bk = 2 an -k for k 0, bo = an.

Implementation of the coefficients ak for the general form (1) or bk
for the linear phase form (2) inevitably results in the introduction of
errors or inaccuracies. We denote the actual (inaccurate) value realized
as ak, or as b;, for the linear phase case. Then the kth coefficient error
is the difference Ek = a;, ak, or El? = bi, - bk in the linear phase case.
The realized transfer function then differs from the desired transfer
function by the error transfer function defined as

fL(w) =
L-1
E Ekeikw

k=0

in the general case or, in the linear phase case:

(4)

gn(w) = e+-1" E Ek cos kw. (5)
k=0

Clearly, the error transfer function, if known, provides a full description
of the degradation in performance of the realized filter from the desired
performance in the absence of inaccuracies.

Since the errors, Ek, are generally not known prior to fabrication of
the filter, they are modeled most effectively as random variables whose
distribution depends on the particular mechanism involved in fabri-
cating the tap weights. In digital filtering, the errors are due to
coefficient quantization and are usually modeled as uniformly distrib-
uted random variables. The error terms for different coefficients, being
independently produced, can reasonably be assumed to be independent
random variables.

Additive error components were used by Knowles and Olcayto2 for
modeling coefficient quantization in recursive filters. Chan and Rabi-
ner3 applied this approach for transversal filters and evaluated the rms
values of fL(w) and gn(w) at a particular frequency. They assumed
mutually independent and uniformly distributed errors Ek resultini in
rms values for the error transfer function proportional to Nil: or Nin in
the linear phase case. By taking the maximum over all frequencies of
the rms deviation, a frequency -independent upper bound on the error
transfer function is obtained which is valid at any particular frequency
with high probability.

More recently, Heute45 noted that the bounds of Chan and Rabiner
underestimate the degradation due to the maximum of I gn(w) I over
the frequency band. It is this latter measure of degradation that is
meaningful in most applications. Chan and Rabiner's bound is not a
high probability upper bound for the maximum ripple magnitude taken
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on by g(4)). Heute proposed a heuristic upper bound for the maximum
of I g (w) I which has the form Q[a + bn + (cn + d)1'2], where a, b, c,
and d are constants and Q is the peak amplitude of the uniformly
distributed error terms Ek. His bound gave an improved fit to simulated
data for values of n up to 128. We shall see later that Heute's bound,
which for large n grows linearly with number of stages n, grossly
overestimates the degradation as n becomes much larger than 100.

Andrisano and Calandrino6 assumed that the error transfer function
is a Gaussian process and found an (implicit) bound on stopband
rejection as the solution of a transcendental equation.

In this paper, we take as the measure of degradation due to coeffi-
cient inaccuracy,

Di, = max ING))1 (6)
w(12

for the general transversal filter and

/tin = max Ign(w) I (7)
n

for the linear phase transversal filter, where 0 is a particular frequency
band of interest. We assume the errors Ek are mutually independent
random variables with a common distribution satisfying certain regu-
larity conditions that include the uniform and normal distributions as
special cases.

We establish here for the first time that the maximum frequency
response errors D and M are asymptotically (for large n) given
by ar.iDTgrz. where a is the rms coefficient error. Although the result
is asymptotic, Lawrence and Salazar' found that it was moderately
accurate in one study of a low-pass filter with only 33 taps. Application
of the result to low-pass filter performance is examined briefly in this
paper and more extensively in Ref. 8 and 9. Until the report of our
result,' the correct behavior of the error frequency response magnitude
had apparently not been recognized in the digital filtering literature.

The existing mathematical results most closely related to our work
are due to Halase who considered random trigonometric sums with
coefficients that take on the values ±1 with equal probability. While
too restrictive to apply to transversal filters, his methodology was
useful in deriving our more general upper bound on the maximum
error frequency response.

Our main result is also applicable to the analysis of random arrays,
and in particular to that of statistical arrays.' These are arrays con-
sisting of h isotropic radiators placed among n positions (n > k) that
are spaced A/2 apart (A = wavelength), with the k positions to be
occupied by the k elements determined at random. The array factor of
such an array is defined as
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n-1

f(u) = E gr elr",
r=0

(8)

where gr = 1 if the rth position is occupied by a radiator, and gr = 0
otherwise. This can be rewritten as

k n-1 n-1

= E e'ru + E Er eru
n r-0 r -O

(9)

where Er = 1 - k/n for the k values of r for which gr = 1, and Er =
- k/n otherwise. The first sum above represents (except for the k/n
multiplier) the array factor of a conventional phased array. The
random choice of the positions for the radiators corresponds to letting
the Er be independent random variables, assuming the value 1 - k/n
with probability k/n, and the value - k/n with probability 1 - k/n. If
we assume that k - an as n co, then our theorem shows that, with
the probability approaching 1 as n -> co, the second sum in (9) will
never be significantly larger than J Nin log n and that, conversely,
it will get that large on any subinterval. This result, which had been
derived only heuristically before,' explains why random arrays are
usually not very satisfactory.

III. STATEMENT OF MATHEMATICAL RESULTS

As we saw in Section II, the errors in the realized transfer functions
are given by Ek---O Ek ejk', or Di=p Ek COS kw, or E'11,-0 Ek sin kw. Hence the
distribution of the random variables Ek will depend on the model for
the sources of inaccuracies. For digital implementation, the usual
model assumes Ek to be independently distributed uniformly between
-A, +A, where A is the maximum error due to truncation of the
coefficients of the filter. In other situations, a Gaussian distribution
may be more appropriate. But, as we shall see, the asymptotic behavior
of the maximum magnitude of the error is not dependent on the exact
nature of the distribution. It depends only on a few functionals of the
distribution.

The results presented here rely on an important assumption about
the distribution of the Ek. We assume throughout that the Ek have
mean zero and finite sixth moment, so that the characteristic function
E(e'"k) of Ek is such that

E(e'"k) = exp [ - E arxr + 0 (x6)] (10)
r=-2

for x in some nontrivial interval [-d, d]. (Note that a2 > 0 if the Ek are
not identically zero.) Condition (10) is satisfied for most probability
density functions of practical interest.
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Now we are ready to state the main result:

Theorem: Let Ek, k = 1, 2,  be a sequence of independent identically
distributed random variables satisfying (10).

Then there exist constants C1 and C.), not depending on n, such that

max
0s02,77

E Ek e
k-1

f2;71.2 In log n + C1 V n log log n
log n

holds with probability 1 - C2 (log n14. Furthermore, if 12 is any
subinterval of [0, 297] of length a- (log n)-' and a is any real number,
then

n
log

max Re ef" E Ek e" - CI
Vn

log log n
0d2 k=1

holds with probability 1 - C2 (log n)-4.
Thus, with high probability, max I f(0) I is about ../z2 Nfiii-oTi.. The

proof is outlined in Section V.

Remark 1. By choosing a appropriately, we can conclude that each of
E Ek cos (k0), > Ek sin (k0) becomes large on any long 0 interval with
high probability.

Remark 2: The estimates presented here are not the best possible
ones. For example, the interval 2 in the lower bound proof can be of
size n (log n) -A for any A > 0.

IV. APPLICATION TO LOW-PASS FILTERS

The usual specifications for FIR low-pass filters are shown in Fig. 1.1'
A design problem is to find the smallest n such that

n-1
E ak cos k0

k=0

lies between 1 - 61 and 1 + 61 in the passband, i.e., for 0 E [0, Fp ] and
between 0 and 62 in the stopband, i.e., for 0 E Tr]. Estimates for n
given 61, 62, Fp, F, are given in Ref. 12. However, the validity of the
estimates in Ref. 12 for regions of practical interest is not proven. An
empirical relationship is given in Ref. 11.

As n increases, smaller 62, 61 and F, -Fp are possible. Hence, a
question that is usually raised is: Given that the ak's cannot be realized
exactly, what can be said about the minimum 82 possible if the
distribution of Ek, the error in ak, is known. If ak's could be realized
exactly, arbitrarily small values of 62 can be obtained by making n
large. However, Ek'S introduce errors that grow with n as seen from the
theorem. So there is a trade-off between errors introduced by inaccur-
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Fig. 1-Frequency as fraction of 2 IT.

0.5

acies in ak's and the improvement in performance with increasing n.
For an example, we consider the stopband rejection, 20 logo62,as a
figure of merit with given values of 81 and Fp, F8. The empirical
formula gives the following relation for it, the minimum n required to
achieve a stopband rejection of 20 log10 _82.

= ci log 82 + c2, (11)

where c1 and c2 are constants depending on 81 and F, - Fr." For fixed
point digital implementations, if the coefficients of the filter, the ak's,
are truncated to d bits, then the "error" in ak is generally modeled as
a uniform random variable Ek having values between -2-d and
2-d = A. For this model, a2 of the theorem is 1/6 02. Hence, the
maximum error en due to these inaccuracies,

n-1

en = max E Ek cos ke (12)

is such that

en

Nin log n

0<-9..52,r k=0

as n 00 (13)
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and

Ae,,-- INIT:W7:1<c NI--
log n

log log n
J3

(14)

with probability ?:. 1 - O((log n)-4).
Using the limit (13) to indicate expected deterioration in perform-

ance, we can arrive at a design rule. If coefficients are truncated to
d bits, then the minimum achievable 82 before the random errors
become comparable to 62 itself is given by:

2-d i
-,... v(c, log 62 + c2) log (ci log 82 + c2) = 82. (15)
N/3

Putting 82 = 2-8,

2-d 2-s
,

.4/5 NA -6s + c2) log (-cis + c2)
(16)

where ci = cl log 2.

From the above formula, we can estimate the required precision for
the coefficients for a given value of 82 = 2'.

In design of CCD filters, a similar formula can be used. In situations
where the tap -weight errors can be modeled by a Gaussian random
variable with a standard deviation A, then a2 for our theorem is 02/2.
The minimum achievable 82 satisfies

62
V(c1 log 82 + C2) log (c1 log 82 + C2) = 0. (17)

Solving for 82, we can estimate the optimum value of n.
As an illustration of the effect of coefficient inaccuracy on limiting

the stopband rejection of a low-pass filter, Fig. 2 shows how the best
achievable rejection depends on the number of stages, n, for various
values of the transition width AF = Fs -F. These curves were
calculated by solving the empirical formula of Ref. 11 for 82 and adding
to it the maximum error a Nin log n. This gives an expression for the
best attainable stopband rejection in the presence of coefficient errors,
as a function of n, SI, and F. For additional curves obtained in this
way, see Ref. 8. Computation also shows that varying the allowed
passband ripple 61 has a negligible effect on the maximum attainable
stopband rejection. It is evident that coefficient inaccuracy places an
ultimate limitation on the attainable quality of a low-pass filter imple-
mented with the transversal structure.
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NUMBER OF TAPS n

Fig. 2-Best obtainable stopband attenuation for a low-pass transversal filter in the
presence of coefficient inaccuracies. Root -mean -square coefficient error = 0.001,
passband ripple = 0.0122. Curves are shown for four values of the transition width. Note
that, for each curve, an optimum number of taps exist. Reducing the passband ripple
allowable has the effect of shifting these curves to the right while reducing the peak
value of each curve.
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APPENDIX

Here we outline the main steps in the proof, which follows that of
Halasz,' in which he assumed Eh to be ±1. (An earlier proof of a
slightly weaker result had been outlined by Whittle:3) Results that
are incidental to the main line of reasoning are collected at the end of
this outline. Let

f(a, 0) = Ek cos (k0 + a) = Re el" E Eke" .

k---1 k=1

(i) We construct a nonnegative function u(x) 1 which can be
used to indicate in an approximate sense the set of values of x that
exceed given values. Let M,, M2, D > 0 be given numbers. Then
u (x) is zero for -M2 s x 5_ M1, and u (x) = 1 for x + D or
x s -M2 - D. In the interval [-M2 -D, -M2] and [M1, M, + DJ,
u(x) is 40 times differentiable and u'(x) = 0(D') as D T oo, for 0 r
5 40.
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For deriving the upper bound, we proceed as follows:
(ii) Put M1 = M2 = M = NITcT2 NIrTftWi + gD log log n where

D = NInllog n and g = 20Nia7/2.
(iii) Let v1(t) = 1/27 r. (1 - u(x))e-fix dx. Then I v1(t) I = 0(M)

and I trvi(t) I = 0(D -r+1), 1 :5 r .-5 40.
(iv) Let G = fg' da fg- dO u (f (a, 0)) and v(t) = 8(t) - vi(t), where

8(t) is the Dirac delta function. Then

G =

f2ir

nda dO exp [jt E Ek cos (k6 + a)] v(t)dt.
0 0 -.

Using the properties of v1, we can then show (for details, see the
section at the end of this proof) that

E (G) = 0(n -'(log n)-")).

(v) Let T = max I f(a, 0)1. Then using the inequalities
ir,0

a
1- Pa, 0)1 5 Tn, l-aa f(a, 0) I T

we can show that G s 1 I (n login) = T .s M + 2D for large enough n.
(vi) The result from step (iv) implies

( 1 \PrtG ?..:
n lo1g.-, n

1 -
(log n)8

Hence, using step (v)

max I f(a, 0) I 5_ Nig., .17-771W71. + (g + 2) Nt n
to nlog

log n
tt,f) g

with probability ?_. 1 - 0( 1

(log-n)8)

The derivation of the lower bound is more difficult, but similar. We
will only outline the proof. We examine the values of f(a, 0) at the
points Om = 27r. (2m - 1)/2n, for 1 5_ m :5 n.

(vii) Let MI = M = ..1-t2 .Inlogn, -gD log log n, and M2 = 2M.
Let S be a subset of the integers from 1 to n with cardinality greater
than n (log n)-' and put F = Ems u (f (a, 0.)).

As in the derivation of the upper bound, we can find the asymptotic
behavior of the first two moments of F using the properties of u.

(viii) We can show E (F)n )21/2c3 IS 1 n -I (log for some constant
c3 > 0, and E(F2) - E2(F) = 0( I S I n -I (log n)2112) 4. O(1 s 1 2n-2(l0g

n)7)

(ix) Now

Prfmax f(a, 0,) ?_ M or min f(a, 0,) I. -2M) . 1 - Pr(F = 0)
111E ti 111E ti
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fiti>4/2

Since the Fourier transform of try (t) is j-runx),

. .
If CPI' trv(t)dt- 17filf .u(r)(x)e-'2"fldx1

= 0(13 -1/2D -r e'2/4fldx)
1x1> --M

= 0(- e m2 /413
171 )

MDr

uniformly in $ > 0, 0 5 r .5 18.

Similarly, for /3 > 0

by the definition of n. But Pr{min f(a, 0,,,) 5_ . -2M} = O((log n)-8)
from the upper bound, so that

Pr{max f(a, Om) .. M} ?_- 1 - Pr(F = 0) - O((log n)-8).
meS

Further, Pr{F = 0} :5 Pr{(F - E(F))2 > E2(F)}, so by Chebyshev's
inequality

E ((F - E(F))2)
Pr{F = 0} 5_

E2 (F)

(x) Using the bounds from step (viii), Pr{F = 0} = O((log n)-9/2).
Therefore, using the definition of M1, M2, and D, we have:

n
Prtmeax f(a, Gm) ./2a2 ./n log n -g NI

n
log log n1

mS

-' 1 - Pr{F = 0} - O((log n)-8)

_. 1 - O((log 0'12).

Details of Step (iv)

From the definition of v(t) [see step (iv)], we can show that

fitiriv(t)Idt=0(D-r) 1 5 r< 18 (18)

it irl V (t) I dt = 0(D-19). (19)

(20)

''' n fil;f exp(--fit2 E1 cos2 (k0 + a)) trv(t)dt = 0 (-mD2 exp(-M2/Q)),
k=-oo

(21)
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where

Further,

and

E cos 2(k0 + a) 5
le=1 'sin Ol

n

Q = 4/? E cos2 (k0 + a).
k=1

n 1
E cos2 (k0 + a) = -+ - E cos 2(1e0 + a)

k=1 2 2 k=1

n 1

So

. n VO, a

E cos2 (k0 + a) 5 n n IT log n
for11=1 0 1

2+ 2 to ng
---5 1
2 n

since

n 7T log n ir log n
I sin 0 I ?_. for - 5 161 5 IT - -log n 2 n 2 n

Therefore

whence

....m2

exp n dO = 0(e-m2/21m),
4f? E cos2 (k0 + a)

k=1

2ir

12: dO f exp[ -/3/2 i cos2 (1e0 + adtrv(t)dt
0 -. k=1

(22)

=
0(fi-11. e-M212fln) (23)
MD'.

Using (10) and (23) above, we can derive the result of step (iv) as
follows:

Since Ek are independent,
n n

E (exp kt E fed) = fl EeikkCk
k=1 k=1

5 n

= exp [ - E ate E ci + 0(ne) for Iti5d
/-2 k=1
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from assumption (10), where ck denotes cos (1e0 + a). Further,

nE(exp [jt E Ekcd)
k=1

= exp[ a2t2 Eck
k=1

5 n n

+ E E ek exp - a2t2 E ck
k=1 k=1

1 5

nE aft/ E ejk 2 exp -a2t2 E de
2 j=3

1 k=1

+ 0(nt6) + 0(n3 I t 19) for 1 t I < d, (24)

since

e-a= e -b + (b - a)e-b + 1/2 (b - a)2e-b + 0(lb - a13)

uniformly for b E P, b 0, a E ', Re(a) a 0. Now we consider
co n co n

expE(.1- [jt E Ekck] v(t)dt) = f E(exp
1 -00

[jt E EkckDv(t)dt;
i

the expression on the right-hand side of (24) can be substituted for the
integrand in the interval I t I -5. d. Outside this interval, we can use the
simple bound I exp [jt Er Eked I 5. 1, and arrive at:

f. n

] v(t)dt= E(exp [ft E Eked) v(t)dtj_ Ek_kexp r
--d 1

+ 0(.1 1 v(t) 1 dttId

= E(exp [jt Ekcd)u(t)dt

+ O Iv(t)Idt)

+ 0(n f It151v(t)IdttId

+ 0(12 f t' lv(t)Idt)
ittd
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+ 0(n f t6Iv(t)Idt)

+ 0(n3 l t 1 9 Iv(t)Idt). (25)

From (18) and (19), we see that the right-hand side is

= E(exp

= E(exp [it E fleck]) v (t)dt + 0((log
n)912

1
n3/2 )

Eked)o(n3D-9)
(26)

To find the asymptotic behavior of E (G), we use (21). After integrating
with respect to a,O, we have, for each of the terms in (24), with
expressions in square brackets corresponding to those in (24),

27r 277

da dO fcc exp[ - a2t2 En d n m 2/ 2ctwii v (t)dt = 0(
11 1

2ir 27r 5 n 0.

)da dO E E cik ti exp[ ] v (t)dt = 0 M2/2a2n(n---
j-3 1 MD3

for 5 2

da dO E aft-, E exp[ iv (t)dt

( /T1.
= 0 n2

. e-m2/2.2n
MD'

Therefore, collecting the previous results, we have

277 27r co n

E (G) = f da dO E(expkt E Eked) v (t)dt
0 0 -co 1

= 0 _.J1 -m2/2.2 (log n)"(
M

- 0(n-1(log n)-10).
n3/2
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